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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
By Tom Warrick
For the fIrst time in four years, this column is not being
written by David Morganstein. David has retired after
four years of service as the President of Washington Apple Pi.
If we were to talk about the people who have helped make
WAP what it is today, David's name would be one of the two
most prominently mentioned. (The other would be our
Editor, Bernie Urban, but as Scheherezade might have said on
the I,002nd Arabian Night, that's another story.) To give an
idea ofWAP's success under David's leadership, the meeting at
which he was nominated for President, in the third year of
WAP's existence, welcomed member number 500. Today
WAP has welcomed member number 7,100. During David's
tenure, WAP has seen more than a growth in membership, it
has seen a growth in the services offered to members. Perhaps
most important among these is the office, which serves the
needs of WAP members in many ways. David also deserves
much of the credit for WAP's tutorials program. Many people
may not know it (although a few more will now), but WAP
has one of the fmest collection of microcomputer books and
magazines outside of the Library of Congress. Other club
services have been expanded and improved under David's
leadership. The Journal has grown in both quality and
quantity. The bulletin board system has been expanded to
three (soon to be four or more) different computers offering a
variety of forum for members to exchange information.
But even more than his accomplishments, many of us will
always remember David's good humor even under adverse
circumstances. At general meetings, board meetings and every
other time, he always seemed to have the right words and right
ideas to make everything go smoothly. Gena Urban, writing
in last month's Journal, quoted someone as saying, "I like his
style." An apt statement
Another person who deserves special mention at this time
is Linda Morganstein. Those of you who have called or
visited the Morganstein house will appreciate the demands
made on Linda so that David could serve as President of WAP.
She, too, deserves our thanks (and our admiration) for being
so generous to Washington Apple Pi.
There must also be this year a special thank you from all
of us to four people who have given WAP much service over
the past several years (and will in the future, we all hope!).
They are former Secretary Nancy Little, former Executive
Board members Nancy Philipp and Bernie Benson, and
former Disketeria -- er, uh, what do you call the head of a
Disketeria? -- John Malcolm. Bernie and Nancy have
retired from the board with many years of service between
them. John Malcolm had one of the most difficult tasks
given to any WAP officer, the coordination and running of the
Disketeria, one of the most popular -- and most important-
services WAP offers. His successor, Jim Little, Nancy's
husband, will continue the service of the Little family to
WAP. Thank you, Nancy, not only for your worle as
Secretary but also for the loan of your husband!
With only a few of the thank-yous behind us, we should
2

now welcome several new faces to the WAP board. You have
elected as Vice President for Programs Adrien Youell,
whose British charm and wit have already made him well
known to people who have attended WAP meetings where he
has presided as Program Co-ordinator. Adrien is a pathologist
on loan to WAP from Her Majesty's armed forces. While we
are welcoming Adrien, we should also say hello to his wife
Slew, who we have been fortunate enough to add to the WAP
office staff.
Another new member of the WAP board is Ray Hobbs,
chairman of Program Interface SIG and the deliverer of WAP
Journals to area computer stores in faraway places we mortals
dare not tread. Lee Raesly is one of the most recognizable
members in the entire organization. Even if you couldn't
recognize his trademark red plume, you could certainly
recognize his enthusiasm anywhere he went Lee is on the
Hot Line for more things than anyone else in this club, and
what's more -- he knows this stuff! Lee also runs the WAP
Classifieds bulletin board system out of his own home.
John Voglewede is the relative newcomer to WAP on the
Board, being member number 4893. He has a graduate degree
in computer science and is one of the most active members on
the bulletin board systems.
And on the subject of the WAP Executive Board, it bears
repeating that WAP is run in a very open way. Essentially,
everyone who shows up at the Board meetings (the
second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m.) is
entitled to participate fully in everything that goes on. This
includes eating the cake and cookies that are available as
refreshments. This also includes voting on everything. There
is a provision in the bylaws that permits votes to be limited
to formally elected Board members only, but in my
recollection such a procedure has been invoked only four times
in the more than three years since I started attending Board
meetings. Everyone is invited to come, participate and enjoy
the fellowship of some of the most interesting people in the
Washington area.
You saw in the last issue our first LaserWriter pages.
The Urbans hope to expand the use of the LaserWriter to cover
more of the Journal, and to that end they would welcome
contributions on 3 1/2- inch Macintosh media. Of course,
contributions are still welcome on 5 1I4-inch disks for those
of us who use Apple lIs. We are going to use Aldus' "Page
Maker" program for page layout, as it appears to be the best
such program available.
Tutorials: Although many of us haven't yet taken our
vacations, the tutorials group took early leave so as to begin
planning for the fall. Check the several bulletins carried in
this issue of the WAP Journal and the tutorial registration
form on page 64 to see what they have lined up for
September. If there is a special subject you would like to
have explored in a future tutorial, all you have to do is call
George Sail at 768-0212. He'll put the wheels in motion.
Also with regard to tutorials, Marty Milrod has started
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a regular program of Macintosh tutorials. These will be
offered once a month as a two-part program on two Monday
nights. Contact the office if you are interested.
We are in the process of making big changes to the WAP
Apple Bulletin Board System (ABBS). We have ordered a
Sunol hard disk and will soon be converting to the UBBS
software principally so that we can handle more file downloads
and can allow longer messages. We ultimately hope to have
several numbers that access one shared message base with
multiple conferences of messages on particular subjects. We
will, of course, continue to operate the WAP Classifieds BBS
at 871-7978. And in the next few weeks, we will begin
offering the WAP Journal on-line for those members who
cannot wait for mail delivery or who want to maintain
machine-readable copies of their favorite articles. Alice Allen
has graciously donated the use of her Apple when she is not
using it. The startup date and phone number will be
announced on the club's other BBS's.
While we're on the subject, I want to announce the
retirement of the previous SYSOP (System Operator), a
fellow whose name I never could remember. He must not
have been important, anyway. He is being replaced by an able
committee of volunteers, headed by Lee Raesly. Also on the
committee are Alice Allen, ::Alexander-, Joe Chelena, Dave
Harvey, Regina Litman, Marty Milrod and Jack Mortimer.
WAP member Brook Powers has undertaken a project
that we Apple IT owners can appreciate. Brook is collecting
printer command codes so that we can come up with a
universal translation table. Thus, if a program in the Journal
gives the printer codes for an Okidata 92 when you have an
lmageWriter, you would be able to look up the code for ESC
6, determine that it is the code for six lines of text per inch,
and substitute the lmageWriter code ESC-A. Currently,
Brook has the codes for these dot matrix printers:
lmageWriter, Okidata 92, Apple DMP, Data South 180,
Prism 80, Prism 132, Integral PSO and Integral P132. He has
information on these letter-quality printers: Qume Sprint
9/45, 9/55 and II, NEC Spinwriter 3550 and Anderson
Jacobson 833. If you have some other kind of printer, send a
message to Brook on the ABBS (he's WP5973) or write to
him at the WAP office, 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201,
Bethesda, Maryland 20814.
Finally, we are coming to the time of the year when we
need to start thinking about renewing our lease on 8227
Woodmont Avenue. This space is less than ideal, although it
has served our needs quite well for the last several years.
Before we renew, however, we want to think: about whether
there might be space elsewhere that would suit us better.
If you know of any available office space that is low-cost, has
free parking nearby, is near public transportation, and is
accessible to the disabled, please drop me a line on the
bulletin board system (I'm WAP538) or through the office. <t

EDITORIAL
With much trepidation we dove into the world of Apple II
to Mac transfers, Microsoft Word, MacWrite 4.5, Laserwriter
Installation, System 4.1 Update, Ramdisk and PageMaker .995
(more on our experiences here later) to prepare this issue. Not
all done in Laserwriter and not all done by PageMaker, but next
time a little closer. Bear with us during this renovation.
We have been getting comments and complaints about too
many Mac articles from the Apple 1/ and 11/ owners and the
reverse from Lisa and Mac members. Folks, we try to print
what comes in. Presently we are getting what you see
published here from approximately 4,000 WAP Apple mem
bers and 1300 Mac and Lisa members. Either the Apple folks
are well on their way and don't have too much to report, or feel
less inspired to contribute. If the latter is true in your case,
please reconsider. Remember, this is your Journal. It is what
you make it. How about some inputs from the old-time
regulars, e.g. John Love, Dianne Lorenz, Arsen Damay, Nancy
Strange, and all the myriad others out there? And how about
some of newer members, and especially you IIc folks, writing
up your experiences and creating a better balance of articles to
satisfy all?
It

.Paragon Technologies, Inc.
offers classes in our IBM PC laboratory
and Apple lie laboratory in McLean:
· Getting Started With The Micro
Computer
· VISICALC, LOTUS 1, 2, 3
· d Base II
· WordStar
· Programming in BASIC
· Computer assisted SAT preparation
All classes are hands-on with one person
per computer.
Call

556-9659
or write to us:

P.O. Box 6128
McLean, Virginia 22106
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EVENT QUEUE
"-"

MINUTES

Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usually)
of each month at the Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences (USUHS), Building B, 4301 Jones Bridge
Road, Bethesda, MD on the campus of the National Naval
Medical Center.
Library transactions, Journal pickup,
memberships, etc. are from 8:45 - 10:00 AM. From 9:00 to
10:00 AM there is an informal "Help" session in the
auditorium. The main meeting starts promptly at 10:00, at
which time all sales and services close so that volunteers can
attend the meeting.
A sign interpreter and reserved seating can be provided for
the hearing impaired, but we need 3 or 4 business days notice.
Call the office.
FoIIowing are dates and topics for upcoming months:
August 24
- GAMESIG
September 28
Dates for SigMac are:
August 10
September 7
The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on
the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the office.
All members are welcome to attend. (Sometimes an alternate
date is selected. Call the office for any late changes.)
<t

SUMMARY OF JUNE EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING
The Executive Board of WAP, Ltd. met on June 12, 1985
at the WAP office. A "Future of the Pi" meeting wiII be held
in September. John Malcolm is resigning his position as
Chairman of the Disketeria. Bulletins from an on-line price
shopping service will be available to members at the WAP
office.
JUNE GENERAL MEETING
WAP, Ltd. met at the USUHS on June 22, 1985 at
lO:00AM, with Tom Warrick presiding. There will be a
meeting on the "Future of the Pi" in September. Ed Myerson
presented the budget for the next fiscal year. The complete
proposed budget is available to the membership at the WAP
office. The motion was made, seconded, and passed to adopt
the budget as presented. The election results were announced.
Members were asked to help fmd suitable Virginia meeting
locations.
~
r-------~----~~------~--~--------__.
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General Information

@@®a@fl

"Walk-in & Mail-in Macintosh Office Service"

Reston Copy Center
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr.

Apple user groups may reprint without prior permission
any portion of the contents herein, provided proper author,
title and publication credits are given.
Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi are $27.00 for
the first year and $20.00 per year thereafter, beginning in the
month joined. If you would like to join, please call the club
office or write to the office address. A membership
application will be mailed to you. Subscriptions to the
Washington Apple Pi Journal are not available. The Journal
is distributed as a benefit of membership.
Current office hours are:

Reston, VA 22091

703/860-9600
LaserWrlter Coples ......................... $0.75 each·
ThunderScan Digitizing .............. $2.25/original·
·plus Macintosh Office Tlme ....... $10/hr.(min. $5)
WAP Members Discount 33 1/3%
Mail-in service add $5 for postage and handling.
Price subject to change without notice. 850607
Clients responsible for disk back-up. VA sales tax 4%.

Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 PM
Thursday
- 7 to 9:00 PM •
Saturday
- 12 to 3:00 PM
• Note that the office will be closed on Tuesday evenings
during the months of July and August, and will close at 9:00
PM on Thursday evenings.

QUESTION: Do you know the Most Underrated
Program Disk in the world?

TYSONS CORNER CENTER'S

Homelnform
Information on Store Names,
Sales, Events, Restaurants,
Theatres, Gifts, Metrobus
Schedules and Much More

It's W AP's New Member Disk!
Come to a tutorial on Saturday, September 14 and let
Tom DeMay show you how many things it will let
you do.
Washington Apple Pi
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For Use by WAP Members Only

Haw. I problem1 The followIng club members hawe agreed to help other memb.rs. PlEASE, keep In mInd that th.
people lIsted are VOLUNTEERS. Respect all telephone restrIctIons, where lIsted, and no calls after 10:00 PH
except where IndIcated. Users of the HotlIne are remInded that calls regardIng commercIal software packages
should be lImIted to those you haye purchased. Please do not call about copIed software for whIch you haye no
documentatIon. Telephone numbers are home phones unless otherwIse specIfIed.
Hot1 Ine Proc tor

Paul Koskos

(301) 279-0671

Genera 1

John Day
Dave Harvey
Robert HartIn

(301) 672-1721
(703) 527-2704
(301) 498-6074

AccountIng Packages
AccountantIOec.Sup.)
BPI Programs
Home Accountant
Howardsoft (Tu)

Hark Pankln
Juan Brown
leon Raesly
leon Raesly

APPLE SSC

Bern Ie Benson

(301) 951-5294

App Ie TechNotes

lance Bell
ShIrley Weaver

(703) 550-9064
(301) 761-2479

Applellorks

Carl Ehen
(703) 354-4837
Jay Jones IBalt.) (301) 969-1990
Barry Fox
(703) B20-5206

*
*

(103)
(301)
(301)
(301)

CommunIcatIons Packages and Hodems-Telecom.
Anchor Hark 12
George Klnal(7-10)(202)
Jeremy Porker
(301)
App Ie Hodems
John Day
(301)
ASC II Express
Dave Harvey
(703)
Harv Redd
(301)
Barry Fox
(703)
BIICOHP Hodem
Jeremy Parker
(301)
General
Tom Neblker
(216)
Hayes Smartmodem
BernIe Benson
(301)
Smartcom I
Harmon PrItchard (301)
VISITERH
Steve 1I11dstrom (301)
ITALIC CP/H COIMI.
BernIe Benson
(301)
Computers, SpecIfIc
Apple IIc
L1SA/Hac XL
Haclntosh:
General

Chart
Comm. , Hodems
DIV tt hers
File VisIon
liard Olsk
Hel Ix
InsIde Hoc
HacOraw
Hacl Ion 10BHS)
HacProJect
HacWr tte
H."Termlnal
HuH Ip Ian

Hultlplan/Chart
HuslcWorks
liard
Data Bases
dBlSe II
DB Has ter
Data Perfect
Data Factor),
General Hanager
List Handler
PFS
Prof lIe
QulcHlle II
Graphics
VhlPlot
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John Day
Jorge OsterlIng
Scott Rullman
John Day
Don KornreIch

524-0937
350-3283
460-0754
460-0754

546-7270
229-2578
672-1721
527-2704
944-2150
820-5206
229-2578
861-7463
951-5294
972-4667
564-0039
951-5294

(301)
(103)
(J01)
(]01)
(l01)

672-1721
671-5797
779-5714
672-1721
292-9225

(301)
Steve Hunt
Scott Rullman
(301)
Donald SchmItt
(717)
Rob Clar.k
(804)
(703)
Terry Honks
Steve Hunt
(301)
JoAnn Stewart
(703)
Steve Hunt
(301)
DavId Jamlson(day)(301)
Harvey levIne
(301)
Jon Hardls
(301)
Don landIng
(703)
Tom Berllla
(301)
Hark Hlanl
(202)
Jay lucas
(703)
Her)' Hockme),er
(301)
Jon Hardls
(301)
Hary Hockme),er
(301)
John Boblltz
(301)
Don landIng
(703)
Steve Hunt
(301)
lIalt FrancIs
(202)
Bob Pulglno
(703)
SkIp Horvath
(703)
(301)
Herty Hllrod

262-9080
779-5714
334-3265
850-2016
471-4610
262-9080
527-4072
262-9080
589-8B41
299-9380
330-1422
690-1010
434-3256
362-B123
751-3332
897-5495
330-1422
897-5495
356-9384
690-1010
262-9080
966-5742
379-0512
536-4091
464-2154

Paul Bubl ttz
John step les
leon Raes ly
*
Dave EInhorn
leon Raesl),
•
Bob SchmIdt
Normand 8ernache
leon Raesly
*
Jon Vaupel
Bill Etue
Ben Ryan
lilnn)' Spevak
8arry Fox
J.J. FInkelsteIn

261-4124
759-3461
460-0754
593-8420
460-0754
736-4698
935-5617
460-0754
977-3054
620-2103
469-6457
362-3887
820-5206
652-9375

(301)
(703)
(301)
(301)
(J01)
(301)
(301)
(301)
1301 )
(703)
(]01)
(202)
(703)
(301)

8111 Schu \the Is
(703) 538-4575
Lee Raesl)'
• (301) 460-0754

Hord Disks
Corvus &Omnlnet
SIder

Tom VIer (4-11AH) (202) 887-7588
Jaxon Brown
(301) 350-3283
Barry Fox
(703) 820-5206
Languages (A-Applesoft, I-Integer, P-Pascal, HaHachlne
A
Peter Combes
(301) 251-6369
Jeff DIllon
(301) 422-645B
A,I
A
RIchard langston (301) 869-7466
A
Hark Pankln
(703) 524-0931
A,I,H
RIchard UntIed
(609) 596-8816
John loye
(703) 559-2294
A,I,H
H
Raymond Hobbs
(301) 490-74B4
P
Donn Hoffman
• (412) 578-8905
Forth
Bruce FIeld
(301) 340-703B
LISP
Fred Naef
(103) 471-1479
Hathl O.R. Applns.

Hark Pankln

(703) 524-0937

Honltor, RGB Color

John Day

(301) 672-1721

RIchard langston
John love
RIchard Unt led
Robert Fretwell
Ray Hobbs
Leon Raesly
•
Rtchard Langston
John Loye
Barry Fox

(301)
(703)
(609)
(703)
(301)
(301)
(301)
(703)
(703)

B69-7466
569-2294
596-B816
971-2621
490-7484
460-0754
869-7466
569-2294
820-5206

Walt Franc Is
Leon Raesly
*
Apple Color Plotter John Day
Apple DaIsy Wheel
John Day
Apple Dot Hatrlx
JOan B. Dunham *
Da Isywrtter 2000
BIll Hue
Henry Greene
IDS 460
Jeff Stetekluh
Imagewrl ter
John Day
HX-80
Jeff Dillon
NEC 8023
BIll Hark
Ok Idota
Fred Feer
Hlchael ProffItt
Don Robrhh
Scrtbe
Phil leber
Stlentype
Bruce FIeld

(202)
(301)
(301 )
(301 )
(301)
(703)
(202)
(703)
(3011
(301 )
(301)

966-5742
460-0754
672-1721
672-17 21
585-09B9
620-2103
363-1797
521-4882
672-1721
434-0405
779-8938
978-7724
874-2270
530-4202
378-4391
340-7038

Operat Ing Systems
Apple DOS
CP/H
ProDOS

Prtnters
General

Spreadsheets
Lotus 1-2-3
Hult Iplan
VIsICalc
Spreadsheet 2.0
(HagIColc)
SuperColc Ver. 2.0
StatIstIcal Packages

(103)

( 301)
(301)
(703)
(301)

* (301) 460-0754

leon Raes Iy
Walt Franch
Wa It Fronc h
Roy Rosfeld
Terry Prudden
lIolt Franc Is
leon Raes ly
leon Roes ly

(202)
(202)
(301)
(301 )
(202)
* (301)
* (301)

leon Raes 1y

* (301) 460-0754

966-5742
966-5142
340-7962
93)-3065
966-5742
460-0754
460-0754

JIll Carpenter
Hark Pankln

(301 ) 37l- 5263
(703) 524-0937

Stock Harket

Robert lIood

(703) B93-9591

TIllie-SharIng

Dove Horvey

(703) 527-2704

liard Processors
App Ie IIr Iter II
Format II
Gutenberg
& Jr.
Letter Perfect
Haglc WIndow and
Peach Tut
PIE Wrlter/Apple
ScreenWriter II
Supertext II
liard Handler
Word Juggler lIe
Word Star

* Calls up unt 11
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(202) 966-5742
lIalt FrancIs
DIanne lorenz
(301) 530-7881
leon Raesly
* (301) 460-0754
Henry Donohoe
(202) 298-9107
Netl Huncy
Can.(416) 298-3964
HarrIs Sllyerstone(301) 435-3582
Caro Clra
(301) 468-6118
leon Raesly
* (301) 460-0754
II Joyce C. little
(301) 321-2909
Carl Elsen
(703) 354-4837
PIE Jim Graham
(703) 643-1848
Peter Combes
(301) 251-6369
E. E. Carter
(202) 363-2342
(301) 229-2288
Peter Rosden
Jon Vaupel
(301) 977-3054
Carl Elsen
(703) 354-4837
Barry Fox
(703) 820'5206
leon Raesly
• (301) 460-0754
Dana Rell
(301) 350-3283
mldn Ight are ok,
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE: Daioiy wheel printer, Starwriter FI0
40, 40 cps, 2 serial RS-232 cables, tractor, Microbuffer print
buffer. All for $950, or sold separately. Also Apple 1/1
Pascal, $100. Business Basic 1/1, $25. Call Steve at 448
9426.
FOR SALE: Apple 512 KB memory board for
LisalMac XL. Original cost, $995; will sell for $600 or best
offer. Used only for 6 months; all packaging and instructions
included. Also, Strobe Model 100 Digital Graphics Plotter.
Wired for parallel interface with Apple ][ +/le (and others with
proper drivers). $100 or best offer. Call Marvin at (202) 745
8489 or 745-8331, days, or 543-2898 eve. and wknds.
FOR SALE: Dow Jones Market Manager,
originally $300: two versions available; one won't work in
Canada, but works fine here and comes with Xeroxed manual,
$40; other works in Canada as well as here, and comes with
lovely printed manual, $100. Also, ScreenWriter ll, latest
update, complete with The Dictionary, $50. Call Newt Steers
at (301) 320-5820 9AM-9PM.
FOR SALE: Apple )[ +, 48K plus 16K card, two disk
drives, Smarterm 80-column card, Zenith monitor, stand and
fan, Silentype printer and interface card, paddles and joystick.
Must sell, $800. Call Dennis at 340-2138 before 9PM.
FOR SALE: Disk Notcher, $10; Z-80 Card, $65;
lie 80-columnl64K card, $75. Call Arnie at 460-8093
evenings.
FOR SALE: Apple ][ + with 64K, two disk drives,
12" monitor, Videx 80-column card, CCS serial card, Pascal,
VisiCalc, Fortran, DOS Took Kit. Best offer. Call Harry at
(202) 393-5910.
FOR SALE: Z-80 card ror Apple lie ($60),
adjustable tractor feed for doing address labels for Epson FX
80 printer ($20). Call Lynn in Frederick MD at (301) 845
2651 between 5:00 and 10:00 PM.
FOR SALE: Apple lie extended 80-column card 
provides extra 64K of memory and hi-res graphics, $75. Call
Tom 01Iagan after 7PM at (301) 593-9683.
FOR SALE: Rana Elite Three, 652K dioik
drive, ~with warranty, reads disks encoded on Apple
drives, fully compatible with Apple's controller card, cost
$489, current discount price $375, a true bargain for $325.
Rana Controller Card (control 4 drives from one slot),
supports above and any other Apple compatible drives, ~
with warranty, current discount price $79, another bargain for
$65. Maxell 96 tpi disks for above drive,~ box of
ten, discount price $50, take for $40. Videx Videoterm 80
column board, used but perfect, current discount price $175, a
steal at $110. Videx Keyboard Enhancer, $50. Call
Jim on (301) 587-3850.
~

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
NEEDED
Are you upgrading your computer system? Would you
like to help others at the same time?
A local Social Services Agency is seeking computers
and/or financial contributions to purchase equipment to be
Washington Apple Pi

used by visually handicapped individuals for employment pur
poses.
All contributions are welcome, equipment or otherwise,
and are tax-deductible. Call Michael Esserman at 277-6582 or
~
Bobbie Gottschalk at 881-3700.

COMMERCIAL CLASSIFIEDS
STOCKMARKET SYSTEMS offers a new stock
market timing service, Cycle Analysis and Forecasts. A
weekly service, valuable for timing stocks, options, mutual
funds and index futures. Includes charts and comment with
specific forecasts based on computerized models and artificial
intelligence methods. 3 months, 12 issues for $28; 6
months, 24 issues $50; 12 months, 48 issues, $96. Robert
Wood, 7616 Burford Drive, McLean, VA 22101, (703) 893
9591.
Looking to Rent or Purchase Apple III
computer,
monitor and external disk drive. Needed for 2-month time
frame. Please call Greg Sullivan at (703) 527-3827.
FOR SALE: VisiCalc for Apple /Ie users. Solve
your business problems - cash flow, inventory, estimates,
budgets, forecasts, nearly anything numerical. $125 (list price
is $250). Call Helen, (301) 294.0515.
FOR SALE: Gemini lOX printer with interface,
$180. Mirage Prof. WP software, $50. Call Debra Tate, 299
6155 (home).
FOR SALE: Apple ][ + 64K System.
Includes
NEC display, Epson MX 80 Frr printer, 2 Disk n drives,
Kensington System Saver, Videx 80-column card, Apple
Language card, Pascal, 2 game paddles. Asking $1000 or best
I!
offer by 7/31. Call Russ at (703) 938-2602, leave msg.

JOB MART
HELP WANTED
Parttime typist needed by author of educational

programs. Access to Apple ][+ or lie, and/or background in
education helpful. Call Judy Priven, (301) 320-2829.
POSITION WANTED
Apple Macintosh computer instruction in the
general Frederick, MD area. Instruction on the Mac and
assorted software. Help with pre-buy decisions. Personalized
service and reasonable rates. Call Lynn R. Trusal, (301) 845
2651 (evenings, with no calls after IOPM).
I!

QUESTION: Ever wonder what day of the week
Christmas will fallon in 1997, or how fast your disk
drive is spinning?
Your New Member Disk makes it easy to find
out!
Come to the September 14 Apple tutorial to learn
how from Tom Demay.
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EDSIG NEWS
by Peter Combes
InCider

EDSIG Calendar
No meetings in July or August
Tuesday. September 27 at 7.30 p.m.
"Education and the Mac"
All EDSIG meetings are held in the Washington Apple Pi
offices at 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD.
Meeting Report
Carol Thomas brought to the meeting an impressive selection
of microcomputer magazines. Here is her overview of the
magazines she showed:
A+

12 issues, $24.97
P.O. Box 2965, Boulder, Colo. 80322
-- news section
-- major feature articles
-- monthly Macintosh section
-- topic-specific glossary page
-- Pipeline section: product news with reader service card
-- indexes to both products and ads.
Rating: very useful for average user

Infoworld
52 issues, $31.00
P.O. Box 1019, Southeastern, Penna 19398
-- covers the computer business world with capsules, short
articles; similar to Time magazine.
-- "Trends" section
-- opinion columns
-- reviews of hardware and software, including capsules of
reviews in previous issues.
Rating: the only weekly -- very timely.
Microcomputers in Education
12 issues, $38.00
2539 Post Road, Darien, Conn. 06820
-- pot-pourri covering awards, special uses, business news,
new products.
-- comprehensive product reviews
-- "intelligence" page
-- company profiles
Rating: spotty, but worth looking at

Byte
12 issues, $21.00
70 Main St., Peterboro, N.H. 03458
-- extensive coverage of the entire computer field
-- product reviews
Rating: best for technically oriented user.

Nibble

Computer Teacher (Journal of the International Council for
Computers in Education)
9 issues, $21.50
University of Oregon,
1787 Agate St., Eugene, Ore. 97403
-- articles entirely devoted to classroom use of computers by
teachers.
Rating: for educators
Electronic Learning (Scholastic)
8 issues (Sept-Apr), $19.00
730 Broadway, New York NY 10003
-- covers use of computers in education
-- one curricular area featured each month
-- reviews software of one type in chart format for easy
comparison.
-- reviews software in article format
-- covers new products.
Rating: helpful for general use as well as educators.
8

12 issues, $24.97
P.O. Box 911, Farmingdale NY 11737
-- news page
- programs
-- reviews of hardware and software
-- new software summaries with reader response card
-- game section
Rating: very useful for average person

12 issues, $26.95
45 Winthrop St., Concord, Mass. 07142
-- programs to type in with explanatory articles
-- programs to order on disk
Rating: for those wishing to modify or enhance their
Apples with original programs.
Popular Computing
12 issues, $15.00
70 Main Street, Peterboro, N.H. 03458
-- news section
-- Technoklutz column by Stephen Banker
-- feature articles
- reviews of hardware and software
-- reader response card keyed to products covered
Rating: very useful for the general user
Small Computers in Libraries
11 issues, $29.50
Meckler Publishing
11 Ferry Lane West, Westport, Conn. 06880
-- news summaries
eontd. on pg 9
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MEETING REPORT: JUNE 22

.,-, by Adrien Youell

"Garage Sale, Budget, Elections and Gift
Ideas" - a title for serious consideration!
To the rustIe of bucks and shuffle of checks, and general
clamour, about 425 members and their families acquired
hardware, software and books they always wanted but could
not afford, or that might come in handy one day! The Garage
Sale was a great success, thanks to Joe Fuchs's inimitable
organization. Whether the punters were parted from their
dollars wisely or foolishly, the sellers reaped a handsome
harvest Vendors remaining with stacked tables were pleasant
ly philosophical but most made something. I bought a 1981
version of VisiCalc (!) for $15 from Kevin ('of the office'),
just for fun, as I have never seen columns of figures on my
lie; my wife prohibited any expensive dalliances.
The old and new were there, referring to humans and
products. Kids traded Hayes Smartmodems for $150 and a (?
wise) older man trundled out an ancient printer. The
subsequent weekend must have been an orgy of experimen
tation. The] [+ may have had its day, judging by the many on
sale, but hopefully they will, like The Phoenix, rise again
another day in another home. Even Apple clones changed
hands. A 128K Mac complete system did not sell at $1900
but was snapped-up the following Monday privately, testi
fying to the value of hand-outs.
Joe persuasively conducted the release auction about noon,
and disposed of many more items, (with amusing audience
participation), including games ("Rubbish, even my Dad
thought that was easy"), serial cards ("We do need a spare,
maybe") and disk mailing boxes ("Handy in my briefcase even
if I don't mail disks"). The ethos of the bi-annual Garage Sale
seems to be a mixture of Club neighborliness, opportunities
to buy and sell particular items or hunt for bargains, disks,
cards, drives and computers. Be warned, prices are realistic,
although I am convinced my buy was a bargain? Do ask if
the unit works! I overheard one seller confess that the drive
needed a service job. Joe Fuchs is pleased to thank the
GAMESIG for providing the 'door prizes'.
The pre-Christmas sale usually attracts more people, and
we may arrange to have it at a different date from the main
monthly meeting, say December 7th, and at a Virginia loca
tion, so that all may participate and not miss the monthly
meeting. Feed-back, please! Your correspondent is your new
Vice Pres (Programs), so who better to whom to complain?
That's REAL grammar!
This is THE Meeting Report, which would be incomplete
without mentioning meeting news, so I will. Tom Warrick
chaired the business section, standing up, and got the annual
budget approved in 'short order'. Ed Myerson did a great job
and kept us 'in the black'. (Congeats, Ed and Mrs M. on
Alexandra, born during the week.). Tom thanked the year's
officers for their magnificent, unstinting work and reserved
comment about David Morganstein until next month when he
will be presented with a surprise gift in acknowledgement of
Washington Apple Pi

his outstanding, seminal presidency over the last four years.
(Has he had a baby too? Well yes, he nurtured The Pi to our
present awesome stature.)
The annual ballot was confmned by acclaim after Sue
Roth presented the results of the voting returns, prepared in
most part with her son, and finally with other volunteers, in
'public', in the Pi office, June 20. Of a membership of some
4,800 paid-up members round the globe (at the time of
ballot), 1,046 voting papers were received; the 'signal' officers
achieved over 1,000 votes each, in their respective appoint
ments. The candidates for the seven Directors, who were
elected by a clear majority and are noted in this issue of The
Journal, clearly outstripped the runners-up, who layover 200
votes behind, but nevertheless 'performed' surprisingly well.
The Club owes you a dept of gratitude, Sue and Son, for your
dedicated hard work. Is 'scrutineuse extraordinaire' appropriate?

Clearly, the approximately 25% vote is unacceptable and
should be improved upon, but it is The Vote. Sue detailed
some extra remarks from the ballot papers, most noteably,
that "females are not represented". Well ladies, nominate
yourselves, or be nominated. Or, question; could we have
done this ballot better? Write in. Tom, impressed by excel
lent showings of the also-rans, invited these folks to attend
the Board Meetings. Do come to Board meetings. We need
your 'good sense' and expertise. Volunteers are the life blood
of The Pi.
Gift ideas for Christmas! Give a subscription to The Pi?
[Dear Editor, may I request we have a form by which members
may nominate, and pay for gift subscriptions, for friends and
relatives?]. Siew, my wife, thought out this one! Seems like
a good idea to me. Siew is a volunteer at the office so she
may take your calls. Call! I'm not jealous.
(l
EDSIG contd. from pg 8
- feature articles, e.g. databases, bulletin boards.
Rating: informative even for non-library users.
T.H.E. Journal (Technical Horizons in Education)
10 issues - "free on a limited basis"
Information Synergy, Inc.
2922 S. Daimler St, Santa Ana, Calif. 92705
-- 6 major feature articles
-- thumbnail summaries for software, books, and hardware
with reader inquiry card.
Rating: most extensive coverage of new products.
Washington Apple Pi Journal
12 issues -- free to members of Washington Apple Pi.
Washington Apple Pi,
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda MD 20814
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Rating: the best - especially for EDSIG News.
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Q&A
by Bruce F. Field
1

Last month I printed some infonnation on intennittent
problems with AppleWorks and the Apple extended 80
column card. I got a call from Diane Dresbach, a very nice
lady at Apple Computer, who confumed my published
infonnation. The problem is with the MMU chips in the
Apple. Apple is replacing these so if you are having
problems with AppleWorks and an extended 80-column card,
AND have an MMU chip with a date code of 8314, 8424,
8425, or 8426 you should contact the nearest Apple Service
Center. (The Apple Service Centers are the regional centers
set up by Apple, your local dealer may not be able to help
you with this problem.) Diane also told me that they have
found no problems with AppleWorks.
Ken Kashmarek wrote to say he also had a problem with
Appleworks and the extended 80-column card and the problem
was fixed by Appleworks version 1.2. Ken says:
"AppleWorks uses the AUXMOV routine to move data to
and from the memory on the extended 80-column card.
According to the documentation (lie Reference Manual), the
soft switches must be set correctly or else this routine will
not function properly. In particular, $C056 (hi-res mode off)
must be hit before going to Appleworks. AppleWorks does
not set this switch before using AUXMOV. AppleWorks
assumes that $COID is less than 128 ($COID is used to read
the hi-res switch state). Bad assumption! Test it for yourself
by using HGR, the TEXT, followed by '-APPLEWORKS'
and try to load a me. Even small flies use the extended
memory."
I guess the bottom line is to make sure you have at least
version 1.2 of Appleworks if you are using the extended 80
column card.
Marilyn Emerson wrote to remind me how sequential mes
work on the Apple. A few months ago I had a program to
save the date to disk and read it back later from another
program. The critical line in the program to write the date
was PRINT MO,DA,YR. Marilyn points out that the INPUT
MO,DA,YR statement in the second program requires that the
3 items be written to disk separated by commas or carriage
returns. However, the PRINT MO,DA,YR command does
not supply the separators required by the input statement and
thus the program will not work as intended. Instead the print
statement should be modified to be PRINT MO;"," ;DA;
",";YR (or equivalently PRINT MO","DA","YR since
semicolons are not required between literals and variables) or
PRINT MO : PRINT DA : PRINT YR. The fllSt form prints
commas between the entries, the second prints carriage
returns. Either is acceptable. I deserve 20 lashes with a wet
noodle for that oversight
A number of people have written asking how to imbed
control characters in word processing documents using
Applewriter. The manual explains how to do this for most
control characters except the null (ASCII 0) character.
Unfortunately this character is needed to access special features
of some printers (notably the Okidata printers). R. A. Royall
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has sent the following patch for the DOS 3.3 version of
Applewriter lie to allow entering a null.
Patch for entering NUL (Control-@) in Control-V mode,
the only side effect being the DELETE key doesn't work for
correcting keyboard input while entering a flIename in the
DOS COMMANDS or ADDmONAL FUNCTIONS menu
(use the left arrow key instead).
Boot the DOS System Master disk. Remove the System
Master disk and insert the Applewriter /Ie disk and type the
following comands:
BLOAD OBJ.APWRT][E
CALL -151
lCEl:EA EA EA EA
3EBA:EA EA EA EA
3000
UNLOCK OBJ.APWRT][E
BSAVE OBJ.APWRT][E,A$I900,L$2F58
LOCK OBJ.APWRT][E
BLOAD OBJ.APWRT][F
CALL-lSI
1D81:EA EA EA EA
4033:EA EA EA EA
3000
UNLOCK OBJ.APWRT][F
BSAVE OBJ.APWRT][F,A$I900,L$30Dl
LOCK OBJ.APWRT][F
I would strongly suggest that before doing this you copy
both APWRT][E and APWRT][F to another disk using the
FlO me copy program. That way if you accidentally mess
up the me you can always copy the original version back
again.

Bob Delaney was interested in a recent question an answer
on making data me backups from within an Applesoft
program.
"I recently uploaded flies (June 85, BFF) to Compuserve
which describe and implement a COPY command. COPY,
which works only under ProDOS, can copy a text flIe, or
any other type me, from anywhere to anywhere. When
installed for a given session, it works from the Applesoft
prompt or from within a BASIC program like any DOS
command.
"You can find the mes in the Apple 2/3 section ofMAUG
in data library 3 (DL3).
COPY.HEX should be
downloaded. When EXECed it BSAYES the machine
BRUNing COpy installs the
language me COpy.
command.
"COPY.DES contains the description of the command.
COPY.ASM contains the assembly language flIe.
"COpy is my work. which I have released with no
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restrictions on its use. Hope you find it useful."
Thanks Bob, I am sure we all appreciate your efforts.
John Willis dropped me a note to update an answer I had
on using Atari joysticks with the Apple. "Wico sells an
adaptor at less than $20 that converts the Apple joystick port
to two Atari joysticks. This works well for 2 player games
(with about an 80% success rate). A good example is One-On
One. It puts one axis to one joystick and the other to a
second joystick. It is more practical for young children where
the expensive Apple joystick does not have to be placed at
risk."
Q. I have an Apple lie and have not been able to find out
how to program using either of the Apple keys by
themselves or in conjunction with other keys. Also, I
would like programming infonnation on using the Delete
key. My knowledge of machine language is severely
limited, so I am most interested in Applesoft applications.
A. All the keys on the keyboard with the exception of the
Apple keys, caps lock, control, shift, and reset keys can be
"read" from Applesoft with a GET (or INPUT) command.
Each key is represented by a code number (an ASCII
value). For example, in an Applesoft program if you type
"A" in response to a GET 1'$ command, 1'$ will contain
the letter A. If you then PRINT ASC(1'$) you will get
the number 65. The ASC function returns the ASCII code
value of the frrst character of the string. There are 128
code values from 0 to 127. Of these, the frrst 32 are called
control characters and do not print any character on the
screen. The Delete key has a code of 127 and will print an
checkboard block on the screen. This key does nothing by
itself but you can test for a Delete key press and use it any
way you please in your program. The program below
echoes all printable key presses to the screen and clears the
screen whenever Delete is pressed.
100 GET A$ : A .. ASC(A$)
110 IF A .. 127 TIIEN HOME: GOI'O 100
120 IF A .. 13 THEN PRINT
130 IF A> 31 THEN PRINT A$;
140 IF A .. 27 THEN STOP
150 GOI'O 100
160 END
Line 100 gets a single character and puts the ASCn
value in variable A. Then we check if A represents the
Delete key in which case we clear the screen. Line 120
checks for a return key and if it is we do a PRINT which
does a carriage return and linefeed to the next line. If A is
not a control character (line 130) then we print the
character in A$ on the screen. Remember A$ is the
character and A is a number, the ASCII value of the
character. Line 140 checks to see if we pressed the ESC
(escape) key and stops the program. If we left this line
out the only way to stop the program would be to press
control-RESET or tum the machine off. Pages 14
through 16 in the Apple lie Reference Manual contain the
ASCII codes for the different characters and the key presses
required to generate them.
Washington Apple Pi

The open-Apple and solid-Apple keys on the keyboard
are different from the rest of the keys on the keyboard,
these keys are not connected to the normal keyboard input
but are wired to the pushbutton inputs on the game-VO
port. You can test whether these two keys are pressed by
PEEKing at the two memory locations corresponding to
pushbutton 0 for the open-Apple key, and pushbutton 1
for the solid-Apple key. If the value returned by the
PEEK command is 128 or greater the key is being pressed.
The actual value is not important, only if it is 128 or
greater. For example.
100 OA .. PEEK(49249) : REM GET OPEN-APPLE
110 SA '" PEEK(49250) : REM GET SOLID-APPLE
120 IF OA >'" 128 THEN PRINT CHR$(7)
130 IF SA >= 128 THEN PRINT "BEEP"
140 GOTO 100
150 END
Notice that there are a couple of subtle differences in
the way the keys work. When you use a GET to read the
keyboard you get exactly one response from the program
until the auto-repeat feature of the keyboard starts sending
more characters. With the Apple keys there is no repeat
feature but the program above keeps looping around as
long as the key is pressed down. Also with the regular
keys, if you press one and sometime later execute a GET
the GET will return the previously pressed key. Not so
with the Apple keys, if you are not looking for a keypress
when they are pressed you won't see a keypress. Some
joysticks may also interfere with the operation of the
Apple keys.
Q. I am the owner of an Apple IIc computer with the new
65C02 processor. According to everything I have heard or
read, the 65C02 has some additional new instructions. I
am currently beginning to learn machine language on my
computer and would appreciate it if you could list tlie
mnemonics and opcodes for those new instructions and
possibly a short explanation of each.
A. The best source of infonnation on the new instructions is
a data sheet from one of the manufacturers of the chip.
They are commonly available, for little or no cost, either
directly from the manufacturer or a local manufacturer's
representative. Another good source is a book by Gary
Little, "Inside the Apple IIc", published by Brady (Prentice
Hall) and it should be available at your local bookstore for
$19.95.
This book describes the 65C02, the ProDOS
operating system. the Apple mouse port, and the built in
serial ports. If you are serious about assembly language
you will probably want a book like this. There is also a
monthly newsletter "Apple Assembly Line" that is
devoted to assembly language programming on the Apple.
It is published by S-C Software, P.O. Box 280300,
Dallas, TX 75228, (214) 324-2050. They also have a
good assembler that (if memory serves me correctly)
supports the additional instructions and addressing modes
of the 65C02.
The new instructions with their opcodes and adressing
modes are:
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Hex
~Mnemonjc

80
3A
lA
OA
5A
FA
7A
9C
9E

BRA
DEA
INA
PHX
PHY
PLX
PLY
S1Z
S1Z

64
74

S1Z
S1Z

lC

1RB

14

1RB

OC

TSB

04

TSB

Q. Quite by accident I found that POKE 33,33 will get
BASIC to LIST in 80 columns to the printer. I am
using a C. ltoh Prowriter with a Grappler interface but
it may work with other interface cards as well. While
writing this letter I tried the following program.

Description
Branch relative always [Relative]
Decrement accumulator [Aecum]
Increment accumulator [Aecum]
Push X on stack [Implied]
Push Y on stack [Implied]
Pull X from stack [Implied]
Pull Y from stack [Implied]
Store zero [Absolute]
Store zero [ABS,X] - [Absolute,
indexed]
Store zero [Zero page]
Store zero [ZPG,X] - [Zero page,
indexed]
Test and reset memory bits with
accumulator [Absolute]
Test and reset memory bits with
accumulator [Zero page]
Test and set memory bits with
accumulator [Absolute]
Test and set memory bits with
accumulator [Zero page]

10 TEXT: HOME: D$=CHR$(4) : PRINT D$;"PR#I" :
REM THIS IS JUST TO GET AN 80 COL LISTING
20 FOR I = 40 TO 33 STEP -I : POKE 33,1: PRINT "I
:: ";1 : LIST: NEXT I
40 PRINT O$;"PR#O" : TEXT : END

The new instruction addressing modes are:
Hex
Qpcode Mnemonic Description
72

ADC

32
3C
34

ANO

02
52

BIT
BIT
CMP
EOR

Add memory to accumulator with carry
[(ZPG)] [Zero page indirect]
"ANO" memory with accumulator [(ZPG)]
Test memory bits with accumulator [ABS,X]
Test memory bits with accumulator [ZPG,X]
Compare memory and accumulator [(ZPG)]
"Exclusive Or" memory with accumulator
[(ZPG)]

7C
B2
12
F2

Jump (New addressing mode) [ABS(IND,X)]
LDA
Load accumulator with memory [(ZPG)]
ORA
"OR" memory with accumulator [(ZPG)]
SBC
Subs tract memory from accumulator with
borrow [(ZPG)]
92
STA
Store accumulator in memory [(ZPG)}
The jump instruction is the only instruction that has
an absolute, indexed, indirect addressing mode. For
example suppose the X-register contains the value $56,
then the instruction lMP ($55AA,X) calculates an
intermediate address by adding the contents of the X
register to $55AA to obtain $5600 and then uses the
contents of the two bytes at $5600 and $5601 as the
effective (jump) address.
JMP

Q. I have a quick question. I have an Apple /Ie with an
extended 80-column card. What I want to know, can I put
256K memory chips on it and have the capability to use it
like a Ramworks type card.
A. The 256K chips have a different pin-out than the 16K
chips so they are not a direct replacement for the 16K
chips.

12

If I change the length of the REM statement in line 10
it changes the length of the fIrst line for all but POKE
33,33. Can you explain this? In any event POKE 33,33 is
quite convenient for me since I'm normally editing code
when I need a listing and I also use it to keep from splitting
up strings while recopying over an edited line.
A. The problem is an interaction between screen width and the
way BASIC wants to list programs. When the width is
greater than 33 BASIC checks to see if there is enough
room on line for a command, if not it puts it on the next
line. The magic number is 33, once the screen width is set
to 33 or less BASIC stops checking for room on each line
and outputs the program listing without any carriage
returns. After 33 characters the screen printing routine does
of course issue a carriage return and line feed for the screen,
but since it doesn't come from BASIC it doesn't get sent to
the printer if one is on. Your solution should work for
most interface cards.
~

REVIEW: WHERE IN
THE WORLD IS
CARMEN SANDIEGO?"
by Robert C. Platt
If you already know the location of Lake Mistassini,
then this game is not for your family. This menu driven
detective/adventure game from B~rderbund Software
will take you or your kids on a hi-res world-wide chase in
pursuit of thieves from V.I.LE., an international crime
gang.
As an Interpol agent, you must use clues to select
your next destination in a globe-trotting chase. You also
enter clues about the thief's description into the
computer until you eliminate all but one suspect. Armed
with a warrant, you can track the suspect down using
local police who resemble the Keystone Cops.
This game is a well-designed educational tool
suitable for both grade school age users as well as adult
trivia buffs. It is quite ch;:tllenging at the advanced levels
and includes a free copy of the World Almanac for your
~re~.
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GAMESIG
by Ronald Wartow
AUGUST MEETING
GAMESIG will be sponsoring the August WAP meeting.
All of the new and a few of the classic Apple /I series games
and some Macintosh games will be demo'ed or available for
examining.
SOF1WARE DONATIONS
The following software has been donated to our growing
gaming library. Our thanks go to the companies involved.
All software has been or will be fully reviewed in the Journal.
After the GAMESIG reviewers have finished with the
software, it will be kept at the office. NOTE WELL: Because
of the constant use of the office club computers. anyone
wishin2 to examine any of these packages must make adVance
arrangements.
REACH FOR TIlE STARS (Second Edition) (Apple /I
series), personally by the author, Roger Keating of SSG. See
article in this issue on his visit to WAP, and a review in next
month's Journal.
GATO by Spectrum Holobyte (Apple II series).
CHIPWITS by me (Macintosh).
SQUIRE (Apple II series) and BARON (Macintosh) by
Blue Chip--Demo disks which the company urges us to copy.
They are offering 30% off to WAP members if you order by
September 30, by calling 800-BLUE-CHIP. You must
mention the club discount number they've given us (30).
PYRAMID OF PERIL by Aegis Development
(Macintosh). See Ray Hobbs' review in July Journal.
GATEWAY by Pryority Software (Macintosh). See Ray
Hakim's review in July WAP Journal.
GHOST MANSION by CrystaIware (Apple II series).
LORD BRITISH DEMOS ULTIMA IV
While attending the National Adventure Gaming Show
(Origins
to pass out some WAP literature and speak with
some people I'd only communicated with by phone, I stopped
by the Origin Systems booth and had the pleasure of meeting
Richard Garriott (aka Lord British). He is the developer and
programmer of the immensely popular Ultima fantasy role
playing game series, the flfSt of which was released in 1981.
Ultima III (released in the fall of 1983) has been as high as #5
on the "charts", and has just been released for the Macintosh.
Many of us have been waiting patiently (or is that
impatiently) for the long-awaited Ultima IV, subtitled Quest
of the Avatar, which was originally supposed to be released by
the end of last year.
In one of those wonderful moments of "pure luck", he
asked if I'd like to see his (the only) copy of Ultima IV. He
then booted it up and I got an over-an-hour advance look at
what looks like a spectacular program, many times larger than
any prior Ultima. (To put this in perspective, it took most of
us between 50 and 75 hours to complete Ultima III.) The
program will probably not be released before the middle of
September. When it comes out, it will be reviewed post
haste, but until then, I'll just say that the program
concentrates on positive virtues and the goal is not to wipe
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out yet another descendant of the evil Mondain from Ultima I,
but to achieve the status of an avatar.
MOEBlllS I
At the same booth, Origin's Dave Albert demo'ed for me
yet another program that has been whetting people's appetites
from advertisements - Moebius I, a different type of fantasy
role-playing game. In case his name sounds familiar, he co
wrote Xyphus, a popular role-playing adventure for Penguin
before joining Origin. Xyphus has just been released for the
Macintosh. Moebius combines graphics reminiscent of hi-res
graphics games with almost arcady karate and sword fighting
combat (about 25 percent of the program). However, this is
a thinking person's game, and probably will involve a time
investment of upwards of 100 hours. This game should be
released by the end of August.
SOF1WARE POLL
All club members are urged to vote in the club's software
poll. The ballot appears on the last page of July's Journal.
Drop it off at the office, mail it in, vote on any of our BBS's
in the Opinion Poll section, or leave me a message on any of
the BBS's, or just phone. The results should be invaluable for
club members for holiday buying.
SQUIRE: MiniReyiew by Don Smith
This is a "game" from the same people that brought us
Millionaire, Tycoon, and Baron. Basically, it takes elements
from all three (stocks and bonds, commodities, and real estate,
respectively) to create a financial planning simulation. You
start out at age 35 with $70,500 and you have 20 years of one
month turns to invest your money, in the hope that when
you retire at age 55 you will have 1 million dollars. The 72
page documentation is quite detailed and gives some
information on the purpose behind financial planning, as well
as simply showing how to play the game.
\t
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USE YOUR HOME COMPUTER TO TRACE
YOUR FAMILY ROOTS WITH

MICRoMfloOTS
7411 Riggs Road, Suite A 104
AdelphI, MO 20783 • (301) 43ge1799
• The bi·monlhly n_sloUor for Ihe personal/home
micro compuler user.• Oelal1s cosl, source and
oyal1abl1i1y 01 57 geneal09lcal pre>
grams & lealuros for 21 dlfforenl
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I
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ler/journal for lhe user al any
leyel inCluding beginners.
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1 Yes. enclosed IS my check or money order lor S24.95.
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My name, as you can see from the logo above, is Chris
Klugewicz. I'm a student at Duke University in Durham,
North Carolina, and 1 will be writing this column each month
(I can hear Bernie Urban cheering even now)--hopefully with a
lot of help from all of you--about events and rumors in the
computer, and especially the Apple Computer, world.
I want this column to be a forum for disseminating
information about things of interest to aU of us Apple
owners, ranging from views on software to experiences with a
mail-order house to opinions about the folks in Cupertino. I
don't mean for this to be a review column, and I don't mean to
do reviews of any sort. Rather, I plan on voicing my own,
very biased views on whatever it is I'm talking about (And I
do mean my own ideas, not those of Washington Apple Pi,
the Editor of the Journal, or anybody else.) That doesn't mean
I won't be argued with. I want feedback on these columns; if
you disagree with me, write me and tell me so! If you agree,
write! If you have no opinion on what I've talked about, but
feel rather strongly about something else, by all means let me
know! (In case you haven't noticed, I'm trying to get you
involved.)
At any rate, that's enough for now; if I don't get any mail,
you'll hear from me on this subject again next month.
I recently got my hands on an advance copy (marked
"Company Confidential--Do Not Distribute"; obviously,
somebody wasn't paying attention) of Macintosh BASIC by
Apple. I don't want to say much about it (after all, it isn't the
real thing--just a beta-test version), but I will say this: it isn't
like any BASIC I've ever run across; and believe me, I've run
across quite a few! It's extremely structured, and it includes a
lot of very powerful commands. However, it seems to lack a
method of utilizing the Mac user interface directly from
BASIC. To me, that seems a pretty serious flaw. But more
on that when (maybe 1 should say "if," as those of you who
have been waiting as long as I have for MacBASIC to be
released) it shows up on the market
While I'm on the subject of Macintosh, I have a few
things to say about the software upgrade that was released in
April. First, thanks for telling everybody, Apple. I heard
about it through the WAP Journal, but I've talked to several
people who hadn't heard of it at all. Certainly none of the
dealers I've visited have mentioned it, and I didn't see any
signs in the stores. Another in the latest series of marketing
blunders by our favorite computer company. Second, two of
the applications in the update have bugs: MacWrite and
FontlDA Mover. MacWrite sometimes (it only happens on
occasion, and I haven't figured out exactly when just yet)
gives you a "Memory almost full" dialog box when you
choose anything from the Style menu. The options still
14
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wort, but the darn dialog box is amazingly annoying-
especially since it interrupts your typing and ignores the type
ahead buffer. FontJDA Mover is something else entirely.
Whereas MacWrite's bug is just annoying, the one in
FontlDA Mover is plain infuriating. According to Jonathan
Hardis (of "Mac Q & A"), there is a problem with using
FontJDA Mover on 128K Macs; you often get a "serious
error" box when you try to move large fonts. It doesn't
happen all the time, but it happens often enough to make me
use the old Font Mover most of the time. It seems
unconscionable that Apple would distribute as an official
release software so obviously flawed. My advice is to keep a
copy of the old MacWrite (2.2)--just in case. (By the way: if
you have a Fat Mac, you may not want to even bother to use
the new MacWrite; since it's disk-based, it runs more slowly,
and the Fat Mac can easily handle long documents with the
old MacWrite 2.2.) The one good thing I have to say about
the update is that Apple did a super job on the ImageWriter
printer driver. They halved print times by getting rid of that
pause in hi-res mode, and the Choose Printer desk accessory is
a godsend if you have more than one printer. Now if they
could just get the Finder to quit asking for the blasted startup
disk every time you inhale ...
Now seems as good a time as any to give my opinions on
software copy-protection: it stinks. Copy-protection schemes
hurt no one but the honest user. The dishonest user (call him
a pirate, if you like) is not stopped long by these schemes; all
he has to do is reach for his copy of Locksmith or Nibbles
Away, and presto! An exact duplicate. True, most people
now buy a program like Locksmith so that they can make
archival copies of their expensive, copy-protected programs.
But some people don't; they just don't make backups. Most
of us have learned the importance of backup copies of
EVERYTHING (some, like me, learned the hard way), and I
fear that a lot of people are going to learn too late that they
should have kept a spare copy of their important work. Copy
protection schemes discourage this archiving.
Obnoxious copy-protection schemes are another of my pet
peeves. Microsoft's Mac products (not MS BASIC--thank
goodness!) are a good example of this type: you can make all
the backups you like, but you have to insert the original
!'Master" disk each time you start the program. A real pain,
and you're still up a creek if your master gets zapped.
The copy-protection I hate most is that offered by Prolok
(Vault Corporation). That's the one where each disk is marked
and coded by Prolok; the program on the disk looks for the
Prolok "fingerprint" each time it's run. The net effect is
somewhat like the scheme used by Microsoft and described
above. Vault Corp. contends that Prolok's nearly impossible
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to defeat, but of course that's silly; it's actually very easy to
do, but you have to know a bit more about your system than
the average user--meaning, for all practical purposes, that only
pirates will be able to make copies. Lately, Vault has been
threatening a new type of Prolok, very aptly described by Jerry
Poumelle as "killer Prolok." What this beast does is similar
to regular Prolok--until you make a duplicate of the disk.
Then, a small program called a "worm" is written on the
duplicate disk. The worm is not necessarily activated at once.
(That, of course, is the really nasty part of this scheme; it
waits until you've created important ftles and such.) But when
it is, look out: the worm seizes control of the system and
starts writing itself all over your disk. Bye bye, data! I can
imagine a few lawsuits over that one.
Before anyone gets on my case, I want to make it clear
that I'm not advocating software piracy. Far from it! I just
want to be able to make backups of my important (and
expensive) programs without the hassle of a bit copier. Out
in the CP/M and MS-DOS world, copy-protection is, if not
dying, at least faltering, thanks in large part to the
campaigning of Byte's Jerry Pournelle. Most Apple
programs, however, are still protected. I hope that the people
who write software for Apple ][s, //Is, and Macs will come to
their senses soon. Until then, get yourself Locksmith or
Copy II Mac or whatever and BACK UP YOUR SOFT
WARE!
Finally, I want to fume about MCI Mail. Not the service
itself, mind you, but about MCl's policy on billing. Most
people nowadays have credit cards, but by no means does
everyone. I, for one, don't happen to have any but oil
company cards (in case I need to repair or refuel my poor
Chevette in an emergency). MCI will only bill you against
your credit card account, and the only accounts they accept are
VISA, MasterCard, and American Express. To me, this
seems grossly unfair. Yes, I realize that MCI Mail is
primarily interested in the business user and that no self
respecting businessman goes out without his American
Express Gold Card, but they have to realize that there are lots
of personal computer owners who want the convenience of
electronic mail, and that some of theme-like myself-don't
have major credit cards. (It's also notoriously difficult for
college students to get credit cards.) MCI should offer the
option of paying by check after having been billed by them,
even if they have to charge a slightly higher price for such a
service.
Next month, 111 have my new modem up and running, and
I'm expecting some software from a mail-order place in
Connecticut; expect comments on both. My address is below;
remember, I want mail!
Chris Klugewicz
P.O. Box 22171
Duke Station
Durham, NC 27706
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ROGER KEATING
VISITS WAP
by Ronald Wartow
On his way to ORIGINS XI (National Adventure Gaming
Show) in Baltimore, Roger Keating, one of the p~mier Apple
wargame spacegame programmers, stopped by the club,
accompanied by his associate, Eric Baker. For those of you
unfamiliar with Roger's work, just look at the best-seller lists
over the years, or in any software store, or read any definitive
work or article on computer gaming. Roger, a New Zealan
der and former school teacher, is now a Vice-President of
Strategic SWdies Group, based in Australia, which he founded
with Ian Trout, whom I met the next day at the Origins
convention in Baltimore. Roger has programmed for his
company the critically acclaimed "Reach for the Stars" and
"Carriers at War," distributed in this country by Electronic
Arts.
He graciously donated the just-released second edition of
"Reach for the Stars" to the club's gaming library. Eric
participated on game development and Ian on game design. (A
review of this game will appear in next month's Journal, and
it will be demo'ed at the August meeting which GAMESIG is
sponsoring.) Previously, Roger did "Southern Command,"
"Germany 1985," "RDF (Rapid Deployment Force) 1985,"
and "Baltic 1985" for Strategic Simulations. He sneak
previewed his own company's "Europe Ablaze," and another
installment of the "1985" series, entitled "Norway 1985." His
next effort will cover the Battle of Gettysburg, and he is "tied
up" on specific projects until the fall of 1986.
Roger, Eric, Bernie Urban (a friend of Roger's from his
International Apple Core days), Chris Hancock (GAMESIG's
resident expert on wargames), and I engaged in a lively
discussion over lunch. Roger informed us that it takes about
8 months to complete a game, and we could see why when he
held his hand about 4 inches off the table to show us the size
of his program printouts. Giving us a first-hand insight into
his methods, he programs entirely in machine code,
concentrates on ease of playability (No double-sided pro
grams), and is somewhat less fmicky on historical accuracy.
After getting his description of what's involved in developing
and programming a major commercial effort, computer owners
should think twice before complaining about "Why isn't
'name any program you've been waiting for' out yetT
Because of the press of business, he was unable to arrange
to speak to any other club members on this trip, but, as he
frequently visits the U.S., he has promised to return in the
fuwre. What he has to say, I'm sure, would be valuable for
all club members, no matter what your special computer
~
interests.
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OFFICERS & CHAIRMEN
President
Vice President
Secretaryrrreasurer
Librarian
Program Chainnan
Membership Chainnan
Newsletter Chainnan
Newsletter Editor
SIG MAC Chainnan

-

HOTLINE MEMBERS
Lynn R. Trusal
- (301) 845-2651
Randy Pasley
- (301) 695-9416
Kurt Holter
- (301) 663-4199
Bruce Taylor
- (301) 371-8181

Lynn R. Trusal
Tony Svajlenka
Bruce Taylor
Kurt Holter
John Lee
Randy Pasley
Lynn R. Trusal
Kathy Kenyon
Lynn R. Trusal

The above members of the "Frederick Apple Core" (FAC)
have agreed to field questions on Apple compu ter hardware and
software for FAC members. Please no calls after 10:00 PM.

The Frederick Apple Core meets the second Thursday of
each month in the large conference room of the U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, Ft. Detrick,
Frederick, MD 21701-5011 at 7:30 PM.

The SIG MAC of the Frederick Apple Core meets the
fourth Tuesday of each month in the same location and at the
same time. MAC owners in the local area are welcome. Call
Lynn R. Trusal for details.

Upcoming Programs
September 12, 1985 - Modem Demonstration
October 10. 1985 - Home Conlrol

SIG MAC Upcoming Programs
August 27, 1985 - Demonstration of Lotus J A'Z2
September 24, 1985 - Copy and spelling programs

FROM TYPE SLUGS TO LASERS: PRINTER
HISTORY
by John S. Lee
For the average man. printing started with the advent of
the typewriter. It was from the typewriter and its fully formed
letters that printers. as we know them today, developed. So
let us follow the first typewriter and see how it starts to lead
us down the path to the printer technology that we see today.
First invented in 1868 by Christopher Latham Sholes and
Carlos Glidden of Milwaukee. this amazing little machine
didn't even have lower case letters or a carriage return. But
that's okay, because in 1873. the infamous E. Remington and
Sons. most noted for their expertise in, of all things, guns and
sewing machines. decided to acquire the machine and use their
leading edge technologies on typewriters as well. And yes
indeed, by 1878 Remington came out with the new improved
Remington Standard, featuring a shift key modification (I
don't know if it was the one wire shift key mod or not)
Other modifications followed that made typing slightly
easier. such as printing that was visible to the user while he
typed. Until this time. the typist had to raise the carriage to
see the printing.
16

Mark Twain paid the amazingly low price of $124.95 for
one of these beauties and was the first author to submit a
typewritten manuscript to a publisher. The typewriter con
tinued to be refined but, somehow. the human element needed
to be removed.
FULLY FORMED CHARACTER PRINTERS
The first printers were nothing more than converted
electric typewriters that had electric solenoids above the keys
on the keyboard. Although data could now be sent to and
typed by a typewriter. it still could not print any faster than a
good typist - approximately 8 cps.
All this changed when IBM came out with their Selectric
"ball-type" typewriter in the early 1960's. Now typewriters
(printers) could achieve speeds that were faster than those
achievable by a typist. Computers could now produce
printouts at speeds averaging 11 cps. But this was still a far
cry from the speeds needed in business use.
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Compare

COMPUTER WARE
UNLIMITED to Anyone else!

ACCOUNTING

LEISURE

AR/AP/PR (BPI)
ea. S260
Church Management (BPI)
325
Dollars and Sense
69
General Accounting (BPI)
260
Home Accountant
46
Home Accountant Enhanced
46
Inventory Control (BPI)
260
Job Cost (BPI)
390
Time Accounting (BPI)
260

COMMUNICATIONS
ASCII Express Pro
Compuserve Starter Kit
Compuserve Vidtext
Dow Jones Membership Kit
Z·Term Pro

88
26
28
21
102

S42
25
28
24
39
24
24
28
28
35
28
42
28
35
28
ea. 31

SPREADSHEET

DATA BASE
Data Factory 6.0
PFS: File, Graph, Report
Record Master

BUSINESS

Arcade Machine
Beyond Castle Wollenstein
Computer Baseball
F·15 Strike Eagle
Flight Simulator II
Karateka
Knight 01 Diamonds
Lode Runner
Mech Brigade
Sargon III
Six·Gun Shoot Out
Ultima III
Wishbringer
Wizardry 1
Zork I
Zork II, III

158
ea. 86
40

Flashcalc
Magicalc
Multiplan
Spreadsheet (BWS)

69
103
98
42

WORD PROCESSING

Business Analyst
Forecast
Management Edge
Sales Edge

S132
42
165
165

UTILITY/GRAPHICS
Alpha Plot
Apple Mechanic
Complete Graphics System
DOS Boss
Extra K
Font Pack 1-11
Fontrix 1.5
Graphics Magician
Printographer
Pro·Byter
Pronto DOS
Silicon Salad
Triple Dump
Wizard's Toolbox
Zoom Graphics

27
20
55
17
28
ea. 17
65
42
28
24
20
17
28
28
35

Addressbook/Mail List
Bank Street Speller, Writer
Format II
Newsroom
Print Shop
Print Shop library 1, 2
Sensible Speller
Screenwriter II Pro.
Super Text Pro. 40/80
Think Tank
Word Handler

S35
ea. 49
'102
35
35
ea. 18
85
90
56
98
55

MISCELLANEOUS
Charles Goren; Learning Bridge
Evelyn Wood Dynamic Reader
Koala Logo
Micro Cookbook
Mind Prober
NY Times C'word Puzzles·1
Sideways
Sylvia Porter: Pers. Fin. Planner

55
49
28
28
35
14
41
69

EDUCATION
Algebra 1, 2, 3, 4
Algebra 5 & 6
Barron's SAT
Basic Skills
Body Awareness
Build a Book About You

ea. 28
35
74
14
35
28

Cause & Ellect (red/blue)
Computer ACT, GRE
Computer SAT
Fact or Opinion (red/blue)
Foreign Languages
Gertrude's Puzzles. Secrets
Hands on BASIC Prog.
KinderComp
Learning w/Fuzzywomp
Mastering the College Bds.
Mastering the SAT
Mastertype
Math Blaster
Math & Social Studies

35
ea. 61
55
35
14
ea. 31
34
18
21
121
69
28

Moptown Hotel
Number Farm
PSAT Word Attack Skills
Rocky's Boots
SAT Word Attack Skills
Speed Reader II (Davidson)

38
21
21
35
21
48

Sticky Bear ABC, Numbers
Terrapin Logo 3.0
U.S. Geography

ea. 28
69
14

34
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MRC CRTRLOG
BUSINESS/HOME
Back to Basics:
AP/AR/GL
ea. $140
Chart
98
Compl)serve Starter Kit 26
Crunch (512K)
195
Davinci: Building Blks. 55
Comm'l. Interiors
138
House, Interiors
ea. 35
Landscapes
35
DB Master
134
Desktop Calculator
62
Dollars & Sense
103
Dow Jones Kit
21
Entrepeneur
39
Ensemble
200
Excel
300
File
136
Filevision
132
Forecast
Helix
Home Accountant
Mac Basic Interpeter
MacLion
MacOne Write
ea.
Megaflier
Mighty Mac

49
303
120
117
193
165
119
42

Multiplan

136

Overvue
PFS: Report/File
Sales Edge
Speller
Think Tank
TK Solver
Word

$193
121
165
55
95
193
137

EDUCATIONAL
Experlogo
104
MacEdge I. II
ea. 34
Mastertype
35
Mind Over Mac
34
Mind Prober
35
Score Improvement·SAT 81
Typing Tutor III
42
Word Challenge
28

GRAPHICS
Card Shoppe
41
Clickart. Publications ea. 42
Graphic Accents
35
Macpic 1,2
ea. 34
Pro. Headline Fonts
49
Pro. Text Fonts
35
Ready Set Go
85
Slide Show Magician
42
Smooth Talker 2.0
68

LEISURE
Cuthroats
$28
Cyborg
28
Deadline
35
Enchanter
28
Frogger
28
Fun Pack
27
Hitchiker's Guide
28
Infidel
31
Lode Runner
28
Macgammon
34
Macvegas
41
Millionaire
35
Murder by the Dozen
31
Musicworks
55
Pensate
28
Planelfall
28
Run For The Money
35
Sargon III
35
Sorceror
31
Starcross
35
Suspended
42
Transylvania
28
Wishbringer
28
Witness
28
Zork I
28
Zork II. III
ea. 31

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
SPECIFY II +/ e1c, MAC 128/512

'PIO~~~U~: parlphenl& unllm\led~Maryland residents. add 5% sales tax - Shipping and handling $3 per order (S4.00 for U.P.S.)
No charge's or COOS • Prices subject to change - Call for items not listed
~
~
--ThankYou-

~..

t'S'

P.O. Box 1247 - Coumbia. MD 21044 -1301) 854-2346
Washington Apple Pi
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In the late 1960's, demand for faster electro-mechanical
printer systems led to the creation of specialized "page"
printers. Favorite technical approaches relied upon desk size
systems that moved the entire print character set past paper at
blindingly fast speeds approaching thousands of lines per
minute.
Drum printers featured (and still feature) a staggered layout
of the ASCII character set over the periphery of what
resembles a rolling pin design. As the drum rotates at high
speeds, a hammer strikes the paper's rear surface. This causes
the paper to impact against the ribbon and the desired
character. While this "on the fly" printing is somewhat
sloppier than other fully formed letter designs, it is an
economical method for printing at speeds in the 200 to 1000
line per minute range. Unfortunately, these mechanical beasts
and their brute force approach produce high noise levels.
Now printers had the speed if you didn't mind the sloppier
printout and had an extra padded room somewhere in your
business.
In the early 1970's, Qume Corporation offered letter
quality OEM and office automation users their fIrSt true
alternative to the mM selectric printer design. Qume placed a
formed character set on the petals of a daisywheel. The
system rotated the daisywheel, allowing each character to
come into the proper vertical alignment over the paper where a
solenoid hammer would strike it on the fly.
Soon Japan's NEC corporation came up with another letter
quality alternative, this time relying upon a spinning cup of
character petals - a thimble - for on the fly printing. These
Spinwriter systems are still widely used today.
In both these designs, the printing speed was limited to
about 55 cps, with the majority of this type printer running at
speeds between 25 and 35 cps. But over the last few years,
two new faster petal printer technologies have come unto the
market. They increased text throughputs to the range of 50 to
100 cps. These technologies use two daisywheel mechanism
sets to print different portions of a page simultaneously,
thereby doubling throughput
The advantage of the fully formed, letter quality type
printer is exactly that: its characters are fully formed, sharp
and clear, and very pleasing to the eye, by our present
standard. Fonts of the fully formed character printer can be
changed by simply, or not so simply, replacing the print
element (daisywheel or thimble), but this requires stopping
the printer. Switching between several different fonts on one
given document may infringe on one's right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness. The choice of fonts are also
somewhat limited in both type and size.
Disadvantages of the fully formed printer are weight,
bulkiness - especially with business quality printers, and
noise. Now the noise can be overcome by using special Star
Wars-type photon shields. But then, getting the paper into
and out of the printer may be a problem.
DOT MATRIX PRINTING

The frrst dot matrix impact (OMJ) printer was developed
by the Epson Division of Seiko in Japan for scoring events at
the 1964 Tokyo Winter Olympics. But if there had been a
race between the runners and the print head, the runners would
have, most assuredly, won.
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The earliest systems required a series of solenoids and
needle drivers which made the printing head very bulky.
Because of this, the speeds were as low as 3 cps. The first
market place for the DMI printers was for use in electronic
cash registers and ticket printers where the printer head
distance was minimal.
There have been many improvements made to the dot
matrix printer from the early days of cash register tapes to the
letter quality printing of today's models. Some Japanese
designers produced better printer heads with lower solenoid
friction which raised their efficiency. Eventually, these
printers became the ballistic print heads that are widely used
today.
Seven-wire DMI print heads that produced upper and lower
case text printing without true descenders gave way to nine
wire systems that produced lower case letters with true
descenders. By using closer spacings and more wires for each
vertical line, DMI printers have also been able to achieve dot
densities between 150 to 300 dots per inch (dpi) at speeds
between 40 and 300 cps. However, printing at higher graphic
and text resolutions diminishes one very sought after DMI
printer quality - rapid printer speed.
The technique used to produce characters on paper with a
dot matrix printer, in its simpliest form, is similar to that
used with a daisywheel printer - an element strikes a ribbon
that transfers its image to the paper surface. The element in
dot matrix printers just happens to be a row (or rows) of
vertically aligned pins, where one or any other combination
can be "fired" as the print head moves horizontally across the
page to form a character from a pattern of dots.
This impact type printing - like that of a daisywheel 
allows multiple forms, like invoices and shipping papers, to
be used with little fear of the "I can read my copy, why can't
you read your copy" syndrome. This definitely has been an
advantage of the dot matrix printer in a time when more and
more printer designs have turned to non-impact technologies.
But by far the biggest advantages of the DMI printer is its
versatility or flexibility. A DMI printer with a 24-pin head
can adequately supply both high resolution graphics
capabilities, a variety of text fonts including elite,
proportional spacing, italics - just about anything else you
can imagine - plus supply boldface, underlining, subscript and
superscript, draft quality, near letter quality, and letter quality,
all without requiring the swapping of a daisywheel or print
element. And if you don't believe the letter quality characters
are sharp enough for you now, just wait until next year.
The major disadvantages of a dot matrix printer is that
they cannot print directly on transparencies and are noisy in a
quiet office environment
THERMAL PAPER PRINTING

During the late 1960's, yet another printer was launched
into the high seas of printer sales against a market that was
then dominated by impact-formed characters. This printer was
the the thermal printer and was an offshoot of waveform
recorder technology that used a heated stylus on a heat
sensitive paper.
Designers found that if a dot matrix thermal element came
in contact with the thermal paper it would leave a dot. They
then used the same row-column character generator ROM's
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that had been developed for dot matrix impact (DMI) and video
display of ASCII text, with their horizontally-moving thermal
element head, to produce text on thermal paper. The thermal
printer became, in effect, an "impactless" dot matrix printer.
Printing speeds were at rates between 20 to 80 cps with 'hey
mom look no ribbon printing' (never mind that the paper cost
was so expensive).
The major advantages of thermal printing are simplicity
and its low power requirements. Because of this the printer
was an instant success in portable printing devices such as the
portable telephone-link data terminals.
Other advantages to the thermal printer design are its low
cost, quietness, and high dot density capability. These
advantages however have been more than offset by the cost of
the paper and the problem of the text fading on the paper with
time.

quietness, fast printing speed, and high resolution graphics, it
had a guaranteed future. Its only disadvantage was that it was
incapable of making carbon copies.
Most printers of this type require special paper. The paper
is of such texture and consistency that the ink is equally
absorbed into the surface. This gives the text and graphics a
sharp uniform appearance. However, on normal textured paper,
the ink globule that was expelled from the print head may just
remain a tiny speck on an impermeable section of the paper or
may bleed (wick) into a section of the paper that is very
absorbent
It

THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTING
Thermal transfer printing is a relatively new printer
technology that was first introduced by several Japanese
manufacturers in 1980. The key to this new technology is a
recently developed thermal ribbon that contains a waxy carrier
material. The printing on a thermal transfer printer takes
place in much the same way as it does with thermal printer
design: the ink is transferred to the smooth paper surface when
the heat of the dot pattern developed on the thermal head
behind the ribbon melts the waxy carrier.
Did you say s1nooth paper surface? Yes, a smooth paper
surface is required. Due to the precise dimensioning between
the thermal transfer ribbon and the print head, if the paper is
not smooth -like in flat - only the parts of the letters on the
higher areas of the paper surface will be printed.
Consequently, the print, at times, may not be very legible.
Advantages of thermal transfer printing are much the same
as those of thermal printing, with the added advantage of
longevity of the printed page, less expensive paper, and color
printing that is a lot more convenient and versatile.
The disadvantage is that the printer ribbon is much like
the carbon print ribbons used on fully formed character
printers. Once the ribbon has completed one pass, they need
to be discarded. This really increases the price of the printed
page, and, when you bring in colored ribbons, the price of the
printed page really soars. . And if you were considering
printing that favorite graphic of Mickey Rat you've got, you
can easily see that this type ribbon, and inexpensive graphics,
don't walk hand-in-hand.
Couple the above with the increased price of the special
smooth paper, and you can see why the price of printing is the
major disadvantage to this type printer at this time.

INK JET PRINTING
In the mid 1970's, some of the biggest talk in the
computer community was the news of ink jet printing. It was
predicted that ink jet printing would revolutionize the printing
industry. It appeared to be the greatest thing since low price
memory chips. Just think - no more noisy, bulky, formed
character printers to lug around. And all this talk about dot
matrix printers. Who cared? It was "their" idea and it
wouldn't work here. Yes indeed, with ink jet technology, its
Washington Apple Pi

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Would you like your readers to know of my contact with
"Icon Review"? I picked up a copy of the Summer 1985
edition in the Pi office and see that they review Macintosh
products, assess their value and offer 'mail order', listed by
categories: Integrated Packages, Database Software, Business,
Education, Utilities and Hardware. For instance, "Macbottom
is our choice as the best buy in hard drives for the Mac",
considered as value for money, including the Hyperdrive in
their equation; "Retail $1595; Icon Review $1400". Page 27
lists products of which to BEWARE.
They recommend MacTracks (at $23), which I had already
decided to buy after reading Don Shepherd's review in JWAP
July, page 45; So, after a 'gruelling day in the office' I called
1-800-228-8910 (California) and Carl said "an excellent
product" and "you will get the next 4 issues free. That will be
$23 and $4 shipping; anything else, box of disks at $29?" He
knows of WAP, and wanted to know more, chatting like a
long-lost friend. I asked if OMNIS 3 was available and he put
me onto Brett, product manager. Brett waxed eloquently about
Omnis 3, "best relational DBMS we have seen"; $285
through Icon Review. (References to Omnis 2: A+ March
page SO, JWAP March and June, (pages 42, Ann Adams and
48, John F. Day respectively) are exstatic reviews. briefly
mentioning "3".).
Omnis 3 is not in their Summer Review. but you see they
have it for sale, had studied its features and are apparently
going to use it for Brett's files. Brett had not seen "Laserbase",
another British DBMS. In my view, there is more reading
value in Icon Review's 28 pages than the weightier tomes.
(Ed. Note: Better than the Pi????) And, for an '800' caIl you
get advice and discount! Group Purchase people - your
problems may be solved - see Volume Pun:hase Program,
(408) 484-2159.
Adrien Y o u e U I t
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PRINTERS FOR THE APPLE
by Walton Francis
the slowest link by far in your computer system, and a buffer
can speed up your work immensely. For example, a 64K
buffer will hold about 30 pages of text and free up your
computer for other work while it is printing. Some buffers
have special control features which are particularly important
in some applications. As one example, the Angel can be told
to print multiple copies, thereby saving both money and the
time consuming step of copying. Anyone who spends a lot
of time printing should use a buffer. It can even be useful on
a Macintosh, though only for draft documents or very short
documents (bit mapped graphics are memory hogs which
swamp buffers very quickly).
Re-inkine Ribbons. Though not on our original agenda,
we discussed reinking. Reusing ribbons can save a lot of
money. There are basically two approaches: using WD-40
penetrating lubricant (see my article in "'i:l.AP.. of June. 1984)
or buying a special reinking machine. The former is cheap
and somewhat less effective, the latter very effective. One
good brand is MacInker from Computer Friends.
Panasonjc 1090 Series. Only a few members as yet own
Panasonics. This will change. The Panasonic is one of the
least expensive printers around that has a "near letter quality"
print face (that is, almost but not quite indistinguishable from
daisy wheel output, at least at first glance). It was rated frrst
among the printers reviewed in the June, 1985 Consumer
RewOS (a good article which I recommend). The only real
problem with the Panasonics is that 20 lb. paper has a
tendency to jam and lighter paper is recommended The 1092
model is the current top of the line, faster and in other ways
better than the 1091. These printers are nearly but not totally
Epson compatible, and some graphics software may not work
well. This printer actually has an internal reinker on its
ribbons!
ImaeeWriter. The lmageWriter is a solid, durable, quiet
piece of equipment It is compatible with almost all Apple /I
software, and is exceptionally good for graphics. It has very
good print quality (though not as high as the latest 24-pin
printers) and numerous fonts. The documentation is good.
The wide carriage version is particularly good for spreadsheet
use-about 230 characters across.
Epson Series. Little need be said. This is the standard
the Chevrolet of printers. The documentation has gotten very
good. The RX is slower and less versatile than the FX. The
new LX series has a near letter quality mode, and the new LQ
series is not fully Epson compatible.
Toshjba P1351. This is very nearly top of the line for
home and small business dot matrix printers in both
capability and price. It is rated at 200 CPS, and 100 CPS in
near letter quality mode. It emulates the Qume sprint daisy
wheel. To date, the graphics interface with Apple computers
is not very good
AndersoD Jacobson. The AJ is the daisy wheel printer
advertised on the back cover of WAP every month. At 30 cps
and about $350 it is an excellent speed for dollar value, which
should not be surprising considering that the A1 is recon
ditioned rather than new. One drawback is its size and weight 
contd. on pg 22
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At the May meeting a panel of members presented advice
on buying printers and related accessories and a series of "mini
reviews" of selected printers. In addition. we took a survey of
members present to determine how successful members were
with various printers. This article summarizes the results of
the meeting.
Turning first to the survey results. I have a simple
conclusion to report: most WAP members are exceedingly
practical. though unimaginative. in their choice of printers.
Of the members using dot matrix printers. 71 % use just 4
brands: Epson. ImageWriter. Okidata, and C. Itoh ProWriter.
These four brands are almost uniformly well liked by their
users. compatible with virtually all software. and solid though
not spectacular performers. (Had such a survey been taken 4
years ago. the dominant printers would have been IDS Paper
Tigers and Apple Silentypes--brands accounting for only a
handful of users at the meeting). And these figures overstate
the diversity involved, since virtually all Macintosh owners
use lmageWriters. with 55% of Apple IT dot matrix owners
concentrating on Epsons. Okidatas. and ProWriters.
About 15% of the members reported using daisy wheel
printers. Here the choice of brands was much more eclectic.
with no one brand accounting for more than a few owners.
And three brave souls reported exotic printers: two Hewlett
Packard inkjets and one LaserJet
As for interface cards. IIc and Macintosh owners have their
serial interfaces built in. Among II. 11+. /Ie and III owners
parallel interfaces dominate overwhelmingly. Four brands
account for almost all of these: Apple. Epson. Grappler plus.
and Pkaso. with Grappler leading by a wide margin. Apple
Super Serial is the most common serial card.
As it happens. there are probably some 200 brands of
printers available. The meeting participants concentrated on a
particularly interesting handful of these. including "near letter
quality" and laser printers.
General Adyice. I won't repeat here in any detail the
general advice on where. how. and what kind of printer to buy
(as discussed below. we have a tape of the meeting which I
recommend if you are interested). A couple of points stand
out, however. Try before you buy! See the printer in action
with the word processing software you will use before you
plunk down cold cash. Don't believe everything you read in a
magazine review or hear from a salesman! Errors abound. If
you need both high speed for some documents and letter
quality for others consider buying two printers. one a good dot
matrix and the other a low-speed daisy wheel. A combination
such as this can be put together for well under $1,000, or
rather less than the price of a top notch daisy wheel printer.
And even a slow 10-15 cps daisy wheel is about as fast as
most dot matrix printers making 2 or 4 passes over the paper.
Another thing to consider is buying a used printer--Iast year's
models can often be had for a fourth or a third of original list
price.
Printer Buffers. Our survey showed that well under 10%
of members use printer buffers, in most cases Quadram
Microfazers. A lot more should get buffers. The printer is
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COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN A NEC PC
8201A AND AN APPLE ][+

'-' by Joan Bixby Dunham

I connect a NEC laptop and an Apple ][+ with a null
modem to transfer drafts of papers from the NEC to the
Apple. and to use the NEC as a caller to test an Apple
bulletin board system. The NEC 8201 is a laptop quite
similar to the Radio Shack 100 with nearly identical
operations. It lacks the internal modem that the RS-l00 has
and the NEC manual is not as good as as the one supplied by
Radio Shack.
The hardware I have consists of the Apple] [+. a NEC PC
8201A. a Practical Peripherals SeriALL communications
card. and a Inmac EIA Line-Link. For transferring text files. I
use the ASCII-Express Pro communications program. The
word processor I use is the Hayden PIE Writer.
The NEC computer includes an RS-232 serial port, and a
communications program in ROM. The SeriALL card is used
to give the Apple the RS-232 port. Communications are
done by connecting the two ports with the Line-Link. a null
modem built from a kit sold by Inmac.
I put together the null modem connecting the lines as
follows: 2-3. 3-2,4-5.5-4.6 and 8 to 20.20 to 6 and 8. 7-7.
Line 2 on both the NEC and the Apple is the line which
transmits data (TXD). line 3 is the line which receives data
(RXD). Crossing the lines. so that line 2 of one connects to
line 3 of the other. and vice versa, means that transmitted data
are sent to receive ports. Line 4 is the request to send (RTS).
line 5 the clear to send (CTS). line 6 the data set ready (DSR).
line 8 the data carrier detect (OCO). and line 20 the data
terminal ready (OTR). Line 7 is the logic ground (LGND).
Figuring out how to tie these lines together provides some of
the excitement in RS-232 communications. Most of the time
the worst that can happen is that the data transmitted are
garbled, or one of the computers locks up.
The Inmac EIA Line-Link comes with 10 wires. some of
which are "Y" jumpers to allow one line to connect to two, a
plastic snap-together case. and a pin insertion/extraction tool.
It doesn't take much skill to put a null modem together with
this kit
It is intended for permanent or semi-permanent connection
configurations. I couldn't remember how I had connected the
lines and found the snap-together case hard to unsnap. (In
fact, I broke it.) George !Gnal's quick-and-dirty null modem
also works. The Q&D null modem only connects lines 1,2,
3, and 7 from one computer to the other. Lines 4, 5, 6, 8,
and 20 are tied together on each side. I suspect that the NEC
only needs lines 2, 3, and 7, but the SeriALL communi
cations card needs lines 5, 6, and 8.
Both the NEC and the SeriALL are configurable to have 5,
6, 7, or 8 bit words, various baud rates, 1 or 2 stop bits, even,
odd. or no parity. The SeriALL is the more annoying to
change, since that involves taking the top off the Apple and
changing DIP switches. It also can be reconfigured with soft
ware. We have set the SeriALL for 8 bit words, with 1 stop
Washington Apple Pi

bit, and to use the auto-baud rate, responding in either 300 or
1200 baud depending on what the modem reports on the
caller's line speed. The NEC is easily configured with the
STAT command (function key 4) of the TELCOM program.
Entering 5N81XS sets the NEC for 1200 baud, 8-bit words.
parity ignored. 1 stop bit, X-on/X-off control. and control by
shift inlshift out (which I don't think is needed).
Since we have a smartmodem, I have configured ASCII
Express to be in the terminal mode (also called the on-line
mode). As soon as ASCII Express is booted, it is ready to
receive data. I use the direct memory transfer mode, rather
than having ASCII Express write data to disk as it is
receiving. This does limit the size of the file I can send, but I
haven't found that to be much of a problem. The ASCII
Express, when used with a RAM card, has 28K available for
the data buffer, and the NEC memory banks are. at most,
32K.
The ASCII Express files are written in TEXT format,
which PIE Writer will accept as input I usually use the
"slice" command after loading the file into PIE. but before
entering it, to cut the lines to fit on the PIE Writer screen.
I use the NEC to write drafts, and use the Apple for the
rmal editing. When I write drafts that I know I will be
revising further. I include in them the PIE Writer formatting
commands, the infamous "dot" commands. I do not include
control characters in the text. For one thing. I have not
learned how to make control characters a part of the text in the
NEC editor program. For another. I would expect problems
with the NEC terminal program in trying to send files that
have embedded control characters.

The steps to transfer from the NEC to the
Apple are as follows:
1. Write the draft using the NEC TEXT program. This is
the hardest step.
2. With the computer turned off. connect the NEC and Apple
RS-232 ports with a null modem. Occasionally, I found
that connecting the ports after the Apple is on can cause
the Apple to lock up.
3. Turn on the Apple and bring up ASCII Express.
4. Tum on the NEC and get into the TERM mode of TEL
COM. Type in a few characters on each computer to
make sure they are connected correctly. If they are not
(and it will be obvious). take the NEC back to the
TELCOM mode and look at the communications format
with the STAT command (function key 4). Check it
against the ASCII Express format, looking at ASCII
Express menu 2. They should both be set for the same
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Printers contd. from pg 20
baud rate, and for the same duplex mode. If they are, then
check the number of bits in the word. My most frequent
mistake is to type a "6" instead of an "8" for the NEC
word length.
5. Once the two computers are communicating, turn on the
ASCII Express buffer.
6. In the TERM mode of TELCOM, select the UPload com
mand (function key 4) and answer the question the NEC
will ask "File to Upload?" It needs the full file name,
with the extension, and it distinguishes between upper and
lower case in the name. It is OK to exit TERM and
TELCOM to look at the file names in the main menu.
ASCII Express and the Apple will wait
7. When the NEC data transfer has fmished. turn off the
ASCII Express buffer and save the file to disk. If there are
more files to transfer, repeat steps 5 and 6.
8. Once the data mes are transferred, disconnect the NEC and
the Apple, exit ASCII Express, and bring up PIE Writer.
For the most part, I have had little trouble in transferring
files between the NEC and the Apple. While testing software
and communications, however, I did discover a few unexpected
quirks of the SeriALL. I fmd that if the SeriALL is set for 8
bit words, then, in its dumb terminal mode, it will transmit
the ASCII screen characters (8th bit set) of the Apple, instead
of the standard 7-bit ASCII. These are not recognized as
characters by the NEC. The two will communicate just fine
if the NEC is set to expect 7-bit words, no parity, 1 stop bit
This problem will not occur when using ASCII Express, as
well as many other software packages, because it strips off the
high bit before sending data out the serial port
We want our bulletin board to detect whether or not a
caller is still on line (the modem still detects the telephone
carrier). Using the null modem I described earlier, the NEC
will simulate a data carrier detect signal so that going in and
out of the TERM mode of the TELCOM program of the NEC
makes the SeriALL think it is attached to a modem that has
connected and then disconnected. I was slightly disconcerted
to find that if I turn the NEC off, the SeriALL then reports a
carrier detect. If I disconnect the null modem, and have the
SeriALL not connected to anything, it still reports a carrier
detect
Information on connecting two computers is frequently
published in popular magazines and books. The following is
a sample of what is offered:
The Complete Handbook of Personal Computer
Communjcations, Alfred Glossbrenner, 1983. Chapter 12 has
a section on "How to Connect Two Computers".

- 90 pounds.
Apple Letter Ouality. This is an excellent business
printer--heavy duty and high qUality. It is based on the Qume
Sprint 11 model, but optimized for Apple equipment It will
print graphics. It is rated at 40 cps but unlike most seems to
run faster than it is rated. This printer is very durable and
"bullet proof'. It is also expensive-over $2000.
Ollme Letterpro 20. This is a good example of a much
less expensive alternative to the Apple printer for office use.
C. l!oh StarWriter. This is another good heavy duty daisy
wheel printer.
Hewlett Packard Laser Jet This xerographic printer lists
for $3500. It is very fast, 8 pages a minute or probably over
300 cps. It is also whisper quiet Paper feed is far simpler
than on tractor feeds and similar devices, since a paper tray is
used. It has an auxiliary feed for envelopes. Fonts are
changed via ROM cartridges. The biggest negative is a
complex printer command language.
Apple Color Plotter. This printer is used for graphics. It
will plot up to 11 by 17 inches in 8 colors. It costs about
$800 and runs from a number of common graphics packages.
It compares favorably with the Hewlett Packard plotters.
Obviously, these printers merely scratch the surface of
what is available. If you want to read about these and others,
a few recent articles of interest include the fC issue of
November 27, 1984, which covers 120 printers, "Stalking the
Low-Cost Daisywheel Printer" in the June 1984 InCjder,
"Affordable Color" in the October 1, 1984 InfoWorle!. "The
Epson LQ-lSOO" in the December 1984 ~ "Apple Scribe
Printer" in the December 17, 1984 InfoWorld, "The 24-Pin
Toshiba PI340" in the April 8, 1985 InfoWorJe!. "Buying an
Anderson Jacobson 831 Terminal Printer" in the April 1985.
~ "Meet the Ink Jets" in the July 1985 At. "Three High
Quality Printers" in the July 1985 Creative Computin2. and
the June 1985 Consumer Reports article. All of these
articles, and others, are at the club office.
We have more information from the printer survey than is
have covered here, notably information on software
compatibility. Unfortunately, we have relatively few (or no)
responses from users of the following hardware and software:
any daisywheel printers with the Macintosh or Apple /I series,
any non-ImageWriter dot matrix printer with the Macintosh.
color printers and plotters, ink jet printers, the Apple Scribe,
and portable printers generally. Survey forms are at the office
and as soon as we get enough more responses we will give
you additional results.
A copy of a tape recording of the meeting is available at
the office, and contains far more detail than I can cover bere. I
recommend it more highly, by far, than any printer article.
Many thanks to Lee Raesly, Dave Harvey, John Day, Jim
Cumber, Gene Cartier, Jaxon Brown, Will Francis, and Abel
Merrill (in order of appearance) for sharing their printer
wisdom. And special thanks to Adrien Youell for doing most
of the organizing for the meeting.
(t

The June 1985 issue of the WAP Journal has an article by
Steve Hunt on connecting a Mac to a TRS 100 or 200.
The November, 1983 CaJJ-A.P.P.L.E. includes an article
by Art Ude on "The TRS Connection" on connecting a TRS
100 or 200 to an Apple ][.
(t
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• SS DO. BOX OF 10
• 10 DISK STORAGE BOX
.36 DISK STORAGE BOX

29.00
2.50 •
9.00 •

5'14 INCH DISKETTES & STORAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SS 00. BOX OF 10
59.00
SS DO. PAK OF 25
521.50
SS DO. CASE OF 100
S83.00
SS DO. CARTON OF 500
5395.00
2·NOTCH OS DO. BOX OF 10 511.00
2-NOTCH OS 00. PAK OF 25. 526.50
2·NOTCH OS DO. CASE OF l00S103.00
10 DISKETTE CASES
$2.50 EACH
5 for 511.00
\:~t.,

t'lt

'0-

I ,'. l/'.' ' . 11,_, '.

I,HI, '.'11 "'rl.( VI'

H~

.~~r.\,,-·,

PRINTERS

'I

511.00
529.00

88

• PANASONIC Pl090
• PANASONIC Pl091
• CANON PW 1080.160 CPS
• CITIZEN MSP· I O. 160 CPS
.OKIDATA 192
• PANASONIC Pl092
• EPSON RX·IOO. WIDE
• CITIZEN MSP·15. WIDE
• CITIZEN MSP·20. 200 CPS
• SILVER REED 500
• AJ B31 w KEYBOARD
• TOSHIBA P134{) DOT LETTER

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

ZOOM TELEPHONICS 300
lie MODEM & SOFTWARE
CENTAURI 300
US ROBOTICS 1200
PENRIL 1200 ..
• PRor.ll HorUS 1200,\
• US ROBOTICS 2400

GRAPHICS DEVICES

II" I't""'" 1\1 III I ,tit- r '.
,\"',, tt 1\14 ,,""'1Kf A(.,It A'

.70 DISK CASE
• 140-oISKETIE LOCKING
WOOD FILE CABINET

5189.00
5259.00
5319.00 •
5299.00 •
5369.00
5379.00
5379.00
5459.00
5459.00
5269.00
5349.00
5595.00

~

.2500 SHEETS OF PAPER
531.00'
• STANDARD PARALLEL
INTERFACE
549.00
• GRAPHICS PARALLEL
INTERFACE CARD
575.00
• FINGERPRINT PUSH-BUTION
GRAPHICS CARD
5109.00
• MICROFAZER BUFFER
5149.00
• PRINTER STAND
$14.00
• SWITCH BOX 3 PARALLEL
OH :1 SERIAL PORTS
579.00'
• UNIVERSAL SWITCH BOX
5139.00·
• lie TO SERIAL
PRINTER CABLE
520.00

• POWER PAD &
STARTER KIT.

$129.00

VIDEO & DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
5299.00
5195.00
5109.00

• DIGITIZER
.8& W CAMERA
• COMPUTEREYES

00

CHIPS

58.00 •
536.00 •

• 64K. SET OF 8
• 256K. SET OF 8

GENERAL ITEMS
.6·0UTLET POWER STRIP
• 6·0UTLET WITH
SURGE PROTECT
• SURGE PROTECTOR. 3 OUT.
• RF MODULATOR
• CABLE GENDER
CHANGER .

519.00
525.00
$11.00
549.00
513.00

• AX 5500
• IBM COMPATIBLE
QUADLINK FOR APPLE
SOFTWARE

GAME 1/0 DEVICES
• CH PADDLE STICKS
• CH MACH II JOYSTICK
• CH MACH III JOYSTICK
elO PORT EXPANDER
.9·16 OR 16·9 ADAPTER

~

537.00
$37.00
545.00
525.00
59.00

(-i......J!j

LONG DISTANCE; CALL TOLL.FREEFROM
ANY TONE·GENERATING PHONE: DIAL
950-1088; (IF YOU RECEIVE A RECORDING.
DIAL 800-446-4462 INSTEAD): WAIT FOR
TONE; DIAL 363·1313.

HARD DISK DRIVES

[=:3a

'&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&'ftft

• 5 MB
• '0 MB

5495.00 •
5695.00'

Washington Apple Pi

SUPPLY
.
• SHIFT KEY MOD KIT
• SCREEN SWITCHER
DRIVE STEPPER

I. "WRITE CHOICE'

I

5179.00
58.00
574.00

GGG

WORD PROCESSOR
PRINT SHOP .
SIDEWAYS
COpy II .
ESSENTIAL DATA
DUPLICATOR
• DISK DRIVE ANAL Y7ER

•
•
•
•

$39.00
$39.00
548.00 •
529.00
559.00
$29.00

- - -APPLE ii;-cORNER- -

5159.00
5144.00
5129.00
5119.00·

• 12·INCH GREEN AMBER
589.00'
• AVT AMERICA. 25 Mhz
5149.00
• PANASONIC 1300 COMPOSITE
& RGB
5239.00
e MONITOR STAND
516.00

I

539.00

APPLE SOFTWARE

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

[II]

COOLING FAN WITH

I SURGE PROTECT
I · LIFETIME POWER

5425.00
51195.00 •
5395.00

S49.00
589.00
5139.00
5156.00
S187.00
5236.00 •
5442.00
SI09.00
5119.00
5109.00
$159.00
$75.00
5138.00
5119.00
5129.00
5349.00
559.00
589.00
5259.00
5109.00
5149.00
529.00
5149.00
5119.00

SPECIAL PERIPHERALS

I•

COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

• FOURTH DIMENSION
• MITAC
• GAMMA
.DISTAR

MONITORS

.16 RAM CARD
• EXTFNDED 80 COL & b4K
• RAMWORKS 64K
• RAMWORKS 128K
• RAMWORKS 320K
• RAMWORKS 512K
• RAMWORKS 1 MEG
• RGO OPTION RAMWORKS
• 80·COLUMN CARD
• TlMEMASTER CLOCK
• AD & DA BOARD
• I 0-32 BOARD
• MUSIC SYNTHESIZER
• Z·80 PLUS FOR II. lie
• Z·80e f-OR lie
• Z·RAM 256K lor lie
• CENTAURI APS Z·80 CARD
• SUPER SERIAL INT CARD
• TITAN ACCELERATOR lie
• WILDCARD II COpy CD
• MUL TlPLE·SLOT CHASSIS
• SINGLE·SLOT EXPANDER
• QUICK·LOADER PROM BD
• PHOM BURNER

5109.00
159.00
$145.00
5249.00
5309.00 •
S319.00
5469.00 •

•
•
•
•
•

'&''&''&''&''&'1Ul''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&''&'

• SECOND DISK DR FOR lie
• STANDARD PARAll El (')
PRINTER CONTROLLER
• GRAPHICS PARAII EI 1'1
PRINTER CONTROLLER
' . CPM FOR IIc' Z·BO SO
.
I. 256K MEMORY WITH Z·80
I. 512K MEMORY WITH Z·BO
I. IIc SERIAL PRINTER MODEM
, DISK DRIVE CABLE
,.9·16 OR 16·9 GAME

-1

5119.00' ,
,
$55.00 • I

I
1
I
I
I
$20.00 • I
I

595.00 •
$129.00.
5349.00 •
$395.00'

~ssoct4fl§~;'-P~~::'~~;~·J
V)

8231 WOOOMOHT AVENUE, BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814
STORE HOURS: Monday through Thuraday: 12 noon until 8 p.m.
Frld8y: 12 Noon until 6p.m. Saturday: 11 •.m. untll5p.m.
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APPLE CP/M PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
By J. England
CP/M
Every six months or every year or so some 'ultimate
revolutionary new leap in computer technology' comes out.
Thousands of people immediately toss the old computer in the
closet, buy the latest in computer fashion, and wait
impatiently for next year's model. I'm just as happy cruising
along with my 'classic' ][+ a la CP/M. Don't confuse me
with the facts; dollar for dollar I wouldn't trade it for anything
I've seen.
The CP/M operating system seems as ancient and
weathered as the venerable tortoise, yet its users are widespread
and numerous even today. The 'new and improved' operating
systems which have come and gone during its tenure bear
wibless to its enduring design. It's difficult to improve upon
such a plain old mousetrap. There's a good quantity of
commercial software available for it, and much of it still
compares quite favorably with software for other operating
systems. Faithful old friends like WordStar and dBaseII
remain more than adequate for most needs.
Like Apple DOS and PC-DOS, CP/M is attended by a
loose network of devotees whose enthusiasm for computerdom
is refreshing and inspiring. Before micros became big
business or status symbols or dull office machines, perhaps
more people were interested in micros just for the joy of
discovery. Could the fIrst few people who tinkered with
Model T's or who built radio kits have felt the same? The
huge quantity of CP/M public domain software is a
monument to the group mindedness and unselfiSh attitude of
some of these CPIM hobbyists. Much of it is certainly worth
more than the few minutes it takes to download from local
RCPIM systems.
SOURCES OF PUBLIC DOMAIN CP/M
SOFTWARE
The best way to get good public domain Apple CP/M
software is to fInd a friend who already has some and copy it
Another way is to mail-order it, but this does cost money.
Eight-inch disks are the standard in the CPIM public domain
world, but several places offer software in 5 114" Apple CP/M
format. (Be sure to specify APPLE 5 1/4" format). Even
then, not all CPIM software works correctly on all CPIM
computers. Luckily, much of it does works OK on the
various Apple CPIM system confIgurations.
A little digging through the pile of books and magazines
on my floor revealed the following alleged sources of CP/M
public domain software:
SIG/M User's Group of ACG-NJ, P.O. Box 97, Iselin, NJ
08830 (201)272-1793 has a gargantuan library available on
eight-inch disks for $6 per disk. I don't know whether they
offer Apple CP/M disk format or not Send SASE for
information. Catalogs can be ordered from the New York
Amateur Computer Club, P.O. Box 106, Church St Station.
24

NY, NY 10008 (212) 864-4595. SIGIM is a non-profit
project of the Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey, and is
one of the major national coordinating organizations for
CPIM users.
CP/M User's Group, 1651 Third Ave., NY, NY 10028
has a huge library available on single density eight-inch disks
for $13 per disk or on Apple CP/M format disks for $18 (!)
per disk. CP/MUG is operated through Lifeboat Associates, a
profit oriented software distributor, and is a national
organization for CPIM users.
Apple ][ CPIM Library, P.O. Box 477, Kulpsville, PA
19443 has the entire 216 volume SIGIM CP/M library
available in Apple CP/M disk format Send $3 for full
printed catalog or $10 for full catalog on Apple CP/M format
disk. Or send self addressed stamped number 10 envelope (8
112") for price list and abbreviated (volume names only)
catalog.
Softhaus, Box 4150-D, Vero Beach, FL 32964-4150 (305)
231-0912 advertises a free list of Apple CP/M public domain
software but doesn't specify whether SASE is needed.
National Public Domain, 1533 Avohill Drive, Vista, CA
92083, (619)941-0925, will RENT its library long enough to
copy and return. They have the entire SIG/M and CPIMUG
libraries as well as others, and they do handle Apple CP/M
format. Send SASE.
RCP/M SYSTEMS
RCP/M systems were the original 'BBS' systems, though
they were flISt used for file transfers only, not message
handling. They are a further source of software, but they
require that you have: a modem (preferably 1200 baud - some
RCP/M's don't allow 300 baud sign-ons), terminal software
capable of transferring fIles using 'xmodem' error checking
protocol (such as MDM740 or Z-Term Pro), a phone line that
you can tie up for a while, and knowledge of the necessary
commands to start the transfer process.
Following are listed the phone numbers of several
RCP/M's local to the Washington metropolitan area. Please
bear in mind that these systems are not intended to be used for
general chit chat, but are primarily set up for file transfers and
messages of CP/M related content Downloaders are expected
to reciprocate and upload new public domain software as it
becomes available.
IRS (evenings only) .... ..
Micro C ..................... .
Marginal .....................
Disk Connection ........ ..
Computer Connections ..

(703)
(703)
(301)
(703)
(703)

633-0804
321-8070
244-8798
644-2299
547-2008

RCP/M systems usually have two major functions; an
RBBS system where public messages can be read and written,
and a fIle transfer area where fIles can be uploaded and
downloaded. Upon login the user is normally in the RBBS
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HARDWARE 

PRIHT£R5
WOAD PROCE5SItI:

Eplon FX-85 1160 CPI, upgrade of FX-801 •••••••••••••••• 359
FX-l85 Iwide carriage version of the abovel •••••• 549
LX-80 lreplaces RX-8G-1:all for Ipecsl. •••.•••••• 275
LQ-1500 1200 cps, fantastic letter-quality lodel. 949
OUd&ta 192 Ireplaces OU 92-call for specs I •••••••••• 369
193 1132 colu.n version of abovel •••••••••••••• 519
Toshiba 1340 IWI cps draft., BE5T lett.er-qual latrixl.. 559
SSl 1288 cps, wide carriage version of abovel. 1249
Texal Instruaent.1 TI-8SS I!SO cps draft, S5 cps tUl ••• 675
NEe P2/P3 Pinwriter (laO cps high quality latrixl. 519/725
Cit.izen HSP 20 (2CO Cpl latrIx, 19 .anth warrantyl ••••• 435
PlAlSonic 1091 1120 cps, [pson ca.patiblel ••••.•••••••. 255
Celinl SG-l0 UllO cps, sua features I I Epson HXL ••••• 249
Pcwartyp. 119 cps dais~wheell ••••••••••••••••••• S35
~u.dru QuadLaser 19 pages/lin, based on Canon .echl.. 2495
C.ltoh F-I0 Starwrit.er 140 cps, office qualityl ••••••.. B49
F-l0 Print.astar 155 Cpt, sue at .bavel ••••••. 1049
Silver-Reed 550 U8 cps daisywheel, BEST at. this speedl 439
IEC Elf 116 CPI, par , ser interface, NEC/Oiablo e.ulJ. 439
8830 155 cps daisywheel, built 11k•• t.ankl •••.••• 1399
Diablo 630 API 140 CPI dahVwheolJ .................... 1549
Qu•• Lett.erPro 20 120 cpl daisvwheell •••••••••••••••••• ~19

tIlDEH5

Hay.. Microlodel ][e Itone dialinglspeakerlSaartcol II. 145
Slart.odel2400 12400112001300 baud, RS-232I .•••• 595
S.artlodel 1200 11200 baud, RS-232 auto-diall ••• 379
Start.adal aoo lSOO baud, u aboveL. ............ 145
Novation Apple-Cat II Iw/ Ca.ware; 1200 baud capablel .. 199
S.art-t&t 300 IR5-232 , direc\"Connectl •••••••• 159
Saart.-c&t. 300/1200 las abavel ••••••••.•••••••• 389
Proletheul Proladel 1200 1300/1200 baud, R5-232I. ...... 309
Pra.odel 1200A (SOO/1200 card wI softwarel •. 299
"icrocol ERA 2 130011200 baud card with lof\wlrel ...... 34S
ZoDIHode. lCe lSOO baud Microlode. ca.pat. wlsaftwarel •• 125
US Robotics Pusward lSOO/1200 baud, au\o-diallanswerl. 239
Anchor Autolation Exprels 130011200 loaded wI featuresl 2B9
UoUuode. 12 130011200 baud, RS-2321 199
DISK DRIIJE5
MicraSei A2 drive 11001 Apple-ca.patiblel .••.•....•.•.• 169
A.5 Ihalf-heipht, 1001 Apple co.patiblel .••. lcalll
A.~ Ihalf-helgh\ for Apple lCcl •••••.•.•..• lcalll
Corvul Uincheater drivel ............................ Icall I
CP/M & &502C SYSTtH5
Applicard 16 Khz Z-80, 6~K \0 192K RAH, 70"CD1 videol •• 249
Kicroloft. Sof\card lCe (Z-80, 80 col &64K on one cardl 265
Soft.card II Cincludel CPI" 2.2 and KBA5ICI ••• 239
Titan Accelerator leE la.6 Khz &502C coprocessorl •••••• 209
Speed Delan (&502C high-speed caprocessorl ..•.•••••.••• 229
Applied Engineering Z-Rat (25&K, CP/M, raadi'k for ]Cc) 365
tIlHITORSAide. aOOGI300A 112u greenlaaber &nti-glare, lBHhzl.I2Sll39
IEC .11-120111205 Igreenluber anli-glare screen, 20Khz I 145
JB-1260 112" green, 15Hhz, ben value far lonevl. ... 99
USI PI-2 112u green anti-glare screen, 20 Khzl .•••••... 125
PI-a 11~ ather anti-glare screen, 20 Khzl •.•..••.• 125

Wards tar a.s....................................... 199
ScreenUriter II 140/70180 col display wlspellerl ••.. 85
Bank Street. Writer Dr Speller ....................... 4S
pIs: Write lC...................................... 79
Pie Writer 2.2••••.•••..••••..••...••.••.••..••••••• 99
Ha.eUard / Ha.eUord Speller ••.....•••••......•••• 49135
Sensible Speller IV lDOS ar PROOO5 versiansl •••••••• 79
The Ward Plus Isuper spelling checker for CPIHI ••••• 95
SPREADSI£ETSMultiplan Istato-ol-tho-ar\ spreadsheetl •••••••••••• 70
SuperCalc Sa (powerful spreadsheet far the ]Cel •••• 195

. I~ORHATION IWW:EHEHT

dBASE II Iwl ZIP screen genera\arl •••••..•••••••••• 2B9
pis: File, Repor\, or Graph......................... 79
The General HaMger 2.0 ............................ 149
Thinktank lelee\ranic \hough\ organizerl .••••••••••• 95
DB Has\er 4+ Ila\es\ versianl •••••..••••••••••••••• 185
euSIJ£SS , ACCOlM'INCDollars &Sense laccoun\ing wlgraphicsl ..•••••• 69' 79
Peachtree Peachpak ICLIAR/~PI .•••••••••. all throa: 229
Back \a Basics Accaunting leLIAR/API each 59
BPI Accaunting ICLIAA/AP/PAY/INUENTORYI •.••••••••• 245

~ICATIONS-

Ascii Express Prafessional lIar DOS S.SI ....•••.••.• SO
Z-terl Professional (for CP/HI •..•••.••..•.••••••••• 90
Co.pu5erve Starter Kil Ipassward , 5 free haursl ••.• 29

LANCUACES-

Hicrasoft. TASC Applesof\ co.piler •••.•....•••.••••. 119
Fortran-SO. • . . . . . . • • . • . • . • • • • . . •• • • . • •• •• 125
Terrapin Logo ••...•••••......•.•...•.•...•••.•••••.. 65
ODDS , EH05
Kensing\an Syste. Saver Fan Iw/surge protectorl ••••• 66
Kraft Jaystick / TC Joys\ick / Hayes Hach III. 85135/S9
KoalBPad Graphics Tablet. Iwith graphics saf\Warel ... as
Flight. Siaulatar II ................................. a6
Print. Shap ..••.•..•.•••...............•.......•••... Sit

tf
A
C
X
N
1r

()
S

H

Filevision Igraphics database SVlte.I ..•....•••.... 119
Odelta Helix Idatabase far the seriaus userl ...•... 249
Dallars' Sense (accounting w/graphicsl ..•...•..•... 95
Hicrosaft Ward Iwhat HacYrite shauld have beenl .•.. 125
Char\ Ipresentation business graphicsl .••• as
Fila •....••.••.......•....•.......••.... 125
Basic Inew verlllonl ....................... 99
Kultiplan ................................ 125
Ha.cEnhancer lhas the parts Apple largo\!. 175
Lat.us Jazz lword proc, database, graphics, lorel Icalll
Assi.ila\ian Procesl Hac He1arv Disk .•••••..•••.•..• 24
IOlega Bernoulli Orivo IS KEC re.ovable cartridgel 1349
Ha.cLion Ipragra.Dable da\abase far Hacl .•....••.••• 239
Hac:F'orth Level II .................................. 169
Hippo C•••••••••••••••.••••••••..••••••••••••••••••• 99
Kensingtan HacHodel (SOO baudl ••.•..•••••••.•••••••• 99
Surge Protectar Ireplaces power cardl •••• S9
CAll. FDR PRICES OF ITtHS NOT LI5TED

INTEIFACES & IlFFERS & IlllCKS-

PkasolU printer interface Isuperiar graphics &lore 111.99
5huffleBuffer 132K-128K wlcu\ &paste/ser and parI •••• 269
Crappler+ printer interface Iparallel wI graphicsl •.•••• as
Buffered Crapplerf 116K to 64K buffer plus graphicsl ••• 149
CCS 7711 Super Serial Ifor printerl &.ade.sl •.••••••••• 99
Practical Peripherals Graphicard Iparallel wi graphicsl. 79
ProClock IPRODOS co.patiblel ••••• 10~
VIDEO BOARDS
Videx Ul\raler. 1160 coluln/49 row displav 111 .•••••• lcalll
Videoter. 180"Caluln w/ saftswitch , inversel •••• 215
KicroSci 80-col card Iw/64K RAH, AppleWorks-ea.pa\iblel. 95
Applied Engineering View.aster IUideater. an a budgetl. 119
Ruwork. 16« \0 1 Hg w/BO-call ... 139
t£KlAY EXPANSION
HicrDt.ek 16K ANt card •••••••.•••••..•

II •••••••••••••••••

- - SOFTWARE - 

79

Please Ca.pare Our Prices - 
II you find a lower price, give UI a chance to bea\ it.
Feel free
TO 1IAIlER:

or

\0

cui for answers t.o t.ec:hnical questions.

Call Jeff DillDn at 13011 434-0405

"rU. ar visH:

OPERANT SYSTEMS, 7676 New Ha.pshire Ave, Sui\e 912
Langle\! Park, lid 20783
sales add 51 \ax. UPS shipping il available.
All i\e•• carrl! full lanufacturer's warran\iel.

lid.

Titan Tuchnolagies 12BK RAH card .•••.••••.•••...••••••. 199
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program. An 'h' or '1' will often get a menu of possible com
mands. A 'c' is the usual command to exit to the file transfer
area. Once there, you'll see a drive prompt similar to 'A:'.
Enter 'B:' to change to drive B:. Then enter 'dir' to see a disk
directory. To download one of the files using xmodem error
checking, enter 'xmodem s filename' where "filename" is the
name of the file you want. Then tell your own system to
receive the file. In MDM740 the commands would be: 'liE'
(control-E) to go to command mode, and 'R ftIename' to begin
receiving the file. (Again, "filename" stands for the name of
the file.) To upload, tell the RCP/M 'xmodem r filename',
and tell MDM740 'S filename'. Note that the's' and the 'r' in
both commands mean 'send' and 'receive'. Type 'bye' when
done.
LIBRARIES AND SQUEEZED FILES
Most of the CP/M public domain programs available from
various sources have been squeezed; reduced in size by a utility
such as SQ.COM. Related flIes have usually been joined into
special files called library files. This is done to save disk
space and to keep related files together. A file can be
identified as squeezed if the second character of its filename
extension (the part of the filename after the period) is 'Q', as
in 'PIP.CQM'. Library files have the filename extension
'.LBR', as in 'MYFILES. LBR'. To be used conveniently, a
file should be extracted from its library and unsqueezed.
NULU12.COM will perform both of these functions
simultaneously. For that reason it's probably the first utility
that should be obtained. NSWP207. COM is good for
unsqueezing files which are not in libraries (among other
things), but tiny USQI20. COM, weighing in at lK, is still
tops at its specialty.
SOME DESCRIPTIONS OF AVAILABLE
SOFTWARE
MDM740.COM is a very good terminal program
capable of transferring files with either checksum or CRC
error checking protocol, in addition to plain ASCII capture.
With modifications, it can be used on a wide variety of serial
card & modem combinations and plug-in modems. It can
autodial Hayes compatible modems from a phone library.
VD025.COM is a useful screen oriented text editor with
a command set similar to that of WordStar. Videx Videoterm
users should note that this program requires the use of the "K
(control-K) and "A (control-A) characters. The Videoterm
'eats' these characters, but it's simple to get around this
problem by using CONFIGIO.BAS to assign these characters
to a couple of other keystrokes.
PATCH18A.COM is a full screen disk and memory
editor of good quality. One nice feature of PATCH is the
ability to find and edit the consecutive sectors of any given
flIe. One minor bug: after using the 'STAT function from
the main menu, the DIR' function ceases to work. Enter 'F'
<retum> to restore it.
MFT50.COM allows single drive CP/M users to do
disk to disk file copies - something that is normally
maddening to attempt
SD98.COM is a sorted-directory program. It displays
filenames (in alphabetical order), file sizes, and free space left
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on the disk. Optionally, it can show members of library files,
and it has the ability to do rudimentary disk cataloging,
among other things.
UNERA30.COM is a program which can un-erase an
erased file as long as none of the sectors have been overwritten
subsequently.
FBAD60.COM scans a diskette's surface and locks out
any bad sectors. This allows the use of marginal diskettes
with much less chance of data loss or the dread 'BOOS
ERROR' message.
SAP43.COM will re-write your disk directory in
alphabetical order with deleted filenames removed.
LASM3.COM, MLOAD24.COM, and
UNLOAD
20.COM are a reliable set of assembly programming tools.
LASM3 is an 8080 link assembler, MLOAD24 is an
improved LOAD, and UNLOAD20 will tum a .COM file
back into a .HEX file. VD025.COM, listed above, can be
used to write source code. All in all, somewhat better than
the stuff you get on the CP/M 2.2x master. There are also a
number of ZSO assembly tools such as ZASM.COM, a ZSO
assembler with some macro capability; ZDASM.COM, a ZSO
disassembler; and ZDT.COM, a Z80 version of the DDT
debugger.
BISHOW31.COM is a good utility for reading text
ftIes whether they are squeezed, in libraries, both, or neither.
It lets you move backwards or forward in the file instead of
only having a single one-way pass through it.
Y ANC23.COM and MCAT45.COM are two good
disk cataloging programs which can generate sorted reports
showing the names and disk locations of your CP/M files.
COMPl1.COM compares two files and reports any
dissimilarities.
ROS32.LBR contains a complete RCPM system
written in Turbo Pascal. Turbo Toolbox is also required to
compile it. As with most communication programs, some
modification needs to be done to make the program work on
specific hardware, but this has been kept to a minimum.
CHALK.LBR is a small spreadsheet program (but it
works).
Z2APPLE.LBR is a relatively painless way to install
ZCPR2, an enhancement to CP/M, on the Apple.
ADVENTURE.LBR contains one of my favorites 
Original Adventure. It's composed of '.COM' files, so it runs
pretty quickly. There are many other games available,
including: CASTLE. BAS, ALIENSII.COM, etc., and several
text pic- tures for the printer.
The list goes on and on. There are many WordStar
utilities, dBaseII utilities, and language interpreters and
compilers including XLISP, COBOL, and SMALL-C. The
number of disk utilities is enormous.
LOCAL CP/M USER GROUP
CP/M Users of Washington, P.O. Box 11011, Arlington,
VA 22210, is a well established local organization that meets
on the third Wednesday of each month at 7:30 pm. Locations
alternate between Long Branch Library in Montgomery
County, MD and Madison Community Center in N.
Arlington, VA. To obtain SIGIM or CP/MUG library disks
contd. on pg 27
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Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
Cash Budget
June 1, 1985 - May 31, 1986
(Actual
Pro Proposed
Budget
11 Mos.
forma
ending Year End Year End
4/30/85) 5/31/85 5/31/86
(12/11xE)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

REVENUES:
Membership
Other Publications
Group Sales
Disketeria
Tutorials Interest, Postage
Fees, M scellaneous

r

TOTAL REVENUES
COST OF SALES:
CS-Membership
CS-Publications Sold
CS-Group Sales
CS-Disketeria Sales
CS-Other

99868
22336
103608
52323
16693

108947
24367
113027
57080
18211

123900
19416
113027
72000
19057

13.73
-20.32
0.00
26.14
4.65

294828

321631

347400

8.01

69629
4290
97220
36750
1781

75959
4680
106058
40091
1943

88647
5980
101784
18686
2760

-16.70
-27.78
4.03
53.39
-42.06

--------------------------
209670
228731
217856
------------_._- .. --------

TOTAL COST OF SALES
GROSS MARGIN:
EXPENSES:
Office Expenses
Office Salaries & Related Ex.
Other Office Expense
Subtotal Office Expense
Meeting Expense
SIG Expense
Print Li brary
Accounting and Legal
Repairs-Computers and Other
Insurance
Taxes and Licenses
Shows Sales & Promotion
Misce laneous

r

CASH SURPLUS (+), DEFICIENCY (-)

4.75

85158

92900

129544

39.44

48442
26783

52846
29218

58545
33775

-10.78
-15.60

75225

82064

92320

-12.50

2352
1078
2288
3904
565
1062
1321
947
246

2566
1176
2496
4259
616
1159
1441
1033
268

5045
4859
2900
8800
850
2500
1602
1750
300

-96.62
-313.18
-16.19
-106.63
-37.91
-115.79
-11.13
-69.39
-11.79

88988

97078

120926

-24.57

-3830

-4178

8618

----------------------_.--

TOTAL EXPENSES

Percent
Change
(+:fav.,
-:unfav.)

=======================~=~:

Above is the Cash Operating Bu~get for fiscal year June 1985 - May 1986, a~ approved by the WAP membership
on June 22. Please note that ,t reflects cash expenses only and does not ,nclude either non-cash expenses
(depreciation and amortization) or any capital expenditures the membership may approve for the coming year.
CP/M Software contd. from pg 26
from them (in about any disk format except Apple) contact
Stan Levine at (703) 522-1192 before 9 pm. Membership
costs only $6 per year. For further information, call John or
Laura Wise at (703) 484-5176.
WAP CP/M SIG
The Washington Apple Pi CP/M SIG usually meets after
the main WAP meeting in the cafeteria. We want to invite all
Apple CP/M user's, novices and advanced users alike, to take

Hopefully, the Washington Apple Pi CP/M disk library
will begin to blossom soon. If you have a disk or two of
tried and true public domain CP/M software you'd like to
contribute, feel free to contact me, Joe England (WP2136), at
(301) 953-1949 (evenings and weekends until 9 pm ESn.
Telephone transfers and mail-ins are fine, but if you take the
trouble to drive out to Laurel, you're welcome to copy
whatever you like from my own humble library. Whatever
the case, I hope you enjoy using CP/M public domain
software as much as I do.
It
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OPTICAL SCANNING - THE FUTURE IS
NOWt
by Leon H. Raesly, LCSW
A colorful box is the fIrst introduction to Oberon
International's optical character reader (OCR) - or optical
scanner - called the OMNI-READER. The box contains the
legend, "The revolution in taking words from page to
computer." And it is. But, (you knew there was going to be
a but, didn't you!) you MUST stay within the parameters they
specify to achieve continuously reliable results.
First, let's look at the unit and how it functions. I used
both an IBM PC and an Apple IIc for this evaluation.
The unit, after unpacking, is a small 12" x 17" device,
standing about 3" tall at its highest. It sits on a table and all
of its mio-chips and circui,try are INSIDE the Tablet (scanning
table). On top is the read head and a scanning rule. The
current rule is 9" wide, and a longer rule is promised in the
future. (They state that it is included in the current price, but
stranger things have happened than a change of mind in the
future if/when it becomes available.) The power is supplied
by a separate, large power pack that sits beside it
The unit comes with a rather typical manual (read
incomplete and poor), as well as an additional pamphlet titled,
"OMNI- READER INTERFACE GUIDE" (which is even
more incomplete and poorer). It is also sometimes inaccurate!
The manual itself is a small (5 112 x 8/1/2) spiral bound
booklet of 54 pages - and that count includes both covers!
There are two sets of switches in the rear to set a number
of parameters. These are easy to access (just pick up the 2.6
lb. unit and tum it around!). The fIrst set on the left, as you
face the rear panel, controls the Baud (bits per second) rate. It
is switch-selectable (on 6 switches) from 300 to 9600 Baud.
The manual is clear on how to set these. What to set them at
depends on your computer's settings.
The second set on your right controls Pitch (10 or 12);
Handshake (Modem-straight serial input/output, or Xon/Xoft);
Audible beeper (on or oft); and pound selection (English
pound symbol or American pound (#) symbol).
The alignment of the page on the Tablet needs to be
precise. Even so, we had no trouble getting a good
alignment. The scanning works in both directions, thus
speeding the process.
When the scanner reads "backwards", the internal program
to the OMNI-READER reverses the text and outputs it to the
computer "frontwards"!! Intellectually "jarring" when you fIrst
see it!
There are four "modes" to the unit which can be set by
simply "scanning" the code on the top/front of the Tablet
These are:
1. Typeface: There are currently four typefaces available
with the OMNI-READER. The lO-pitch typeface is Courier,
and there are three 12-pitch typefaces: Courier 12; Letter
Gothic 12; and Prestige Elite 12. Printed samples of the
complete typefaces are given in the manual. While talking
with the Oberon engineer from England at the Atlanta
28

Comdex last month, he stated that there were three new
typefaces under development and these would probably be
released in the next 90 days. They are: OCR A; OCR B; and
a special typeface they use only in Britain. For good, reliable
reading, it is very important that you identify the typeface that
you have and set the OMNI-READER to that typeface! The
Tablet has four LED type lights at the top to indicate whether
you are set for typeface I, 2, 3, 4, or "X" (Extra).
2. Numeric: If you have all numeric data, you will get
more accurate reads (for spreadsheets, etc.) with the numeric
mode. The character set is (if I can reproduce it all on this
Apple IIc!): 01234567890$-+*= .,%/@: and the English
pound symbol (See, I couldn't repffiduce everything after all!!).
3. Newline: This is a toggle and will send a <CR>I<LF>
after each line, or not, depending on how you set the toggle.
• 4. Learn: This will enable the OMNI-READER to learn
new typefaces, independant of the typefaces in memory.
Unfortunately, this has yet to be "implemented" (meaning
they haven't written it yet) but will be available Real Soon
Now! The manual says, "Please contact your dealer for further
information." The dealer (as usual) knows nothing!
The manual does have some useful additions to it, though.
There is a page that offers Sample typefaces as well as a
transparent overlay for you to lay on top of your material, and
thus quickly identify the typeface closest to yours. It has two
modes that you toggle to get a better chance to read your
typeface. When your typeface is larger, you can scan the
"LARGE" command. You can scan as well a "SMALL" com
mand if your typeface is smaller.
There are two additional commands that you can use. The
first is "POORCOPY" and the second is "NORMAL". This
gives you the flexibility to read poor copy, then output with
your word processor to get "good" copy.
In fact, we connected the OMNI-READER directly to an
AJ 831 printer and read poor Xerox copy directly to the AJ,
and it printed directly on the paper! Why you would want to
read directly to printed copy (rather than maintain a disk flle
copy, which you would then have perpetually), I don't know.
But you can do it!
Further, you can load a new typeface from your computer
into the OMNI-READER. There are no details on the
expected parameters in the manual, but they do provide the
facility to do this once you have been able to determine the
requirements of the OMNI-READER for the typeface.
Currently, it would have to be devined by telepathy, or some
other esoteric manner; but the assumption is that at sometime
in the future (Real Soon Now!) such information will be
available.
For use with the IBM PC, you should fIrst have either
Word Star, Word Perfect, or Multimate. If you do, you have a
simple patch to make to the program. After that, you boot
your WP program and plug a cord (supplied with the software
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kit) into the PC and the OMNI-READER and set the WP
program to "Non- Document" mode, then start reading. It is
as simple as that! You save as normal through the WP
program whenever you wish. Normal editing, etc. of the text
is done as normal!
If the OMNI-READER is making mistakes with your
text, most of them will be consistent (i.e. reading a small i as
an exclamation point). Then you simply do a global update
chang- ing all kspace> to kspace>.
The OMNI-READER is slow when compared with
$20,000 to $50,000 OCR (Optical Character Reader)
machines. After each line, the OMNI-READER pauses about
2.5 to 3.0 seconds while it digests what it scans, and then it
transmits to the computer.
But considering the cost
differential, the time delay is insignificant
A special feature is that the scanning head and ruler (which
is the key to the OMNI-READER being able to understand
what it sees) can easily be removed from the Tablet and laid
flat on the page of a book (or plans, or drawings, etc.) and that
material can then be scanned!
Now on to our actual experience using it The first unit
we purchased we could not make work. When we talked with
the dealer (we had purchased it at the end of the week - Friday,
of course - and it was still in the original box), he insisted
several times that it was our wrist technique. I had gotten his
home number, and I sure did use it that weekend. to his
probable disgust (although he was rather patient with me).
I finally "cornered" him a few days later with the unit in
hand. He said. "Here, let me show you". And then scanned
once, looked up, rather startled, and said. "Your unit is defec
tive!" Speak of exasperation, this was what I had been telling
him for over a week!!!
Well, he immediately exchanged it, and the new system
worked like a charm on the IBM PC. However, since most of
our work is done on Apple lie's and IIc's, I was anxious to see
it work there.
After a bout with the reference manual for the Apple /lc to
determine how to reset the second serial port on the IIc (the
one they call the "Modem" port), I was able to reset the
parameters. The default settings are: 300 Baud. 8 data bits, 1
stop bit, no LF inserted on <CR> and no echo to the screen.
To translate that to English, the port sends/receives data at the
rate of approximately 37 characters per second. or 2250
characters per minute. This roughly equals about 350 words
per minute (WPM), which is just slightly faster than the
average reading speed. However, when you add the delay time
for the OMNI-READER to do whatever it does inside itself,
you average speed is about 90-100 WPM, which is about the
speed of a good typist. So, although it seems fast, it soon
gets quite slow.
The data stuff is simple. The eight data bits simply
means that the data is in a stream that requires eight "bits" to
make a character (versus 7 "bits"). (However, the OMNI
READER sends at 7 data bits.) A bit is a pulse of current
The stop bit tells the receiving unit that this is the end of the
character: it is used for a type of verification. A <CR> is a
carriage return (th~ cursor returns to the beginning of the line)
and an LF is a line feed (the cursor moves to the next line
directly below the cursor. So as you can see, if you have a
<CR> without an LF, the new line will be written directly on
Washington Apple Pi

top of the old and reading becomes an exercise in frustration!
On the Apple (as compared with almost any other
machine, including the IBM PC) you are both "IN" DOS
(Disk Operating System) AND "IN" Basic at the same time.
So the commands to re-set the "Modem" port become quite
simple (once you know them!). "A (Control A) gets the
attention of the port, and then a simple command produces the
desired results. Thus, to convert to 9600 Baud, 7 data bits,
one stop bit, echo to the screen, and insert a LF with a
received carriage return, and no parity would be: "A 14B, "A 1D,
"AI, "AL, "A2P in that order.
We then connected the standard RS-232C cable to the
Modem port on the IIc (using the special cable from Apple
with a 5-pin DIN on one end, and the RS-232C connector on
the other). We then connected a Null-Modem (or Modem
eliminator, as Apple Computer calls it) to the OMNI
READER. We plugged the RS-232C connector into the Null
Modem on the back of the OMNI-READER. (The purpose of
the Null-Modem is to reverse the wiring as it comes from the
OMNI-READER - or goes to the Apple /lc. Basically, you
can think of it as if one is sending, the other is set to receive;
thus the wires must reverse between units.
We then set the OMNI-READER for the same settings
and then scanned a line AND IT WORKED!!! As you can
imagine, there was quite a bit of excitement among the staff.
There was only one problem. Since it was reading directly
onto the screen, none of the data was being saved in any way,
and thus was lost forever. We tried (rather valiantly, I believe)
to get AE PRO to work as a capture program. We called
them four different times during the day (and all long distance 
a very long distance - from DC to California)! They were
rather curt, even the first time, stating that of course it would
work and evidencing exasperation.
The only difficulty with that was that it would not work.
Even though we did all the things they said. it still would not
input from the OMNI-READER into the program (AE PRO).
In my own exasperation, I gave up and wrote my own Basic
Modem program to set the port, capture the data into an array,
and automatically save the data to disk. (See my article
describ- ing the program elsewhere in this issue.)
I became so enamoured of the results (which WERE
succesful in just 30 minutes) that I fancied-up the program,
and we now use it regularly! The most typical current use is
to read into the computer the manuscripts that are submitted
to us. It even reads dotrnatrix printout!
So the final evaluation is positive, within the limits that
Oberon themselves state. If that is what you need. it does
very nicely. I would rate the hardware (on a 10 scale) as a 7.5
to 8, and the software input on a PC as a 10. The manual
rates a poor 3.5, and the future potential for software and
hardware improvement as another 10. I would expect that we
will see many accessories, software and improvements over
the next year!
\t
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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO RANDOLPH
SCOTT?
by C. Swift, Prop.
13 PRINT "<ESC> TO EXIT'
14 VTAB 4: HTAB 28: GET 1$
15 IF 1$ = CHR$ (27) THEN VTAB 23 : END
16 IF 1$ < "A" OR 1$ > "Z" THEN 14
17 ONERR GOTO 27
18 READ A$,B$,C$,D$,E$
19 AA$ = LEFT$ (A$,1)
20 IF AA$ < > 1$ THEN 18
21 VTAB 10: HTAB 1 : CALL -958
: PRINT A$
: PRINTB$
: PRINTC$
: PRINTD$
: PRINTE$
22 VTAB 20: HTAB 1: PRINT "IS THIS m"
23 VTAB 20: HTAB 14: GET Z$
24 IF Z$ = "N" THEN 18
25 IF Z$ = "Y" THEN PRINT "GOOD!" : END
26 GOT023
27 VTAB 20: HTAB 14: PRINT "NOT IN LIST'
28 VTAB 23 : HTAB 1 : PRINT SPC (2) "RUN"
29 VTAB 22: END

And the answer, of course, is that he just went "ridin'
down the trail".
Such is the price of Fame, that exacting but fickle master
we all seek but so seldom find. You can call me Randy,
'cause I know what's at the end of the trail.
Another trail...
Our new membership numbers are now something over
7,000 now, I am told, which means I'm not the new kid on
the block anymore. But things do change. See, I decided back
in late '82 that I'd better learn something about this computer
business, so I rustled up all the cash I had, went broke, and
got a shiny new ][ + with - get this - 48K memory! Super.
Two months later the /Ie showed up cheaper and better and ...
oh never mind, I've told this story before.
Anyway, as I began learning little things like INIT and
DIM and strings and all that stuff, I thought it would be fun
to share some of my discoveries with other members of the
club. Hence I started writing articles of a simple nature for
the Journal ... neat little programs I was so proud of (well, I
wrote them myself, didn't 11) that did neat little things. Hey,
we all gotta start somewhere. I kept this up for about
eighteen months, culminating with three articles in one issue,
which somehow burned me out "Well, Charlie," I thought,
"you've had your fun - give it a rest." (Ed. note: Charlie,
meet Randy; Randy, meet Charlie.) Which I did, and you
haven't seen anything from me for over a year - until now.
Here's what happened: the world started passing me by
again. Everybody else seemed to be getting into the Mac.
("Gotta up-grade to 512K, "mouses", "pull-down menus",
Lawdy, I'm in the backwater and no way out) I couldn't even
understand 90 percent of the material in the last issue of the
Journal.
And here's also what happened: in the past year "I've had at
least two calls a month from readers of old issues who want to
know more about those simple little programs! Can it be that
there remains a tiny nucleus of us simple-minded types?
(Organizers, here's your chance - start a ][+ SIG! I'll join
right in.)
I'm still bopping along on 48K and upper case. So what?
I'm getting everything out of my little treasure that I
originally wanted.
Just for old times' sake, and maybe for a few readers who
like this neat and simple stuff, here's a useful little program I
use frequently because I lose papers and cards but never disks.
1 REM ADDRESS FINDER
2 REM C. SWIFT, PROP.
3 REM PUBLIC DOMAIN
10 TEXT : HOME: INVERSE
11 PRINT" ADDRESS FINDER .. : NORMAL
12 VTAB 4: PRINT "INITIAL OF FIRST LINE ]-->"
30

Obviously some DATA statements must be included.
Two formats come to mind:
101 DATA A
102 DATA IS
103 DATA THE
104 DATA FIRST
105 DATE LETTER
201 DATA ALBERT EINSTEIN
202 DATA ""
203 DATA DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
204 DATA "n
205 DATA "PRINCETON, NJ"
This lets you count carefully so that you get in five
DATA statements for each entry. If you feel real sporty and
don't worry about dropping a decimal point or so, you can use
one line for each entry:
101 DATA A,IS,THE,FIRST,LETTER
201 DATA ALBERT EINSTEIN,"".DEPARlMENT OF
PHYSICS,"","PRINCETON, NJ"
There is no need to alphabetize your entries. The "Q's" are
found as quickly as the "A's" and "Z's". (Don't forget to
SAVE your program whenever you add another entry!)
Line 28 is just for fun. When you get to that point you
are out of the program, but you can continue just by tracing
over the RUN with the right arrow. Neat, huh? Customi-
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A "Phreak" Incident
by Allen Knapp

On January 5, 1985, an individual identifying himself as
"Phineas Phreak" illegally bypassed the normal telephone
security safeguards of Washington Networks, a computerized
bulletin board service located near Vienna, Virginia, and erased
a substantial portion of a 5-million byte random-access disk
storage file.
Washington Networks offers dial-up telephone access for
the purpose of exchanging information, data, and computer
programs and has been in operation since the spring of 1981.
Currently, it operates on a 512K Apple Macintosh, but at the
time of the incident it was operating on a 1978-vintage Apple
II with a Corona Starfire disk drive. Supported computers
have included the Apple II line, the Macintosh, and IBM-PC's
at one time or another.
The disk which was "infiltrated" contained both programs
and data files. Also, before erasing the data files, he extracted
one or more files which included a confidential file listing the
normal users' passwords and identifying information. The
fact that this file was no longer in the possession of Wash
ington Networks, compromised the security of the system.
This was not the first time such an incident occurred here, so I
experienced a great outrage of anger and was extremely inter
ested in seeing to it that the culprit was apprehended and
appropriately punished. The incident was immediately reported
to both the Virginia State Police as well as the Chesapeake
& Potomac Telephone Company.
Not realizing that the password file was no longer of any
value, Phineas Phreak offered to return this file to me, in
exchange for certain demands. These demands included private
access to a portion of the disk-based file space, so that he and
"a few of his friends" could exchange data and other flies.
When asked if this would include copyrighted material, the
reply was "Yes.". An exchange of such material is highly
questionable, if not illegal, and no agreement was made. In
an effort to come to some sort of arrangement, he made many
phone calls, both to me personally and to the computer.
The C. & P. Telephone Company's "Annoying Call
Bureau" attempted to trace the source of the calls to their
source in order to identify the caller. There efforts were com
plicated by the fact that the calls involved two lines at my
end and two lines at the other end, coming from two different
central offices. In addition, one of those two central offices
involved was converted from "crossbar" to the new "ESS"
switching in the middle of the tracing process. Finally, with
some persistent effort on their part, they were able to identify
the origin of most of the calls as corning from a particular
subscriber located in nearby Maryland. That, along with other
evidence, led the Virginia State Police to pay a visit to the
subscriber's home with a request to talk to a particular
individual residing there. The suspect being sought turned
out to be a juvenile so the pennission of the parents was
needed and granted in order for the talk to take place.
After this interview, it was the opinion of the Virginia
Commonwealth's Attorney's office that there was enough
evidence to warrant the appropriate legal action, so a charge of
Washington Apple Pi

"Computer Trespass" was filed and a subpoena was issued to
the suspect. On July 8, 1985, the case was heard in Fairfax
County Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court and the
defendant pleaded "not innocent". He was sentenced to one
year of probation and was ordered to pay $300.00 restitution
out of his own pocket.
This is the first case of "Computer Trespass" to be filed in
the Commonwealth of Virginia, and perhaps one of the first
few of such cases to be successful in the country. This is of
interest to all personal computer users, but particularly to
those who use and operate such "bulletin boards". It is
important that if these typically free (or low-cost) services are
to remain in operation, that they be afforded protection from
these "hackers" who are out to destroy other people's work.
The Commonwealth of Virginia and the C. & P. Telephone
Company have both demonstrated a willingness on their part
to provide that protection. Many bright, young individuals
might think that it's "fun" or challenging to engage in such
activities, but it is highly illegal in many states now and it is
not impossible to apprehend and prosecute, as is clearly
It
demonstrated by this case.
zation is easy. Put bells or buzzes or whatever you like in
strange places. If you feel sporty, you can even amplify this
program to print out envelopes or labels for you. Put in
telephone numbers if you like (just remembering to put them
in quotes so that they are read as a string). Heck, do anything
you want with this program.
And where is Randolph Scott these days? Just ridin' down
the trail ...
It
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An AR)ple a Day

COMPUTER DEN Ltd.

by Gai West, R.N.

Don't let your APPLE take a "bite"
out of you.
We meet or beat most
advertised prices for all your
computer needs.

An Apple A Day by Avante-Garde Publishing Corpora
tion is a software package created by Edward Weinstock, PhD.
The package is available for APPLE, I.B.M. & COMMO
DORE computers.
An Apple A Day provides you with three ways to keep
you and your family healthy: organize medical records, create
a specialized telephone directory, and treat common problems
yourself. An Apple A Day can save you time and money,
and in an emergency it might even save a life.

307. or more off on all software for
all APPLE computers, including Mac

Features

1) The Medical Records section helps you write a com
plete medical data base for each family member. Print one to
give to your doctor, insurance agent, or school nurse.
2) The Health Telephone Directory organizes a listing of
medical authorities and services that's instantly accessible in
times of emergency. Print one to give your babysitter or to
post by the phone.
3) Health Advice helps you to identify, treat, and prevent
common problems, and tells you when to see a doctor.
System Requirements

The Apple version operates on any Apple ][ series
computer with 48K and disk drive. The IBM version operates
on the IBM PC abd PC jr with 1281(, disk drive and MS
DOS. The Commodore version operates on the Commodore
64 with 64K and disk drive. The above is the information
given by the company concerning the program.
Evaluation

The program is easy to access and is very user friendly.
The documentation is rather complete and concise. The
program itself does all that it claims except that it won't print
out the health tips. The health tips themselves are fairly
general. There is a disclaimer to the effect that they are not
trying to obsolete the need to go to the doctor, but rather to
decide the necessity. I think it could have been a little more
explicit and still not close to practicing medicine without a
license. In the, section concerning medical records, it will
allow you· to enter lab values, hospitalizations,
immunizations, allergies etc., etc. When used properly, it can
contain the whole of one's medical history from birth onward.
All in all, I think that the program is very informative and
beneficial especially for families and anyone who may be
interested in the preservation of health.
'it
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Special price on all printers:
Okidata ML 92 •••••••••••••• $375.00
C.ltoh Color, 180 CPS •••••• $540.00
Epson RX-80 ••.••••••••••.•• $205.00
NEW FX-85F/P ••••••••••••• $375.00
~E~
FX-185F/T •..••••••••• $495.00
--- JX-80 •.••••••••••••••• $499.00
LQ-1500 w/par. interface ••• $995.00
Call for pricing on C. Itoh,
Panasonic, Silver Reed}. Okidata L NEC
NEW EPSON & STAR-MICRONICS PRIC~S

************************************

SAL E SAL E SAL E SAL E
Paper 20#, 2500 sheets •••••• 22.50
20#,microperf ••••••••• 26.00

************************************
85.00

Gr app 1 er + •
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Buffered Grappler+ •••.••..•• 156.75
Serial Grappler (IIc) .••..••• 85.00
PKASO/U •••••••••...•.•••••••• 129.00
Print it! Interface ••••••••• 175.00
TAXAN COLOR MONITOR ••••••••• 260.00
ShuffleBuffer (64K) .•..•..•• 275.00
ShuffleBuffer (128K) .•••..•• 350.00
Printer Stand: short--25. 10ng--30.
Disk holder for 3-1/2" ••••••• 11.00
Disk holder for 5-1/4" •.....• 12.00
Prometheus Promodem 1200 ..•• 335.00
§u~erS~rite Graphics Pkg •.•• 309.00
,·..od1 a . ad Touch Tab let •••.••• at). 00
Micro-Sci Disk Drive 9 A2 •.•• 205.00
Mac Enhancer (Microsoft) .•.. 186.75
Verbatim diskettes
SSIDD --17.00/10
--170.00/100
DSIDD --23.00110
--220.00/100
3-1/2" -18.00/5
-- 34.00110
Buy 5 boxes of 5-1/4" disks and
receIve a Flip N7 File ••• FREE
"ho:",J Cl-=anlny .·:its .••••....••. 1.20
fi.!'',Jer-Pt int (MX~ RX Series) .. 45.00
~FX Series)
••.••• 52.50
~sL~rd Master
(Complete Data Base

**
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••

45.0t)

Special on Scholastic Ed. Series:
Story Tree, Agent USA, Mystery
Sentences, Tales of DiscoverY9
~ Math Man •••••••••••••••• 28.00
COPY II PLUS for II, lIe, lIe 2BJOO
COPY II MAC •••••••••••••••••• 28.00
DAVID-DOS II ••••.•••••••••••• 32.00
DOLLARS & SENSE for MAC ••••• 105.00
THE NEWSROOM ••••.•••••••••••• 35.00
This ad is written a month in
advance.
Since prices are subject
to change, please call for current
pricil1<J. We attempt to meet all
advertlsed prices.

r~'

SET-UP FOR IMAGEWRITER FOREIGN
CHARACTER SETS
by Jim Kellock
This little program is for people with Imagewriter print
ers, to let them initialize the printer for the built-in foreign
language character sets. There's documentation in the pro
gram. The keyboard characters on the /Ie used for the alternate
sets are:
{[}]\I@#

The main value of the program is that it includes the Real
escape and control characters to call up each of the sets. The
lmagewriter manual lists an assortment of six escape and
control characters for each (an escape, 2 controls, another
escape, and 2 more controls). What seems to work is the last
three (the 2nd escape character and the last 2 control
characters), but you have to reset the default (American) set
before changing from one foreign set to another. The program
is written in dBase, but it would be easy enough to redo it in
BASIC, or if you have Wordstar patch the numbers into one
of the print control addresses, remembering to reset to the
American font each time. I just run it from the <10 (run a
program) command in Words tar. It's really quick if you
rename the DBASE.COM file to DO.COM, thereby having to
type only <00 PR> to run the routine.
• PR.CMD
• By Jim Kellock, June, 1985
• May be copied but not re-sold
• SET-UP FOR IMAGEWRITER FOREIGN FONTS.
• Easiest way to call program from CP/M prompt is to
• rename DBASE.COM to DO.COM and type
• DO PR from A>
• prompt (or DO B:PR if on B:, etc.)
ERASE
SETTALKOFF
SET COLON OFF
@ 10,10 SAY 'SET IMAGEWRITER <SELECT> TO
ON BEFORE ENTERING YOUR CHOICE'
@ 11,10 SAY' HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'
SET CONSOLE OFF
WAIT
SET CONSOLE ON
@ 10,0
@ 11,0
STORE T TO OPR
DO WHILE OPR
SET PRINT ON
SET CONSOLE OFF
• RE-SETS FOR DEFAULT, I.E., AMERICAN
CHARACI'ER SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(90)+CHR(7)+CHR(0)
SET CONSOLE ON
34

SET PRINT OFF
@ 1,4 SAy'············ IMAGEWRITER
CHARACTER SET SET-UP •••••••••••••
@ 4.32 SAY '1. GERMAN '
@ 6,32 SAY '2. FRENCH '
@ 8.32 SAY '3. AMERICAN'
@ 10,32 SAY '4. BRITISH'
@ 12,32 SAY '5. SWEDISH'
@ 14,32 SAY '6. ITALIAN'
@ 16,32 SAY 7. SPANISH'
@ 18,32 SAY '8. RETURN TO CPM'
@ 19,32 SAY' <DEFAULT: AMERICAN>'
STORE' , TO OPT
@ 22,28 SAY 'SELECf 'GET OPT PICfURE '9'
READ

SET PRINT ON
SET CONSOLE OFF
DO CASE
CASE OPT='I'
• SETS UP GERMAN FONT
?? CHR(27)+CHR(68)+CHR(4)+CHR(0)
CASE OPT",'2'
• SETS UP FRENCH FONT
?? CHR(27)+CHR(68)+CHR(6)+CHR(0)
CASE OPT..'3'
• SETS UP AMERICAN SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(90)+CHR(7)+CHR(0)
CASE OPT='4'
• SETS UP BRITISH SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(68)+CHR(3)+CHR(O)
CASE OPT='5'
• SETS UP SWEDISH SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(68)+CHR(5)+CHR(O)
CASE OPT='6'
• SETS UP ITALIAN SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(1)+CHR(O)
CASEOPT=7'
• SET UP SPANISH SET
?? CHR(27)+CHR(68)+CHR(7)+CHR(O)
CASE OPT",'8'
SET PRINT OFF
ERASE
QUIT

OTHERWISE
LOOP
ENDCASE
• To test the program on your Imagewriter, key in
• without the asterisks in the three lines below, and
• the program will print each character set as you
• select it, looping back to the top of the program
• each time. Leave the current program with selection
• # 8. Otherwise, you don't need selection # 8.
contd. on pg 39
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lie INPUT ANYTHING &MODEM SETTING
ROUTINE FOR SERIAL PORT 2
Copyright 1985 by: Leon

H. Raesly, LCSW

One of the things that is nice about the Apple /lc is that it
has two built in Serial Posts, Port No.1, and Port No.2. The
Port #1 is designed as a Printer Serial Port, and has a default
Baud setting of 9600. Port #2 is designed as a Modem serial
Port, and has a default setting of 300 Baud.
But suppose you wish to INPUT at a different rate, or
DATNSTOP settings than the default? If you use the IIc
Ultility program (which is Pro-DOS), all settings will reset to
the default when you go back to DOS 3.3. So what do you
do if you wish to INPUT from some other device (say the
OMNI Reader, and OCR INPUT device).
Well, if you have purchased The Apple /lc Reference
MmllI.al - VoJumes 1 & 2. you could look up the commands
on page 140-159. And then write a program to capture the
data.
Or, you could just run this short little program, which
will set the most common BAUD, DATA BITS, STOP BITS
and PARITY settings for you, then allow you to directly
INPUT your data, and save it to disk under whatever name you
wish.
Lines 3-9 can be omitted; these are lines that I always
enter in any program so that I can save it to disk as a text me,
without any bother. Just change the GOTO 1000 in line 1 to
GOSUB 60, and it will list for you.
Lines 60-69 set a small box on the SO-Column screen, and
70-79 blank it out Thus, I can easily blank any questions
from this area with a GOSUB.
Line 1000 starts the main program. Line 1010 GOSUBs
to 5000, to ask Characters, line, and file name info. Then
1020 GOSUBs for Baud rate; 1030 GOSUBs for
DATNSTOP bit info, and 1040 GOSUBs for PARITY info.
These are then set with a GOSUB in 1050 to set your
choices in the Serial Port #2. Lines 1300-2010 DIMension
the ARRA Y, and create a me of whatever name you specified.
In that file the first field ( 0 in the ARRAY) gives the total
number of lines (fields) in the file. Lines 6000-7500 capture
the data, and preview it to you on the screen. Finally, lines
7700-S5OO save it to your me, and ask if you wish to
continue.
The program speaks to you through the SO-Column
screen, but when it begins to INPUT data, switches back to
the 40-Column screen, since there are many CONTROL codes
that you might receive while in the SO-Column mode that
would do strange things.
Well, if you decide to try this program. let me know how
it works for you. If you have any problems, you can call me
at 460-0754. Thanks for listening.

Washington Apple Pi

PROGRAM LISTING

1

3

4

5
6
7
9
60
61

62
63

66

D$ = CHR$ (4): HOME: PRINT D$;"PR#3":
GOTO lOOO:REM Change to GOSUB 60 to make a
TEXT listing of the program.
VTAB 11: HTAB 17: PRINT "Enter the number
you wished added to the name";: INPUT N%: VTAB
11: HTAB 65: PRINT "1";: GOSUB 70: VTAB 8:
HTAB 37: INVERSE: PRINT "WORKING";:
NORMAL
D$ '" CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4): PRINT D$;"OPEN
LlSTING";N%: PRINT D$; "WRITE LISTING";
N%: POKE 33,30: LIST 1,: PRINT D$;"CLOSE"
POKE 33,80: GOSUB 70: INVERSE: VTAB 9:
HTAB 38: PRINT "DONE": NORMAL
NEXT I: VTAB 11: HTAB 65: PRINT "I";
VTAB 11: HTAB 22: PRINT "The name of your
TEXT me is LISTING";N%
VTAB 23: HTAB 1: END
HOME: REM STARTS BUILDING BOX
PRINT" ";: VTAB 6: HTAB 16: PRINT
"
";: VTAB 7: HTAB 15: PRINT
"I";: HTAB 65: PRINT "I ";: VTAB S: HTAB 15:
PRINT "1";: HTAB 65: PRINT "I ";: VTAB 9:
HTAB 15: PRINT "1";: HTAB 65:
PRINT "I";
VTAB 8: HTAB 15: PRINT "I";: HTAB 65: PRINT
"I";: VTAB 10: HTAB 15: PRINT "I";: HTAB 65:
PRINT til";: VTAB 11: HTAB 15: PRINT ''1'';:
HTAB 65: PRINT til";
VTAB 12: HTAB 15: PRINT "I";: HTAB 65:
PRINT "I";: VTAB 13: HTAB 15: PRINT "I";:
HTAB 65: PRINT "I";: VTAB 14: HTAB 15:
PRINT "I";: HTAB 65: PRINT "I";: VTAB 15:
HTAB 15: PRINT "1, _ _ _-:---::-_ __
tI.,

69
70
71

IF SR = 3 TIffiN RETURN
REM STARTS BLANKING BOX
FOR I '" 7 TO 14: FOR J '" 16 TO 64: VTAB (I):
HTAB (1): PRINT "<";: VTAB I: HTAB J: PRINT
" tI;: NEXT J: NEXT I

79

RETIJRN

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1300

SR .. 3
GOSUB 5000
GOSUB 8000
GOSUB 9000
GOSUB 10000
GOSUB 11000
DIM A$(3OOO)
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1400
1700
1800
1900
2000
2010
2500
5000
5020

HOME
A = 0: PRINT O$;"OPEN";F1$
PRINT O$;"WRITE";FI$
PRINT A
PRINT O$;"CLOSE"
IF A = 0 THEN 6000
END

8300

GOSUB 60
VTAB 11: HTAB 18: PRINT "How many
characters per line";: INPUT CR%: VTAB 11:
HTAB 65: PRINT "I" ;: GOSUB 70
VTAB 11: HTAB 18: PRINT "How many lines
before saving";: INPUT LI%: VTAB 11: HTAB 65:
PRINT "I";: GOSUB 70
VTAB 11: HTAB 18: PRINT "What name do you
wish to call the me";: INPUT FI$: VTAB 11:
HTAB 65: PRINT "1";: GOSUB 70
RETURN
REM
A =1
ONERR GOTO 63000: FOR I '" A TO (A + LI%)
PRINT: PRINT "WAITING FOR NEW INPUT"
FOR J = 1 TO CR%
GET K$(J)
IF K$(J) '" CHR$ (13) THEN J = CR%: GOTO
7300
LET A$(I) = A$(I) + K$(J)
PRINT K$(J);
NEXTJ
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "BELOW IS WHAT
WAS RECEIVEO"
PRINT A$(I)
NEXT!
PRINT O$;"OPEN" ;FI$
PRINT 0$;"APPENO";FI$
PRINT D$;"CLOSE"
FOR I '" A TO LI%: PRINT A$(l): NEXT I
VTAB 4: HTAB 36: INVERSE: PRINT "BAUD
RATE";: NORMAL
VTAB 8: HTAB 20: PRINT "3 =
»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
110";
A .. A+LI%
VTAB 9: HTAB 20: PRINT "6 =
»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
300";
VTAB 10: HTAB 20: PRINT "8 =

8400

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
1200";
VTAB 11: HTAB 20: PRINT "10 =

8450

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>
2400";
VTAB 12: HTAB 20: PRINT "14 =

5030
5040
5999
6000
6510
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7110
7200
7300
7400
7500
7700
7800
7900
7910
8000
8100
8110
8200

8600
8610
8620
8630
8700
8800
8810
8999
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9510
9600
9610
9620
9630
9700
9999
10000
10100
10200
10300
10400
10410
10420
10430
10500
10700
10999
11000
11100
11110
11120

8500
8510
36

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>
9600";
VTAB 14: HTAB 18: PRINT "Type the number
you wish for the BAUD RATE";
GET ZA$: VTAB 14: HTAB 60: PRINT ZA$;

11200
11210
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IF ZA$ = "I" THEN GET ZB$: VTAB 14: HTAB
61: PRINT ZB$;: GOTO 8800
IF ZA$ = "3" THEN 8999
IF ZA$ = "6" THEN 8999
IF ZA$ '" "8" THEN 8999
GOT086OO
IF ZB$ = "0" THEN 8999
IF ZB$ = "4" THEN 8999
Z$ '" ZA$ + ZB$: VTAB 4: HTAB 30: PRINT"
";: GOSUB 70: RETURN
VTAB 4: HTAB 36: INVERSE: PRINT
"OATNSTOP
BITS";: NORMAL
VTAB 8: HTAB 18: PRINT "0 = »> 8 OATA &
1 STOP BITS";
VTAB 9: HTAB 18: PRINT "1", »> 7 DATA &
1 STOP BITS";
VTAB 10: HTAB 18: PRINT "4 = »> 8 OATA &
2 STOP BITS";
VTAB 11: HTAB 18: PRINT "5 .. »> 7 DATA &
2 STOP BITS";
VTAB 14: HTAB 18: PRINT "Type the number of
your choice";
GETX$
IF X$ '" "0" THEN 9999
IF X$ = "1" THEN 9999
IF X$ = "4" THEN 9999
IF X$ '" "5" THEN 9999
GOT09500
VTAB 4: HTAB 30:
";: GOSUB 70:
PRINT"
RETURN
VTAB 4: HTAB 36: INVERSE: PRINT "PARITY
SETTING";: NORMAL
VTAB 9: HTAB 20: PRINT "I c
000";
»»»»»»»>
VTAB 10: HTAB 20: PRINT "2 '"
NONE";
»»»»»»»>
VTAB 11: HTAB 20: PRINT "3 =
EVEN";
»»»»»»»>
VTAB 14: HTAB 20: PRINT "Please type your
choice ";: GET Y$
IF Y$ '" "I" THEN 10999
IF Y$ = "2" THEN 10999
IF Y$ = "3" THEN 10999
GOSUB 11000
GOTO 10400
VTAB 4: HTAB 30:
";: GOSUB 70:
PRINT"
RETURN
HOME: VTAB 22: HTAB 36: FLASH: PRINT
"WORKING";: NORMAL
IF Y$ = "I" THEN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
OIR$ (1);: PRINT "IP"
IF Y$ ., "2" THEN PRINT 0$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "2P"
IF Y$ = "3" TIffiN PRINT 0$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "3P"
IF X$ ., "0" THEN PRINT 0$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "00"
IF X$ = "I" THEN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "ID"
contd. on pg 38
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APPLE III ARTICLES: A COMPILATION
By David Ottalini
Over the past few months, I've begun a project to try to
compile as complete a list as possible of all the articles
written about the Apple III. The following is the frrst
installment of my efforts. I hope to offer you more as I am
able to gather the material together.
The Apple Pi Office has on file a copy of an index to
Apple and CP/M literature for 1980 to 84 from the
Microcomputer Index provided by Ted Gaugler (see his article
in the March 1985 WAP Journal, page 24). But it does not
include all magazines and newsletters, and not many of us
have a chance to actually get over to the Pi office to look up
things. So as I can, I have begun spending the time to find
whatever I can find. It's been a great learning experience for
me (I never knew there were so many articles) and it will
perhaps help you get a little more out of your 11/.
Many of the articles are contained in magazines available
in the Apple Pi office. So if there are any articles that interest
you, make the Pi office your frrst stop. There is a copy
machine available and the cost is nominal. At this point, I
would like to thank everyone in the Pi office for their help as
I work to put this project report together.
-This frrst listing will be for the only III-specific magazine

'-'

'-'

·SUB.JECT

mLE

AUTHOR

ACCESS 11/
APPLE WRITER
AUDIO
B. BASIC
B. BASIC
B. BASIC
B. BASIC
B. BASIC
DISK SPACE
DOS USTER
EM MODE
EM MODE
EM MODE
GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS
KEYBOARD
KEYBOARD
KEYBOARD
PASCAL
PASCAL
PFS SERIES
PFS/WPL
PRo CONTROLS
PRo HEADERS
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
REBOOT PRVNT

AUTO. ACCESS 11/
APL. WRITER WHAT?
11/ TO TIIE MAX #4
BASIC-THE EASY WAY
BASIC-THE EASY WAY
BASIC-TIIE EASY WAY
BASIC roM USTER
SPREADSHEETING
DISK SPACE PLUS!
DOS FILE LIST
11/ THE HARD WAY
11/ TO TIIE MAX #3
JYSTK FOR ][ GAMES
GRAPHICS SKETCHER
1HREE SHORTS-FINI!
ASSEMBLING 11/
ASSEMBLING /1/
/1/ TO THE MAX #2
ON PASCAL
PASCALCULATOR:MATII
HINTS
PFS-WPL MERGE
APPLE DMP CONTROLS
HEADFIRST
SLOTS OF FUN
1HREE SHORTS-FIN!!
1HREE SHORTS-FINI!
TIlREE SHORTS-FIN!!
TIIREE SHORTS-FIN!!
1HREE SHORTS-FIN!!
ASSEMBLING /1/

JOHNSON
WEBB
EVANS
CURLSON
CURLSON
CURLSON
OElZEL
RUSSELL
CONSORT!
CONSORT!
OETZEL
EVANS
TAYLOR
DORMAN
COHEN
NICHOLS
NICHOLS
EVANS
HANSON
EVANS
LYMAN
MERRIT
SMITII
GARDNER
MCCAW

Washington Apple Pi

COHEN
NICHOLS

now being published with any regularity. On Three is its
name. It is supposed to be published monthly, but essentially
comes out when it comes out. In any case, there have been a
total of six issues so far, all of whose articles are in the
upcoming listing.
I have not included such things as "letters" columns (for
obvious reasons), but have included articles that can only be
called "commercials" for an On Three product (an example:
"Why Don't You Have Lazarus 11/7")
I have tried to double check all listings but would suggest
that you get a copy of the magazine and look for the specific
article you want. In some cases, titles have been condensed
due to space considerations.
As you will notice, the listings are in alphabetical order
by subject. Our next offering, will be SQftalk magazine.
Magazine
Publisher
Address
Phone
Price

2
2

1
1

2

2

1
1
1

1
2
4

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1

2
4
1
3
4
1
4
4
1
2

1

1

1

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1

4
2
1
4
1
3
4
1
3

617
2/3

1

1

2

2

1
1

2
4
3

1
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2/3
617

617
1
4/5

617
6/7
617

2/3

617
415

6/7
415
1

2/3
617
415

On Three
~ob Consorti
5550 Telegraph Rd Ste. B-4
Ventura, Ca. 93003
(805) 644-3514
$40.00 112 issues

1984
1984
1984
1983
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1983
1984
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1983

32
41
17
22-26
26-29
39-41
22-24
21-23
6-15
10-12
25
36-37
26
22-24
48
19-24
16-21
32-33
30-35
21-24
16-19
25-28
13-16
27-28
35
32
36
30
40
48
17-18
37

REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
REVIEW
HORSES
SOS
UTILITIES
UTILITIES
VISICALC
VISICALC
WPL
WPL
WPL

MICRO-SCI A3/A143
TI-IE USER'S MICRO
APPLE WRITER /II
EVERYTHING
PFS:FILElRJYr
ART OF NEGOTIATING
APPLE SPELLER /II
/II IS MORE...
TI-IE ///'S FOR ME
DRAW ON //I
LAZARUS 11/
11/ TO TI-IE MAX #1
SOS DIREC. STRUCT.
ASSEMBLING 11/
DISKPAK2
DECISION SUPPORT
ON VISI...OR IC
WORD PCSS. LNG.
WPL REVISITED
WPLSHORTS

CONSORTI
FITZ'MCE
CONSORTI
CONSORTI
CONSORTI
CONSORTI
SEXSON
CORTOPASSI
EVANS
CONSORTI
CONSORTI
EVANS
CONSORTI
NICHOLS
CONSORTI
CUNNINGHAM
HANSON
CONSORTI
CONSORTI
LOMARTIRE

2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
4
2
1
1
3
4
4

1984
1984
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1983
1984
1984
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1983
1983
1983
1983

2/3
415
1

2/3
415
2/3
2/3
1
415
6!7
6!7

15-16
29-31
36-38
24-29
29-35
27
25-27
18-20
7
12-14
12-17
22-23
8-12
34-38
13-18
3840
27-28
20-21
29-31
20

"APPLE III IS FOR ME"
By David Ottalini

As Charlene Ryan mentioned in the July WAP, the
Association of Independent Microdealers (AIM) has created a
pool of Apple 11/ software and hardware from its members and
is offering the items at substantial discounts.
I just recently received my copy of their list and thought I
would pass a little information along about what is available
through the pool. First, if you have not sent away for your
copy of the list, do so immediately. The software and
hardware listed are all closeout items and orders are being
taken on a first-come, first-served basis. (I can not tell you
what will be available by the time you read this).
The pamphlet I received says you can order directly from
AIM or through a local AIM member. The items carry a 10
day guarantee. There are no cash refunds. AIM says it will
also list your wants and wishes in the pamphlet (suggesting
that there will be updates of what is available in the future).
Included in my pamphlet was a product description of
those items available throught the "Apple /II Is For Me"
program. The listing included /II EZ Pieces, Apple /1/ Pascal,
Business Basic, Apple /II Softcard, the BPI series, the PFS
series, etc. I counted more than 40 in the list
As for prices, /II EZ Pieces was going for $110.00, Apple
Writer /II (version 1.0) from $30.00 to $96.00 (there were 6
copies available; prices were apparently set by the AIM
member sending the software to the pool). That Capt
Magneto game you've seen advertised for $40.00 was going
for $7.50, Business Graphics for $43.75 (one copy for
$50.(0) and COBOL for either $150.00, 123.75 or 125.00
depending on which copy you ordered.
38

Not everything described in the initial listing was in the
price list. But there was enough there to make this /1/ user
more than just interested. If you'd like to get a copy of the
list, send $1.00 to: The Association of Independent
Microdealers, 3010 N. Sterling Ave., Peoria, IL 61604.
~
/lc

Input contd. from pg 36

11220 IF X$
11230

=

"4" TI-IEN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT

CHR$ (1);: PRINT "4D"
IF X$ c "5" TIffiN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT

CHR$ (1);: PRINT ,.SO"
11300 IF Z$ '" "6" TIffiN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "6B"
11310 IF Z$ = "8" TIffiN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "6B"
11320 IF Z$ .. "10" TIffiN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT" lOB"
11330 IF Z$ = ,. 14" TI-IEN PRINT D$;"IN#2": PRINT
CHR$ (1);: PRINT "14B"
11400 REM
11999 VTAB 22: HTAB 30:
PRINT"
";: RETURN
62999 GOTO 63999
63000 PRINT D$;"PR#O": PRINT D$;"CLOSE": HOME
: VTAB 12: HTAB 5: PRINT "YOU HAVE
EXCEEDED 3000 LINES DlMEN- SIONED IN
LINE 1300. PLEASE RERUN PROGRAM AND
USE A DIFFERENT FILE NAME."
63999 VTAB 23: HTAB 1: END
~
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rw Character Set contd. from pg 34

INTRODUCING

·1" Ol[]\@#-·"

·LOOP

McBALL

SET PRINT OFF
ERASE
QUIT
TEXT
If the program is accessed from the <R> (run
a program) command of Wordstar, Wordstar
will take control after the <QUIT> is issued.
Otherwise, if you want to boot a new program
after initializing the printer, change the two
<QUIT> commands to <QUIT TO "command
file name">, and the program will be invoked
automatically.

ENDTEXT
RETURN

JII
THE TRACKBALL WITH THE PRICE
AND PERFORMANCE EDGE
•

With an exclusive DRAG BlJITON'· that eliminates the need to hold
a button down as you "mOlL~e around" or roll a trackball.

•

With a CUCK HlJITON'· that responds to any softw.ue written for
the Apple Mouse.

•

One hand operation without giving up desk space.

MeHall is faster than a mouse and requires only a fl"'dction of the desk
space. Use MeHall on either side of your Macintosh keyboard, in your lap
or hold it in your hand.
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AppIc:o

C.ItIIpUINIIll

$89.95
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Call (202) 387·6022

PFS: WRITE

APPLE ONLY
SALE $89.95
(REG $125.00)
I

LIMITED SUPPLIES
COMPUTERKIDS
879-5558

bJiNHRCI\EH.: fLf,Zq

Washington Apple Pi
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Apple Pi members will receive a $10.00 rebate on a McBall purchased
before October 1, 1985. Just send in copies of your warranty card,
sales receipt and the label from the back of the Pi Journal with your
WAP membership number along with a copy of this coupon. We will
send your rebate back to the address below.
Name
Addre-ss---------

Interfirm Systems Corporation
110 Pioneer Way, Suite H
Mountain View, CA 94041

__- - - - - - - - - - Z i P - : - - 
Which computer and software do you
use McBall with? _ _ _ _ _ __
Comments about McBall? _ _ __

PIKE
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SIGMAC MEETING NOTES ®
by Brooks Leffler
The July 13 SigMac meeting was held in new quarters in
the auditorium of the Pre-Clinical Science Building at
Georgetown University Medical School. The room is more
auditorium than amphitheater, with shallower slope, a
balcony, and a stage. It is also possessed of an overefficient
air-conditioning system which kept us all at seemingly 63° for
four hours on a mid-80s, steamy day. [Bring a sweater and
your mukluks next month!]
Attendance was down considerably because of summer, to
maybe 250 shivering stalwarts.
Immediately apparent was the bright, sharp, natural
colored 9'xI2' Mac image emanating from the Hughes Model
700 Computer Graphics Projector. Seems that Mark Brodsky
from Hughes Aircraft Corporation was there to demonsIrate
the computer projector thought by many to be the best on the
market--at a price: $44,000. Threats to hold Mark hostage
rumbled through the room as Chairman Steve Hunt got the
meeting underway.
Taking advantage of the nifty projector, Steve used ~
Slide Show Maejcian to run down the agenda and upcoming
calendar. ··SPECIAL NOTE: In order to ease meeting the
deadline for Journal articles, SIGMAC MEETINGS WIlL
MOVE TO TIIE FIRST SATURDAY OF TIIE MONTH
BEGINNING IN SEPTEMBER.

MEEIING CALENDAR
August 10:

DATABASES. A rep from ProVIEW
will demo overVIEW 2,0, followed by
a panel of SigMac members who use
various database systems.

September 7: MlCROSOFf EXCEL AND 1HE
MAC OFFICE
October 5:

HARD DISKS

November 2: DECISION SUPPORT AND
ARTIFIOAL IN1ELIGENCE
SOFTWARE. Demo of MiodSieht

Oscar Kramer circulated a questionnaire to guide the club
in the selection of topics and teachers for future tutorials. If
you'd like to put in your two cents, call Oscar at (301) 384
5206. Standard participant fee is $10 per day if you bring
your Mac, no Mac $15, non-members $20. Teachers are
unpaid.
PROJECTOR PRESENTATION
Mark Brodsky presented a short demo about the Hughes
projector. Originally intended to be used in corporate telecon
ferencing for the presentation of computer data, it is now used
in numerous military installations, university lecture halls,
and sales booths at computer shows. Teleconferencing, both
one-way and interactive, can make good use of the device,
although that form of info exchange has not yet reached the
level of popularity that its supporters had expected.
The Hughes 700 was designed slrictly for computer use,
and is not a video projector per se, although it uses a CRT in
conjunction with a liquid crystal light valve, a 1 KW Xenon
projection lamp, and a single lens. When Mark first plugged
it in, it came right up with a beautiful, bright, jitter-free
picture, with a minimum of diddling. While it can be used
with any computer, this projector is monochrome only.
Moving images have a slight lag, or comet-tail effect, not at
all objectionable. The projected image has a resolution
oflOOO xl000 pixels.
Color would be possible by interlacing the output of three
systems, but Hughes has felt it more important to develop a
smaller/cheaper monochrome machine as the next step.
Steve Hunt announced that negotiations will get underway
shortly to enter into a joint venture with other computer clubs
in the area to share a place to house meetings and to acquire a
Hughes projector to share among the groups. Hughes has
made an offer for lease.
MAC DRill DEMO

MACWQRW Expo
Many members indicated that they were planning to attend
the Expo at the Bayside Exposition Center in Boston August
21-23. See ad in MacWorld and in the July WAP Journal
centerfold.
Air fares run $110-$150, with New York Air off-peak
from Dulles appearing to be the least costly. The "official"
convention hotels (neither is close to the Expo)' start at
$IIS/single. The Chandler Inn in Back Bay has bed/breakfast
rooms with bath for $50-$60; there is also a Holo with
relatively reasonable rates.
WAP will have a booth to sell disks and recruit members;
volunteers to run the booth are needed. Contact Bernie Urban
at the office.
40
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UITORIAL SURVEY

Steve Hunt demonslrated new (pre-release) object-oriented
graphics software called MacQraft to be distributed by IDD
Inc. at a list of $195.
MacPraft is similar to MacDraw in behavior and overall
on-screen appearance, but has several unique characteristics
that improve on MacDraw. Among the more impressive are
the following:
• Duplicated objects can be evenly distributed along a line
with a drag of the mouse, then all can be rotated simul
taneously around each object's axis on the line.
• Radius of rounded comers, circles, and arcs can be set
with drag of mouse.
• Image may be zoomed to several incremental
magnifications, sort of like a graduated FatBits.
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out that while some of the current issues are adaptations of
games written for other computers, the Mac makes games
easier, and more fun. And the flood has just begun: Ron is
now receiving 20 to 30 games each month to review. He
chose three nifties to demonstrate, each available for less than
$50:
• Cbipwits by Brainpower. Not new, but from
the delighted reactions, not familiar to all. Program your own
robots to work their way through several environmental
situations. Ron's creations include such WAP namesakes as
Tum Wark, StevHant, Gena Urbn, and BurnyUrbn, but
Twirler #2 is Ron's smartest creature to date, with a 2100
high score in the environment known as Greedville. Ron's
view of Chjpwits: "This is no toy!"
• Wtima m by Sierra On-Line. This is a fantasy
role-playing game, fully animated with simple but
sophisticated graphics. In this one, you create each character
by mouse-clicking selections from a sizable table of
attributes. (One set of choices: male, female, other.)
Excellent and elegant documentation includes a full color cloth
map of the realm.
• Q.a1Q by Spectrum Holobyte. A submarine
simulation, with attractive graphics and full mouse control.
Speed, firepower, and other attributes can be set for both sub
and targets. Mission situation is established by Morse code
message, translated into teletype-up to Level 7, when the
Morse remains untranslated! Currently the best-selling
computer game on the market
After running down a sizable list of games nearing release,
Ron closed with the reminder that he is available (see Hot
Une at front of Journal) for consultation on games when
you're in a buying mood, and for hints if you're stuck in roid

• Smoothing of polygons is excellent; "handles" on such
objects may be split to change the shape of the object
• Measurement labeling can be automatic; feet and inches
read out with fractional precision; inches/metric conversion
can be accomplished with a mouse click.
PUBUCATIONS
IBM-oriented fC Magazine for July 23, 1985 does a
comparison of Mac and mM-pc as business machines and
comes out supporting the Mac!
Mac In Touch - new Laserwritten monthly magazine,
subscription $48/year. Can be seen in the WAP library.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
As a preamble to demos of communications hardware!
software, Steve presented a summary of factors to consider if
you're thinking about getting into communicating with your
Mac.
Basic Questions:
• what do you need to do?
• how much do you want to spend?
• how much patience do you have?
HardWare/software:
• Modem: speed of transmission will govern phone
line cost Speed rates of 300, 1200,2400 baud
(bits/second) are available, with 1200 currently the
fastest practical speed due to phone line limitations.
Hayes is the largest modem manufacturer, and
therefore the de facto industry standard.

• Software:
Several levels of sophistication, generally related to
cost:
- low cost, such as Red Ryder [SigMac Disk 17].
good for a patient novice.
- intennediate, such as MacTennjnal. more
flexible, but limitations.
- high power, such as InTouchlSmartcom. many
features, maybe overldll.
(Steve promised a comparative article in an
upcoming journal.)
Do's and Don'ts
• Think ahead to future use.
• Get 1200 baud; don't rush into 2400 until
standards are set
• H you anticipate more than casual use, get a
Hayes-compatible modem capable of autodial.
• Don't use a modem on a call-waiting phone line.
• See all components work together before you buy.
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Laser Printer Service

New Rates-As Low As
$ 1.00 Per Page"
Now! -Transfer Flies By Modem
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Ron Wartow, chairman of WAP's GameSig and the
closest thing we've got to a standup comic, took over the Big
Screen to demo several new games for the Mac. Ron pointed
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• Plot MaeDraw
• UP to Six Different colors
• A to 0 size Paper (8 1/2" x11" to 24" x 36")
• Plot Any Image you can Copy to the Clip Board
(MS-Chart, Jazz, MaeProJect, MaePalnt, Eet.)
For More Information
Call or Write

[M]t!l@lf©® [f@GQ) ~W

if::

GAMES FOR WE MAC

III ~ I(

Now Available

Steve's summary was followed by a break so that the
assemblage could retire to the hallway and thaw out In
another meeting room, demos followed of Red Ryder,
InToucb, and MacIermjnal.
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MAC Q&A
by Jonathan E. HardiS
We begin this month's column with a question about Jazz:

connector inside of the drive case which mates to the
Sony drive itself. If you care to, you can open the case,
remove and reinsert that end, too. Remember that the
disk drive may be damaged by static electricity while it's
disconnected from the Mac. If you work on it, make sure
you are grounded and your work station is conductive.
At the meeting, one member attributed his disk
drive troubles to the brand of disk he was using (Nashua).

Q: From where does Apple get the music for the
guided tour tapes?
A: Some is from Liz Storey's album "Solid Colors",
Windham Hill Records (C-1023). Some is from George
Winston's "Winter into Spring" and "Autumn" albums
(Windham C-1019 and WH-1012).

Q: All myoid Desk Accessories (DA's) are in
CE Software's "Desk Accessory Mover" docu
ments.
How do I convert them to Apple's
new "FontlDA Mover" format?
A: One method is to install the DAs into the System file
with one program and then to remove them with the
other. CE Software has also just released a bunch of
new goodies, including a utility to make a direct
conversion. They are releasing version 4.0 of the
"Mock" series of DAs, a disk mass-duplication program,
and an AppleTalk intercom program called "Chatter".
Those who participated in the MacHonor system and sent
in their money will be getting mail on this soon.
(SIGMac disks 5, 19, and 22 contain previous releases of
their software. If you use it, you are expected to honor
up.)

Q: What has been the experience with the Haba
external disk drive?
A:

Q: What is meant by a "second generation" hard
disk?
A: It is mostly a marketing term used by companies other
than Corvus, Tecmar, and Davong, who were the first to
have Mac hard disks out The implication is that the
disks will somehow have better software or integration
with the Mac. "Speed" is also an issue, but the various
claims based on which port the disk uses and the peak
data transfer rate are misleading at best
An upcoming SIGMac Meeting will feature the
different hard disks, including those such as the
MacBottom and Apple's own version.

Q: How orten should I clean the heads of my disk
A:

drives witb a cleaning disk?
There is no definitive answer to this, but my best guess
is: never. (You can expect the drive cleaner companies
which sell overpriced rubbing alcohol to offer an
alternative answer.) One rumor, attributed to an Apple
Representative, is that the drive heads are highly polished
and are intended to be self-cleaning. The cleaning disks
are more abrasive than data disks and can be counter
productive. I take the view that if it isn't broken, don't
fix it. And I note that while detailed instructions are
given in the Mac manual for cleaning the mouse, no
mention is given to cleaning the disk drives.

Q: When I put a good disk in my external disk
drive, I'm told that tbe disk is unreadable. If
I (re)initialize it, I lose my data. What do I
do?
A:

Of those at the meeting willing to state an experience,
there were 3 satisfied customers, and one who returned 5
drives as defective. You may wish to wait until Apple
announces their new double-sided drives before buying.

Q: When I use the LaserWriter with MacPublisher, the sides of the pages are clipped
orr. What do I do?
A: Ask for 96% reduction. (The respondent claimed this is a
LaserWriter bug. If so, note for other programs. -Ed.)
Q: Help! Mac·SpeU·Right™ doesn't work with
the latest MacWrite documents.
A:

Q: Are there any other recent revision releases
we should know about?
A:

There is a prevalent problem with the external drive (and
less so with the internal drive) which causes a variety of
symptoms: unreadable disks, disks which eject as soon
as you put them in, and drives which try to keep ejecting
nothing. The problem is a poor electrical connection to
the disk drive.
The frrst thing to try is to take out the disk drive
plug and reconnect it, tightly. The out and in action
scraps tarnish off of the pins, which provides a better
connection. If that isn't enough, there is another
42

The latest version out now does.
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MS Word 1.05 and File 1.01 are on the way. They are
faster with the LaserWriter. (You have to run System
Update on them yourself, because MS isn't entirely
happy with the Finder 4.1 "build disk".) Copy II Mac is
up to 4.0; the update fee is down to $15. (One member
said that the later versions fail to copy everything the
earlier ones did.) Gato is now fixed to Version 1.3.
Smartcom II has been fixed to work under the new XLisa
Macworks. Call Hayes Tech Support (404-441-1617) for
return authorization.
Version 2.lB now supports
MacBinary and the Tecmar hard disk. ThinkTank 512
version 1.1 is now shipping. Along with new features,
it is now compatible with Switcher, the XLisa, and the
Washington Apple Pi

LaserWriter.

Q: When I use a modem to connect my computer
to the telephone line, I lose the connection
when my "Call Waiting" signals. How can I
prevent this?
A:. It doesn't work in all areas, but sometimes "Call
Forwarding" takes precidence over "Call Waiting". If
you set Call Forwarding first (say, to the BBS you are
about to call yourself), you won't be interrupted. (The
consensus is that this doesn't work in the District.)
If you have a Hayes Smartmodem™ or a work-alike,
you can sometimes get around the problem by setting the
"Carrier loss to hangup time" to 1.5 seconds. (The call
waiting interruption is about 1 second.) The command is
ATSIO=lS, which you should enter before placing your
call. Note that the Apple modem does not have this
feature. Also the modem at the other end of the phone
line has to have been similarly set. Of course, whatever
you were doing when the Call Waiting signal came in
will be disrupted. You will likely have to take remedial
action. But you should still stay connected to the host
computer.
The best, long-term solution will be for your local
telephone company to reprogram their Call Waiting
service to allow you to tum it off. Such a "Selective
Call Waiting" service has been introduced in some parts
of the country. You touch ·70 or dial 1170 before
placing your caU, and you aren't interrupted during that
call. My local C&P Business office teUs me that this
feature isn't scheduled for Maryland until late 1986.
Custom Calling (including Call Waiting) and data
transmission are high profit growth areas for the
telephone industry. If you want your views heard on
how (and when) to make services more closely match
your needs, you can write to both your local operating
company (such as C & P of ... ) and its parent company
(such as Bell Atlantic), as well as to your public service
commission.
Q: How do I get MacTerminal to answer the
phone?
A; This is an oft asked question, as MacTerminai has a bug
in the "Wait for Call" menu selection. If you have an
Apple or a USRobotics Password modem, don't use that
menu item. Your phone will answer anyway.
Q: How do I get MacTerminal to save the
screens?
A; When MacTerminai says "Record Lines off the Top" it
means just that. The host computer has to scroll the
screen "Off the Top" in order for the text to be saved.
Hosts that draw a new screen each time don't scroll. This
includes the 3270 protocol conveners.
{Note: You can always select the whole screen and
either "Print Selection" or else Copy it to the clipboard
and paste it into the scrapbook (or carry it to another
application with the Switcher). Cmd-Shift-3 will save
the screen to disk as a MacPaint flJe. Also, don't confuse
saving off the top with Text flJe transfer.)
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Q: How do I clear the screen in MacTerminal
without losing all my settings?
A: Ideally, you should have a different document set up for
each host computer you use, each with the settings
prepared in advance. Start with a blank document, switch
the settings to the way you like them, then save the
document as the name of the host. When you open one
of these documents, you can then choose the "Reset"
command to clear the screen.
Q: In Jazz, when I add 22.739, 13.919, and
24.342, and then subtract 61, I don't get the
correct answer or zero, but rather -6.939E-18.
Why? And what can I do about it?
A; The answer has to do with the different ways computers
deal with fractions. Jazz uses "floating point" numbers,
which leads to effects of this kind as well as apparent
rounding errors. I know of nothing you can do about it.
One method used for storing fractions in computers
is to remember up to a certain number of decimal digits
after the decimal point, just as you tend to write them.
The other is to conven the decimal number to a binary
number, and then to store a certain number of binary
"digits". While it is usually faster for a computer to deal
with binary numbers, fractions which may be expressible
in a few decimal digits may tum into an infinitely long
series of binary "digits". (Think of the fraction 1/3,
which turns into the infinitely repeating decimal series
.33333...) In practice, you can only store a finite number
of these infinite digits. And so the numeral you get is
slightly different than the number you wish to represent.
Some software just drops off the rightmost "digits";
some round the number, in binary.
Additionally, Coatine point binary numbers hold
different numbers of fractional "digits" depending on how
large the whole number part is. When you add and
subtract such numbers, you (or the software designer)
have to be careful not to place too much significance on
the righbllOst fractional digits of the result
While scientific computer users are well aware of
these effects, it is questionable why Lotus designed Jazz
this way. Multiplan apparently uses decimal numbers
throughout, and Microsoft BASIC has two versions,
which gives you a choice.
Q: How do I use the Thunderscan witb the
LaserWriter?
A; Andy Hertzfeld has fmished the next revision of the
Thunderscan software. It supports the LaserWriter and
the IS" Imagewriter, and it has new features and bug
flXes. Registered Thunderscan owners should expect mail
within a month.
Q: How do I use tbe Thunderscan with the
XLisa?
A:. You can't. The XLisa is of such a different design than
the Mac, the trick Andy uses to encode picture brightness
can't work on the XLisa. Also, the Thunderscan gets its
electric power from the Mac printer port. The XLisa has
no such power coMection.
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Q: Can I use the Corvus Hard Disk on the
Printer Port (to use the disk and modem
together)?
A: Yes, but you have to patch the software first Using the
Resource Mover (SIGMac disk 13 or 22) or Resource
Editor (SIGMac disk 21), extract the .OMNIORIVER
resource (DRVR 11) from the system flIe, and save it in
a separate flIe. Then, using FEdit (SIGMac disks 21, 17,
and 9 - it's Shareware so pay up!), make the following
changes to the copy (Hex search, modify, then rewrite):
544B 5C4C to 4E71 584C, 544D 5C4E to 4E71 584E,
8009 2004 to 4009 2004, and 21F8 02CA 02C6 to 21F8
02C2 02BE. Then, replace the driver on a ~ of the
boot diskette with the modifted version.
I realize that these instructions are rather cryptic, but
there isn't the space to teach you how to use these
potentially dangerous utilities. Call a hotline volunteer
if you can't find an experienced user.
Note: this has not been endorsed by Corvus, and
they won't be able to help you with it

Q: How do I get the Resource Mover to work
correctly (in order to install RAMDisk on
SIGMac Disk 13)?
The watch cursor never
goes away.
A: The Resource Mover is a no-frills program. The cursor
never does change after the watch appears. Also, double
clicking on selections doesn't work. You have to use
"Open" on the menu.
Q: What is the dirrerence between a RAM disk
and a disk cache?
A: RAM disks, such as the public domain version on
SIGMac disk 13 and Mac· Memory·Disk™ , reserve a
portion of electronic memory and make the Mac think
that there is another disk It out there". You can treat it as
any other disk (read and write documents to it, and copy
documents to and from it with the Finder), but as soon as
you tum the Mac off, the memory gets erased. People
use RAM disks as a way to store fLIes temporarily (say,
while you are moving a number of fLIes between real
disks), and to gain speed, because it takes much less time
to access electronic memory than it does a real disk.
Disk cache programs, such as MacBooster and
TurboCharger, also reserve a portion of RAM. But you
don't fill it as you do with a RAM disk. In the course of
events, as the Application calls for blocks of information
(called sectors) from the disk, a ~ of the sector is also
stored in the cache. Then. the next time the application
needs to read the same sector again, the copy is used from
RAM, saving the disk access time. Over time, the cache
fills to hold copies of many sectors.
Should the electricity unexpectedly fail, you lose the
contents of RAM, and a RAM disk is lost forever. But
the cache contained no information not already stored on
the real disk.
(This is true for "write-through" disk caching.
TurboCharger also has an optional "write-cache", in
which the RAM copy may be updated before the real disk
copy is. This makes the Application run faster, because
it further reduces use of the real disk. But it is exceed
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dingly risky. A single, unexpected power glitch or bomb
out of the Application can trash the ~ real disk by
caching the sectors out of synchronization with each
other.)
Q: How do I get the multi-font Keycaps DA to
work with the new System and Finder?
A: As I said in last month's Q&A, many DAs are hurt after
being renumbered by a DA Mover program. This
Keycaps has other serious problems besides being
number sensitive. But if you want to play with it, here
goes. Again, lack of space requires brevity.
I will use as my example the way the DA appears in
the New Keys flIe on SIGMac disk 22. However, you
have to patch the thing after it's installed into the System
fLle, because the numbers may changed after installation.
Of course, make a backup copy of your disk before you
experiment
Using the Resource Editor (ResEdit, SIGMac disk
21), open the me New Keys. You will see resource type
DRVR, the DA program code, and private resources of
type MENU, DIlL, and DLOG. Each type comes with
only one numbered resource. The DRVR has number
12, while the private resources are each numbered 
16000. The formula to assocate them together is:
[-16000] = 32·[12] - 16384
Now, double click on the MENU type to open it,
and then double click on number -16000 to open it See
the fITSt number in the dialog box, labled Menu 10,
equalling -159361 That is the number which isn't
getting backpatched by the DA mover. You will have to
change it to agree with the resource 10 number. (Not
now; after it's installed.)
One more thing. After you select the MENU
resource down to its number, you can do a "Get Info" on
it (via the File menu or Command-I). See the box
checked "Purgeable"1 Uncheck it. (This you can do
now.)

Q: Can you generalize this ror all Desk
Accessories?
A: Yes, in general, all MENU resources should have their
fITSt number equal to their 10 number. And yes, this is
the most common situation that the new FontlDA
Mover doesn't back-patch correctly.
However, it is certainly not the only reason why
DAs fail after renumbering, and it would be unwise to
claim this fix is a cure-all.
Hackers Comer:
Boot your Mac with Macsbu3 installed. Eject all disks.
Interrupt into the debugger. Set PC to 40AD26. And GO.
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A MAC TO SUPERPHONE LINK
by Ellen L. Bouwkamp

'-"

In order for hearing and deaf people to communicate with
each other by telephone in the past, there were basically two
choices: (a) use a service in which a hearing person with a
TrY to telecommunications device for the deaf (ITO) serves
as the intermediary, or (b) buy a TrY or ITO and
communicate directly.
The first option has distinct dis
advantages: it lacks privacy; it is often very difficult to get
the service (either because of limited hours or busy signals);
and it is slow, since first the person calling must
communicate, then the service person must communicate etc.
The second lacks appeal for people who are not in frequent
communication with the deaf because of the uniqueness of the
TOO's which make them unable to be used for multiple
pwposes. Among the uniquenesses in most TOO's is a 5-bit
character (Baudot). Since computers use 7 or 8 bits per
character, the 5-bit architecture prevents most computer-to
TOO connections.
A third option might be a TOO which is capable of
communicating with more traditional devices, but which is
also designed to communicate with microcomputers. I have
recently benefitted from such technology.
Two of my deaf friends own a Superphone, a type of roo
manufactured by Ulttatec, Inc., P.O. Box 4062, Madison, WI
.53713, (voice and TOO) (608) 273-0707. The Superphone
supports ASCII, an 8 bit per character system. When I
learned about the ASCII feature. I attempted to communicate
with the Superphone using MacTerminal. Despite repeated
attempts, however, the connection was unsuccessful. Various
problems occured during our ttials, but the most frequent one
was the Superphone's inability to realize that MacTerminal
was in contact with it.
After soliciting information from Ulttatec and from knowl
edgeable users on various BBS's, I was fmally able to have a
successful conversation with a deaf friend in Brooklyn. There
continued to be a few transmisson errors on the MacTerminal
end, most often characters in place of spaces, but we found
that these errors did not impede our thoughts.
Since the MacTerminaVSuperphone connection was not
easy to sucessfuUy accomplish, I am providing the Mac
Terminal and Superphone settings with hope that readers who
can will enjoy a third option for telecommunicating between
the hearing and the deaf: MacintoshlSuperphone.
Macterminal Settings:
Terminal Settings:
Terminal: TTV
Line Width: 80 Columns
Protocol Conv: Put checks in boxes for On Line,
Local Echo, Auto Wraparound, and New Line.
Compatibility Settiings:
Baud Rate: 300
Bits per Character: 8 Bits
Parity: None
Washington Apple Pi

Handshake: None
Connection: Modem
File Transfer Settings:
Transfer Method: Text
Remote System: Other
Delay Between Chars: l/60th Second
Delay Between Lines: 0/6Oth Second
Check in Box: Retain Line Breaks
Word Wrap Outgoing Text
Phone Settings:
Assuming the Superphone is the initiator, pull down the
menu and click on the "Waiting for Call" feature. If you call
the Superphone, cancel the "Waiting for Call" feature.
Superphone Settings:
Assuming the Superphone is the initiator, on" originate.
Otherwise "off" originate.
HD:
On
300: On
ASCII: On
Anyone wishing to communicate with me about this may
write to me at P.O. Box 19142, Washington, DC 20036.
;!;

NO
FLUFF!
MacTutor, the Macintosh
Programming Journal.
For the few of us who already
know what a computer is for.
$24 per year us funds.
$30 for Canada.
$36 for Overseas.
Twelve issues per year
of technical info on the
Mac Toolbox, hardware,
C, Assembly, Neon,
Basic, Pascal and more!
A Mac Hacker's delight!

MacTutor
P.O. Box 846
Placentia, CA. 92670

Not convinced yet? Call (714) 993-9939 for a free sample.
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MACADVANTAGE: PUTTING THE ROMS
TO WORK IN YOUR PASCAL PROGRAMS
by Robert C. Platt
The strength of the Mac is its user interface, and even the
most casual programmer on the Mac wants to access that
interface to create user friendly programs. Some Mac lan
guage implementations, such as Creative Solutions' Mac
Forth, Microsoft BASIC 2.1, or Apple's MacBasic and Mac
Pascal, create special commands that automatically incorporate
the Mac's user interface. But in other languages, the program
mer must master the ROM routines that build the user
interface into every Mac.
This article illustrates this problem by reference to the
"Open Files" window that most programs use to select an
existing file from a disk. (Some people have mistakenly
called this special window the "minifmder.") In Microsoft
Basic 2.1, a call to the FILES$ function will produce this
window. In MacPascal, function OldFileName will access
this window. This article will illustrate invoking this
window by use of the Mac's ROMs from MacAdvantage, a p
System based Pascal compiler published by Soffech Micro
systems.
The best guide to the Mac's ROMs is Insjde Macintosh,
Unfortunately, Inside Macintosh is also the most incompre
hensible dpcumentation ever written. (One of the few
manuals to equal it is the MacAdyantage Manual.) Because
1M does not have a good index, you are expected to figure out
that the Open Files window is a part of the "Packages" ROM
routines. (One shoncut to this discovery is Appendix A.2 of
the MacAdYantage Manual which lists all of the ROM
routines and identifiers alphabetically with a cross reference to
the various units.) Our window routine is a pan of the
standard fIle package whose calling sequence is listed on page
A-49 of the MacAdyantage Manual. The sample program that
accompanies this article will call SFGetFile, a ROM routine
that begins at address A9EA. The trick is to send the correct
information to this routine so that the ROMs can function
correctly.
The attached sample program is worth studying in detail.
By mastering it, you will have mastered the technique of
calling ROM routines from UCSD Pascal. The heart of the
program is procedure OldFileName which functions much like
the procedure of the same name in MacPascal. The main
difference between the two is that UCSD Pascal will not
permit a function to return a string value. As a result, the
name of the fIle selected is returned through the parameter
result. Thus, if you were translating a MacPascal line that
reads s:cOldFileName; you would write:
OldFileName(s); in UCSD Pascal.
The sample program could have been much shoner had I
used the include compiler directive ($1) to incorporate the Mac
interface units that are included on the MacAdvantage disks.
However, such incorporation by reference greatly slows down
the compiler. If you are only going to use one or two ROM
routines, you are better off avoiding the use of the library
interface units.
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Procedure OldFileName merely defines the data structures
that the ROM routine expects, defmes the parameters to be
passed to the ROM routine, and then describes the steps to be
performed each time OldFileName is invoked from your pro
gram. Let's look at each line of the procedure as illustrations
of important Pascal programming principles.
First, about a dozen new data types must be defined. I
derived this list from Appendices A.9 and A.16 of the ~
Adyantage Manual. The ROM routines expect cenain data
structures to be present on the stack when any panicular ROM
routine is activated. All of these items are to satisfy these
expectations. The fllSt new type is called Long/nt. This is
defined as being a 32 bit long integer that the ROMs use for
most parameters. UCSD Pascal call such integers integer2.
Every mention of LongInt, FPoint, StringPtr, ProcPtr or
MacPtr could have been replaced with integer2. These terms
are synonyms, but using four different names makes the
program more readable and conforms to Insjde Macintosh.
Next, I've used the defmition of a point from the
QuickDraw unit The Mac ROMs expect the x and y
coordinates of a point to be stored in two side-by-side 16 bit
integers. By using a record to defme point, I am telling the
Pascal compiler to think of this data structure in three
alternative ways: either two separate integer variables called v
and h,' as an array with two elements: vh[OJ holding the x
coordinate and vh[1 J holding the y coordinate; or a single 32
bit word called paramo Similarly, OSType is also defined as a
variant record to allow the compiler to consider a data structure
as being either a 4 character array or a 32 bit integer. (Each
character occupies 8 bits.) Note that OSI'ype could not be
defmed as a string, because a string stores its current length in
its first memory position.
Finally, the program needs a way to receive information
from the ROM routine after the user selects a file from the
window. To achieve this purpose, every time procedure
OldFileName is called, memory is allocated for the variable r.
R is deftned to be a record of type SFReply. When the ROM
routine is called, it will receive the address of r and will then
store the name of the file and other information in that
memory area. As an example of this extra information, the
byte designated as good in the r record will be set to a non
zero value by the ROM routine if the user clicks on the
window's Open button rather than the Cancel button.
Having defmed all of the necessary data structures, the
procedure that represents calling the ROM must be defined.
Procedure SFGetFile is copied from the MacAdYantage
Manual It looks like any other Pascal procedure except that
instead of a body of instructions surrounded by begin and end,
the procedure contains a single statement:
external(-22038);
This tells the Pascal compiler that when SFGetFile is
called, the items listed as parameters to the procedure should
be placed on the Mac's stack and then the ROM routine at
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address A9EA (which equals decimal -22038) should be
executed. This is exactly like External procedures in Apple ][
Pascal.
Initializing values. The body of OldFileName will
be executed each time that the program will invoke the Open
File window. First. the screen location for the upper left
comer of Open File window must be defined. I chose x=l00
and y= 100 as the spot. but you can experiment with moving
the window to other locations. Next. I set a variable NilPtr to
O. This indicates a pointer which does not point anywhere.
Because I want to list only TEXT mes (ie MacWrite type files
rather than MacPaint mes) in my window, I set variable types
to equal TEXT. Finally, good is set to zero to allow for
valid cancel button checks.
Calling the ROM.
The statement that begins
"SFGetFile(" actually calls the ROM.
Note how the
parameters used here differ from those used to define
SFGetFile above. Using the correct parameters is the trickest
aspect of MacAdvantage. Recall that MacAdvantage uses a
fictional machine (the p-Machine) to implement Pascal; it
does not generate 68000 machine language programs.
However, the Mac ROMs are written in 68000 machine
language and expect all parameters to conform to that
architecture. The many differences between the fictional
machine and the 68000 are significant For example, the p
Machine uses 16 bit long addresses to refer to memory
. locations, while the 68000 ROMS use 32 bit addresses.
Hence the hieroglyphics. The value of corner , the
variable that has the coordinates for the window's location
must be passed as a single 32 bit word on the stack. Hence,
the need to say corner.param. Next. two zeros are passed to
indicate the absence of a prompt string (none is allowed) and
the absence of a file filter procedure. The constant 1 indicates
that only one type of file, TEXT, is allowed. If all mes on a
disk were to be displayed in the Open File window, this
number should be changed to -1. The function locale takes
the p-Machine address of a variable and converts it into an
absolute 68000 32 bit address. Locate(types) will place the
address of the four letters T E X and T on the stack for the
ROM routine. This allows only TEXT files to be displayed
in the window.
The ROM routines are ease to customize. If you want to
write your own dialog procedure to modify the behavior of the
Open File window, the address would be inserted as the next
parameter digHook. However, such customization is beyond
this article, and a zero was passed to the ROM. Next.
locale(r) places the 32 bit address of your reply area on the
stack. The ROM will return all necessary data in this area
which you have allocated as a variable.
The fmal parameter is the secret code number 2. A single
ROM routine displays both the Open File and Save File
windows, and this code number indicates that you want an
Open File type of dialog window.

statement tests the boolean variable good in your reply area.
If it is non-zero, then the file name that was stored in the
reply area should be returned through parameter variable result.
Otherwise, result is set to the null string. Note that this
procedure only returns the name of the file. Other valuable
information about which disk drive has the file is not
forwarded from SFGetFile to your calling program.
The main program which calls OldFileName is a short
tester. First, the InitCursor ROM routine must be called.
Otherwise, the arrow cursor will not be visible when trying to
use the Open File window. MacAdvantage automatically
hides the cursor at the start of each program's execution. The
WriteLn merely sends a message to signal the start of the test.
OldFileName is called and the returned file name value is
displayed by the last WriteLn.
After carefully typing in the sample program, compile it
using the UCSD Pascal compiler. Before trying to run the
program, you will probably have to run the set options
program to specify the disk name for the location of the p
System and runtime files. Once the program compiles
successfully and these options are set correctly, run the
program a number of times to test your new tool. To add this
feature to your own Pascal programs, just copy the lines
representing the definition of str255 and Procedure
OldFileName into the start of your program. (Or you could
set up a library unit. but that is another article....)
contd.

P-tral: BASIC to Pascal
Translation Software

Going back to the calling program.
After the
ROM interacts with the user and either a file is selected by
clicking the Open button or no me is selected by clicking the
Cancel button, your program continues to execute. The if
Washington Apple Pi
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P-tral is the user-friendly translation software
that converts Applesoft BASIC programs to
Apple Pascal.
• Translates any business, scientific, graphics
and game software from source.
• Translation results approach 100%.
• Translates any sized program-Large
or Small.
• Essential compile directives generated.
• PIONEER version only $125.00.
REQUIREMENTS: 64/128K RAM, Dos 3.3 80-column
card/Apple II. lie. IIc Apple Pascal 1.1 or 1.2
To order or r.equest more information contact:
WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES·
340 West 17th Street. New York. NY 10011
(212) 924-05761 (212) 206-6490
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(. MacAdvantage version of OldFileName - RC Platt June 3, 1985 .)
(. See page 9-26 of MacPascal Manual, page 13 of Packages section of
Inside Macintosh, page A-49 of MacAdvantage Manual.•)
Program test;
type str255 .. string[255];

var s: str255;
Procedure InitCursor; extemal(-22448); {A850}
Procedure OldFileName(V AR result:str255); {dialog box for existing fJJ.es}
type

LongInt .. integer2;
Point .. Record
case integer of
0: (v: integer;
h: integer);
1: (vh: array[O..1] of integer);
2: (param: LongInt);
end;
FPoint '" LongInt;
StringPtr = integer2;
ProcPtr '" integer2;
MacPtr '" integer2;
PtrSFReply .. MacPtr;
Smalffiool .. 0..255;
OSType '" Record
case boolean of
True: (c: packed array [1..4] of char)
False: (p: integer2);
end;
PtrSFTypeList .. MacPtr;
SFReply .. Packed Record
copy: Smalffiool;
good: Smalffiool;
ftype: OSType;
vRefNum: integer;
version: integer;
fnarne: String[63];
end;

SFGetFile(comer.param,NilPtr,NilPtr,I,locate(types),NilPtr,locate(r),2);
if r.gcxxk>O then
result=r.fnarne
else
result=";
end; {OldFileNarne}
begin {test}
lnitCursor;
WriteLn(This is a test of OIdFileNarne');
OldFileName(s); {Will return filename in string s}
writeln(s)
end.

var
r: SFReply;
types : OSType;
comer :point;
NilPtr: ProcPtr;
Procedure SFGetFile(where: FPoint;prmptStringPtr;fileFilter:ProcPtr;
numTypes:integer;typeList PtrSFTypeList;digHook:ProcPtr;
reply:PtrSFReply;RSFGetFile:integer); extemal(-22038); {A9EA}
begin {OldFileNarne}
corner.v:..100; (. set upper corner of dialog box .)
corner.h:=100;
NilPtr:",O; (. dummy of type ProcPtr .)
types.c:='TEXT'; {supress non-Text files}
r.good:",O;
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MacNf)"ice Cf)lumn
I0
by Ralph J. Begleiter
I

Among the most fascinating aspects of the Macintosh
you're using is its ability to make your written work reflect
your own style and personality through the use of a wide
range of different "fonts," or typestyles.
It requires some mental dexterity to take advantage of the
flexibility of changing fonts, because changing fonts is one of
the most complicated Macintosh functions. That's a price you
pay for flexibilty...and for making your computer-written
work look quite different from work produced on other
machines.
But if you ignore the fun and flexibility of varying your
fonts, just because it's a bit complex, you're missing out on a
great experience and the reward of having your compositions
look distinguished. So, in this MacNovice column and the
next, I'll try to help you wade through the complexity of
using Mac's fonts.
First, a couple of ideas, to whet your appetite! How about
addressing your holiday cards with the Macintosh "London"
font, so they appear to be calligraphed. Your envelopes wiu
draw attention to themselves, and show you've caught the
holiday spirit!
Return Address
Goes Here
In Plain Font

~b'ttS'S'
<!I30tS' Jbttt

When you're writing to your lawyer or a business client,
try using "New York," for that down-to-business look. And

for headlines in a business letter or bid proposal, use"Athens"
to make your material truly stand out:

Use an "Rlhens" Font Headline
to Spice Up a memo
Write an Informal memo In 12-polnt "Toronto."
Or. choose IO-point Hev York for that "sel'iow bwiness" look.

J!jJ.u. eG.I1. Well (JU()ft a ~ lUlU &1 a ClJl2Mlt toll1.. i{. IjQ.IJ.
aM. tAt idlUl,
There's plenty of variety available in just the fonts that
Apple provides with your Macintosh System Disk, but "you
ain't seen nothin' yet!" Imagine the flexibility you could
achieve by using some of the commercially-available fonts, or
the ones available through Macintosh users' groups [W AP
already has two inexpensive disks full of beautiful and varied
fonts!] With these, your writing can take on as much
personality as you'd like, and display materials you create can
soar high above the merely functional fonts available on most
other computers.

Here's the News

lfu1autt11out
Or, when you're writing a personal note to a friend, how
about using "Venice," which conveys some of the romance of
its name through its appearance?

Use Large Sizes of
Standard Eonts
Like New York

Your Loving
Grandson

near Aq11eS.
you.'re a r~
prtze! you. can't
t11'UU;Jtne flow
mucn 1, enjoym
you.r party.
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OR 'TO CRRA'TR MOODS
IN YOtlR WORK
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But. to get started on this magic carpet ride of font
fantasy, you must master basic understanding of manipulating
fonts, so here goes...
For reasons you don't really need to understand. the
software required to make Mac's fonts is very "fat" In other
words, fonts take up a lot of disk space. Fonts like "Geneva"
or "Monaco" don't But fonts like "New York," "Venice" and
"Athens" are very fat. This means that although it would be
desirable to have the entire font selection at your fmgertips at
all times, that isn't practical yet You have to decide which of
the literally dozens of fonts you like best, and which you'll
use most often. This is an important decision to make before
you even start setting up your work disks. It pays to think
ahead.
I've got my own disks arranged something like this:
For most routine writing tasks, I have a disk containing
MacWrite plus seven fonts. The disk also contains a
spreadsheet program (Multiplan), so I can switch between
those two "applications." Because I want to have MacWrite
and Multiplan on the same disk, I simply don't have room for
any more fonts than seven.

-All font MacWrUe

Chicago
Geneua
New Yorlc
Monaco

Uenlce
London
Rthens
Toronto
Philly

Florence
Droodway
Monhotton

Finally, for creating pictures, charts, diagrams, etc., I have a
separate disk called "MacPaint" on which I've placed some of
the larger font sizes, and some
display fonts for
headlines.
Ploln
Bold
Italic

MacWrite

mrnQDOrn~

XI
XU
XO

~l1ltll(j)(i)1!IJ

SGS

L!mt~[IiD~

Chicago
Geneua
New York
Monaco
Uenice
London
Athens

Plain

DollII
It81ic
Underline

rnrnUDHmm
~[j)filC!1(!l1!Jl

sgP
sgO
sgl
sgU
sgO
sgS

W[j)mHmU
Urn [j)mHmU
U~ [j)mHmU
urn wmHmU
~(i) wmHmU
~4} wmHmU

This disk allows me to write almost anything "normal"
and even add some flourishes with Athens headlines, London
envelopes, or Venice text (Chicago and Monaco are required
by the Mac for its own system use, so you must leave them
on every disk, but I rarely, if ever, use them for writing.)
For special, fancy writing and unusual tasks which require
display writing, I've created another MacWrite disk which I
call "Allfont" (though, of course, it doesn't really contain all
the available fonts.) My "Allfont disk contains plenty of the
unusual fonts I use to dress up almost any special project.
This disk gives me greater flexibility with fonts than I can
achieve with my ordinary "MacWrite" work disk.

so

Broadway
Bolle
[hleago
6enBtlO
New York
Monaeo
Denlei
london
Rlhen.

88P
8CD

OJ (jlmDIDQ
urn IjlmHrntl
U~ IJ)IDHrntl
Um(jl(!)Hrntl
~m IJ)mDmU
~~ IJ)mDmtl
.ooJ IJ)mDmU
~@ [!lmHrntl
'l)~ [JlmDrntl

Something important to notice here, is the selection of font
sizes. On my "MacWrite" disk, I write routinely in "Geneva"
or "New York." So, in those two fonts, I've got a good
selection of sizes (9, 10, 12, 18,20 and 24 point). Remember
that when you want Mac to print in "high" quality on the
Imagewriter, it needs both the font size you've chosen to write
in plus the font size twice-as-big. So, on my MacWrite disk, I
can write in "high" quality using 9-point, to-point and 12
point type (Mac will use the 18,20 and 24-point files to print
them).
On my "Allfont" disk, I've got a broader range of font sizes as
well as styles, so I've got more flexibility than with the
smaller selection on the "MacWrite" disk.
On the MacPaint disk, I've eliminated some of the very small
sizes in some type styles, because I won't need them in
pictures or charts. But I've included a lot more large size fonts
for headlines.
It should be obvious to you that your own font philoso- phy
may be different from mine, but the point is that it's a good
idea to give some thought in advance to the kinds of
Macintosh projects you'll be doing. Then you can set up your
work disks with the fonts you'll fmd useful, eliminating the
August 1985
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need to move fonts around each time you undertake a new
project
Once you've settled on the scheme of font placement on your
work disks, you'll need to understand a couple of things about
where Mac keeps your fonts, and how you can change those
files.
As your owner's manual tells you, Mac's fonts are stored
inside the icon "System File" on your disks. There are other
things in the System File, but fonts are among the biggest
space-hogs there. (That's why some System Files are bigger
than others!)
You can't OPEN your System Files, as you may have already
discovered But, with the "Font Mover" application on your
System Disk, you can move fonts in-and-out of the System
File. (If you have the latest version of Apple's Font Mover,
it's called the "FontlDA Mover" because it can also move
"Desk Accessories" in and out of your System Files. Both
utility programs accomplish the same job with fonts, though
in slightly different ways.)
One efficient way of handling fonts is to establish several
different System Files, one for each set of fonts you wish to
use. You can duplicate several System Files onto one disk if
you give them different names.

...
(g (g
(g
Sysh'm

(g
...

::.

H.

SmallFont

The Font Mover will only open the me named "System". It
won't touch the one labelled "SmallFont," "PaintFont," or
"FancyFont" When you want to enter any of those files to
change fonts in them, simply rename the one you want to
work with "System," and name the others something else.
Once you've set up your various System Files with the fonts
you want, you can them copy those System files onto disks
with MacPaint, MacWrite or other programs to work with
them. The System files will already come "prepackaged" with
the fonts you've selected! You won't have to fiddle with fonts
very often again!
Next time, I1l walk through the process of actually moving
fonts around to set up your files. Meantime, make your plans
for which fonts you'd like to use with which Macintosh
programs, and experiment a bit with Font Mover if you're
eager to take advantage of those fantasic fonts!
<t

FancyFont

PaintFont

(e[!)IBIPW'~I& ELECTRONIC

rWrBW31filWIDI!1 ZJAILI
ROOf:) Ct:ILWJ3 Wlr:tWlJDr:tf:)"" OO)NILW

YJ£ Wl! !I (!) I (t)1I'II' lLllW lPl311 CCl!
Just bring this ad or your club ID to qualify.

OUR SHOWROOM 15 LOCATED AT
1042 ROCKVILLE PIKE ROCKVILLE, MD_

~UTURE ~URNITURE

The Complete Electronics Furniture Center

Call

3~(C)-UUa(5
~
igll'-··'·'il ,.

DDcnncDCCCDCDCCCCCCCCCCCCC~
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REVIEW e0R.RER
D

by James M. Burger

Configure then install ...
This is the first in a series of review columns, provided
that newly elected President Warrick's mandated 26-hour days
are the first official act of his term. Seriously, this column
will cover three areas. First, to seek volunteers to review
software. Second, to let you know about new products.
Finally, a place where I can put down my random access
thoughts about the state of Apple and the personal computer
industry in general.
Reviewers. The Journal has been fortunate in having
numerous review contributors. David Morganstein's "Soft
views" are a model of imaginative, helpful and informative
software reviews. But, what many MacCritics initially called
a paltry trickle of software is now a flood. A good review
takes a lot of time and energy. Therefore, we are looking for
more reviewers to look at new software.
If you have an interest in reviewing software for the
Journal, and are willing to spend the time and energy, please
drop me a note at the Pi office. Include information about
your equipment, software you regularly use, what type of
software/hardware you would like to review, your general
background and any other information that you feel would be
useful.
Also, we are going to make an effort to key reviews to
upcoming SigMac meetings. In this way, with some careful
coordination on our part, and the usual patience of Job of our
intrepid editor, Bernie Urban, we hope to have review and
background information on programs and hardware that will be
the focus of the Saturday meetings.
New Products.
The Journal receives a lot of
information about new products. Because our turnaround time
is much faster than other computer journals, we decided it
would be helpful to you if this column included at least a
small note on products and information we have received. The
notes are not intended to be mini-reviews but just enough to
let you know something about the product. If you have any
comments on the format or information included (or not
included - bearing in mind that we want to keep the entry to
only a few lines), please let me know. Products and
information received appears at the end of this article.
Random Access. By now most of you are aware of the
great shakeup at Apple. 1,200 employees laid off. Steve
Jobs removed as head of the Mac division. The Mac division
and the /I division merged into marketing and manufacturing
units. Most of these moves, while painful, appear to be
healthy for the long haul. But there are still a lot of concerns.
The attack on the "Fortune 500" was not altogether
successful. Small businesses and vertical solutions were
largely ignored or left to dealers. For a variety of reasons I
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have not spent much time IBM watching. But two incidents
brought home in a dramatic way how far behind Apple has
fallen behind IBM in small business penetration.
Recently, a friend asked me to review a proposal by an
IBM value added reseller (VAR) to put his small business
accounting on a personal computer. He owns a small chain of
retail stores. Of course, I wanted to steer him towards Mac.
But, the proposal included substantial software uniquely
tailored for a small business selling precisely his merchandise.
In additional, the V AR had a substantial list of references and
promised quick response to problems, upgrades etc.
In good conscience I could not steer him to a dealer that
would just sell him boxes. He needed a solution. The VAR
provided that to him. But at a price. For a small-business
person, however, paying a premium to have a system tailored
to his business with support is well worth it.
The second incident is the near dominance that IBM has
obtained in the small law firms (and large as well). Although
many medium to large size firms have dedicated word proces
sing, PCs are used for litigation support, individual lawyer
work, legal research, etc. A recent office automation special
issue of a legal journal did not mention Apples in ads or in
articles. Much copy was dedicated to IBM as well as a
number of V AR advertisements. Also, I spoke on a panel to
the Apple users group at the recent ABA convention.
Attendance was well below the expected crowd (they must
have heard me talk at WAP Board Meetings), while the IBM
users group had double the numbers.
I hope that as part of its new direction, Apple concentrates
on small business and promotes V ARs that can provide those
businesses with solutions and not boxes. The pieces parts are
there, the MAC, Apple Talk, Laser, etc. They just have to be
put together and supported.
PRODUCTS
RECEIVED:
(Unless
otherwise
indicated, the products are for the Mac and the price, if
indicated is the suggested retail price)
HARm·VARE 
AST Research Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA
92714. RamStak. For the MacXL. Adds up to 2 Mbyte of
RAM, allowing much faster data manipulation on the Lisa
and a very large RAM disk on Macworks.
Corvus Systems, Inc., 2100 Corvus Drive, San Jose CA
95124. OmniDrive 5 Mbyte harddisk drive. Connects
through the modem port to give five megs of external
memory.
Prentice Corporation, P.O. Box 3544, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. Popcom X-tOO $495. A 30011200 baud "Hayes
Compatible" modem. Auto dial and answering, voice and data
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alternately during the same call, easy to set up. Price includes
cables for the Mac, telephone cord, Straight Talk Software and
one hour on Dow Jones.

SOFTWARE 

Cognitive Software, P.O. Box 26948, Austin, TX 78755.
The Financial Utilities Pack $69. Solutions to com
mon financial problems including compound and simple
SOFTWARE 
interest, annuities, interest rate conversions, amortization and
Brock Software Products, Inc., P.O. Box 799, Crystal
3 standards of depreciation.
Lake, IL 60014. Keystroke. Powetful relational data base
Forethought, Inc., 1073 Landings Drive, Mountain View,
CA 94043. FileMaker $195. A data management system
and report generator.
Forethought, Inc., 1973 Landings Drive, Mountain View,
which permits custom-designed forms and reports, including
CA 94043. Typing Intrigue. A typing course designed to
incorporating graphics.
improve typing skills, earning points to buy "clues" to solve
Emerging Technology Consultants, Inc., 1877 Broadway,
a mystery. FactFinder. Free form electronic filing cabinet
Boulder, CO 80302. MacOfflX $149, $10 rebate if purchased
before September. A package program for the office with
No fields to defme or formats to set up.
Living Videotext, 2432 Charleston Rd., Mountain View,
ftling, word processing, forms design, fmding forms, form
CA 94043. S12K ThinkTank Version 1.1 $245. The
letters, report generation.
original thought/idea processor. A writer's indispensable tool.
Haba systems, 15154 Stagg Street, Van Nuys, CA 91405.
Manzanita Software Systems, 1 Sierra Gate Plaza,
Quartet $199.95. Integrated program with spreadsheet, text
Roseville, CA 95678. The Business Accountant, for
editing, data base and graphics capabilities.
Window
the /Ie & /lc: System Manager $95; General Ledger $295;
Dialer/HabaDialer bundle $89.95. Desktop accessory that
Accounts Receivable $295; Accounts Payable $295; Inventory
stores up to 250 names and 500 numbers along with hardware
Control $295; and, PayroU $345.
The Advanced
to interface with the phone to dial numbers.
Business Accountant. Add $100 to each of the above
Heyden & Son, Inc., 247 S. 41st Street, Philadelphia, PA
packages except the System Manager. Both can be installed
19104. StatWorks $99.95. A comprehensive statistical
on a proftle or other Prodos compatible hard disk. A complete
package including common routines, e.g. regression analysis
accounting system.
and ones I have never heard of, e.g. Wilcoxon signed rank test
Microsoft Corporation, Box 97200, Bellevue, Washington
(HopefuUy, we'll get a copy for David Morganstein to
98009. Microsoft Word. Hi-powered word processor that
review).
is a big improvement over MacWrite. If this is second
Mainstay, 2861 tB Canwoocl St., Agoura Hills, CA
generation word processing, I can't wait to see third genera
91301. Telescape $125. Terminal software with directory,
tion.
macros, and terminal emulation. MacBooster $50. 512K
Softech Microsystems, 16875 W. Bernardo Dr., San
Mac memory cache speed enhancement system with claimed 2
Diego, CA 92127. The MacAdvantage Mailmanager
to 10 times speed increase.
Version 1.1. A list, label and form letter generator. Keeps an
Micro Planning Software USA, 235 Montgomery Street,
address list and permits sorting by user defmed criteria. Can
San Francisco, CA 94104. Microplanner $395. a schedul
merge with Word and Write.
ing and resource management planner.
Micro Focus, 2465 E. Bayshore Road, Suite 400, Palo
INFORMATION RECEIVED:
Alto, CA 94303. Mac Cobol. Integrated COBOL Com
piler runs of 512K Mac of MacXL.
HARDWARE PBI Software, Inc., 1155B-H Chess Drive, Foster City,
CA 94404. Icon Switcher, Icon Library #1 and #2
Dayna Communications, 50 S. Main, Salt Lake City, UT
$19.95 each. Switcher permits customization of Mac icons.
84144. MacCharlie, 256KB RAM, 1 320/360 Double
Library 1 is a collection of over 100 business and utility
SidedlDoubleDensity floppy drive (5.25") $1195. Mac
icons. #2 has over 100 "fun and games" icons. Graph
Charlie Plus 640 KB Ram, 2 DSDD $1895. Turns Mac
works 1.2C $79.95. For the lie and IIc, a business graphics
into an mM clone, allows shared resources.
program that uses AppleWorks spreadsheet data.
I/O Video, 225 Third Street, Cambridge, MA 02412.
Peripherals Computers and Supplies, Inc., 2232
MacPrivate Eye $595, Ikegami Camera $225. A digitiz
Perkiomen Ave., Mt. Penn, PA 19606. VersaTerm $99.
ing system.
Terminal emulation program including DEC VT100, Tektron
TPS Electronics, 4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 954303.
ix 4014 and Data General D200 emulation. VersaTerm-HP
PC-380 Bar Code Reader
$795; PC-580 Magnetic
$99. Same except substitutes the Hewlett Packard 2621 for
the VT100. TekPrint $79. Allows zoom, rotation and
Strip Reader $695; and PC-3800 Combination Reader
$995. TPS' Bar Code Readers, with laser interface are
printing of high resolution Tektronix 4014 graphics on the
installed in Apple's autoMac plant. A Bar Code Printing
ImageWriter or LaserWriter.
Program is available for $50 with the purchase of a Reader or
Rune Software, 80 Eureka Square, Pacifica, CA 94044.
$200 separately.
TalkShow $149. Adds speech to MacPaint documents
Zilog, 1600 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22209.
using SmoothrTalker drivers. Complete Accounts $349,
Ultra-Talk. A ZSOOO UNIX based Apple-Talk file server. It
with a demodisk for $20. Comes with specialized Sales,
can handle up to 40 Macs offering Print spooling, modem
Purchases and General Journals, but permits creation of
pooling, data base management system, E-mail, ethernet
customized special journals.
interface, etc. with hard disk upgrade.
Satori Software, 5507 Woodlawn Ave, N., Seattle, WA
contd. on pg 61
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SOFTVIEWS
by David Morganstein
Spreadsheets Compared. This month we begin a
comparison of spreadsheet packages. In this issue we look at
the functions provided by four packages for the Macintosh:
Multiplan (the fIrst package released for the Mac), Click-On
Worksheet (a desk accessory), Quartet and the recently released
Jazz. In a future issue we will look at packages for the Apple
II (the original VisiCalc, Apple's own Appleworks, Supercalc
3A and Mousecalc). Later we will add two other Mac pack
ages, Crunch and when it is released, Excel.
Spreadsheets have played a crucial role in making the
personal computer an acceptable tool for use in the home or
business. VisiCalc established the Apple as more than a toy
and Lotus' 1-2-3 catapulted the mM PC into a lead position
among its competitors. The Macintosh' unique graphics have
led developers to produce spreadsheets with integrated (or
nearly integrated) graphics capabilities, as well. While devel
opment of spreadsheets for the Apple II languished for a period
after the release of Appleworks, two recent releases have
returned focus to them for n users.
The comparisons provided in the table at the end of this
article are not complete. The packages carry widely differing
prices and perform different operations. At this time, the
tables are limited to a listing of limitations, graphics features
and mathematical functions provided. This information
should be helpful in your decision making if you are trying to
select one or deciding whether you require more features then
your current program provides.
Statistical Packages. This issue features the first of
several reviews of statistical packages for the Macintosh. In
upcoming months we will discuss: Statview, Statworks,
NWA Statpak, Statsoft, Lionheart and NCSS. The packages
differ considerable in their suppon of the Macintosh user
interface. Several of them (Statview and Statworks) were
developed for the Macintosh and look like every other Mac
application. They have pull-down menus, data windows,
impressive graphics and they suppon Copying and Pasting
between applications. Some of the packages were written in
Basic or Fortran. possibly for other machines and merely
poned into the Macintosh. However, a few of these, NWA
Statpak and NCSS, perform analyses not conducted by other
packages.
We begin with a look at Statview, distributed by Brain
power, the company that brought you Chipwits.
Statview. Written in Lisa Pascal for the Macintosh,
Statview takes full advantage of pull-down menus, windows,
high resolution graphics and data exchanging through the use
of copy and paste. It is typical of many applications written
for the Mac which make extensive use of the Mac ROM
routines and operating system in that you don't need a manual
to learn to use it In the way of analyses, Statview provides
for simple descriptive statistics and graphics, multiple
regression, two-way analysis of variance, two-dimensional
tables and non-parametric tests comparing two or more
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groups. Statview holds all data in memory. Although I could
fInd no reference in the manual to a maximum number of
cases which it can handie, I was told that 15,000 integer data
points is the limit (fewer when using real numbers).
One of its strongest features is its easy to use data
window. Much like the Multiplan data window, you can
scroll vertically or horizontally, change column widths by
clicking and dragging on the between column divider, and cut
and paste columns or rows. Unlike Multiplan, it allows you
to select any font from your system for display of your data;
however, this capability applies only to the data window, not
the computed output. I had no trouble copying a standard data
set from the scrapbook and pasting it into Statview.
One of the menu items is "Utilities". Among the many
useful options are: one and two variable transformations,
recoding, sorting and selecting. You can use any of the
standard four functions (+,-,*,1) to combine a variable with
another variable or a constant You can apply a wide range of
transformations to a single existing variable or create a new
random variable. The recode option is easy to use and allows
you to conven a quantitative variable into discrete levels in a
matter of seconds. By selecting all rows meeting a set of
logical conditions you can restrict your analysis to specifIc

case types.
The graphic displays include: bar, line, and pie ~harts and
scattergrams. The charts can be drawn automatically or you
can tailor the display ranges to your interest As you can see
below, the bar chart does llilt display the horizontal scale. The
bars are labelled from number one to the number of bars, each
having its own shading, an unusual approach. I suggested to
the folks at Brainpower that display of the X-axis scale should
be added. Statview graphics can be copied readily into the
clipboard using a menu option.
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the text to learn about the various statistical methods provided
by Statview. The draft did not contain an index but it did
contain an appendix with the formulas used in the
computations.
The current version will run on a 128K Macintosh and is
available for $199.95. Brainpower, 24009 Ventura Blvd.,
Calabasas, CA. 91302. Phone: 818-884-6911.

While I have seen only a draft manual for Statview, it
appeared to be easy to read and to follow. The 122 pages
contained many Macintosh screens and consisted primarily of
examples which were stepped through to provide a tutorial.
Beyond the examples, the manual did not contain a reference
section on each function of the program; however, a 374 page
statistical text is included with the package. While there is no
direct connection between the text and Statview, you can use
CLICKON

JAZZ

MULTIPLAN QUARTET
ICHART

PRICE
CAPACITY
Max Rows
Max Columns
COPY PROTECfED
GRAPHICS
Pie
Line
Bar
Area

"-"

'"-I

Scatter
MATH
Absolute Value
Sign of Entry
Ceiling (round up)
Floor (round down)
Round x to n places
Random Number
Square Root
Any Exponent
Natural Exponent
Powers of two
Scaling Function
Logarithms
Modulo or Remainder
Sin
Cos
Tan
Arcsine
Arccosine
Arctangent
Pi
LOGICAL
If Then Else
Is Not Available
Is Error
Is Blank
Is String
Is Number
FINANCIAL
Future Value
Present Value
Net Present Value
Loan Payment
Internal Rate of Return
Discounted Present Value
Compounded Future Value
Compounded Yield
Washington Apple Pi

$69.95

$595.00

$320.00

$200.00

50
20
N

8192
256
Y

255
63
Y

1000
62
Y

1
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
0

1

1
1
0

1

1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

0
1
1

0
1

0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0

1

1
1

0
0

1
1
1

1

1

1

0
0
0
0
0

0

1

1
1
1

0
0
0
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Depreciation:
Straight Line
Sum of Years Digits
Double Declining
Balance .
STATISTICAL
Mean (Average)
Count
MinIMax
Variance
Standard Deviation
Sum
DATA RANGE FUNCTION
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Choose Nth Element
from List
Table Lookup
Number of Cols or Rows in Range
Value at Specified Row/Column
CeU Attributes
CALENDAR FUNCTIONS
Current Date & Time
Date Value
Date Value Conversion
Time Value
Time Value Conversion
TEXT FUNCTIONS
Changing Case
Comparing Text
Number of Characters
Removing Leading/Trailing Spaces
Remove Control Codes
Character Code Conversion
Repeat Text
Find Text
Extract Sub-string
Replace Text

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0
1
0

1

1
1
0

1

0

1
1
1
1
1

0

1
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
1
0

1
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

1

1
1

SYSOP WANTEDI
Tom Warrick has had to resign as WAP SYSOP. The
pressures of his new job as WAP President require his fuU
time efforts. It was with regret, but understanding, that the
Board of Directors of the WAP accepted his resignation. You
have done extremely well for the WAP, Tom, and the
Directors, and all members who have known you wish to
thank you.
Tom has asked Lee Raesly to head the new SYSOP
Committee. This committee will coordinate and manage the
club bulletin boards, and all matters pertaining to them. As
SYSOP Chairman, Lee will report directly to the President
The new arrangement will be to have a BBS SYSOP for
each of the current boards. These new Board SYSOPs will
work directly with Lee, to coordinate the various activities of
each board. The Board SYSOP will maintain message
currency, maintain the Bulletin for each separate board, and
monitor that board's messages for appropriate content Each
56

will have password access neccesary to do the job.
The access will be either from the Pi office, or from the
SYSOP's own Apple at home through his own modem. It
can all be done from his home, with the Bulletin mailed in to
the WAP office, as needed.
We will need TWO new SYSOPs - one for the MAIN
BBS, and one for the MacIntosh BBS. As stated above, you
do not need to be able to get to the WAP office, but it would
be helpful once in a while. If you are interested, call Lee
Raesly at (301) 439-4743 (his office near College Park, MD)
or at home at (301) 460-0754 (in Wheaton, MO). You can
also call and leave your name and telephone number at the
WAP office, for forwarding.
If you are interested, please call Lee and discuss it with
him. It would be a lot of fun, and some minimum work,
with a lot of support from the new SYSOP Committee.
e
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GATO FOR THE MAC

by Michael Drolet

If you've been waiting for Flight Simulator for the
Macintosh, GATO may keep you satisfied for awhile. GATO
is a "WW II Gato-class submarine simulation"; it has ten
difficulty levels, and 20 different missions on which to try
your skill, and luck, as Commanding Officer of the USS
Growler.
GATO takes place in a 20 "quadrant" patrol area which is
divided into an allied area, a neutral area, and an enemy area.
You can look at a map which shows all 20 "quadrants" at
once, or at a larger-scale map of a single "quadrant". One of
the maps is always displayed on the screen; both always
show your position and trace. The large map (Figure 1)
shows enemy ship positions and traces only at the three
lowest difficulty levels; the "quadrant" map (Figure 2) shows
enemy ship positions and traces at the six lowest difficulty
levels. Both maps show any islands in the area.
Besides the map the screen display shows: radar scope;
digital readouts and gauges for depth, speed, and heading;
digital readouts of battery and fuel levels; fore and aft torpedo
tube status; speed control; depth/heading controls; periscope
control; power source selector; and Q2 (oxygen) gauge.
These indicators and controls are always visible on your screen
when you are on a mission.
Two other status indicators are shown, depending on
~
which map you have on the screen. The large map takes up
almost half the screen area; when it is visible, the mine
control is also visible. When you shift to the smaller, single
"quadrant" map, you can see the view out your periscope or
from the conning tower (you can switch between the two), and
a damage indicator which shows those areas on your sub that
are out of commission.
Each mission begins with a Morse code radio message
which assigns an objective. I can't swear that the Morse code
you hear is accurate, but I have no reason to think it isn't.
The message also prints out on the screen, unless you're
playing at level seven or higher. (A Morse code tutorial is
included under the Special menu.) The missions are of three
types: destroy, mine, or rescue. To complete the mission
you have to destroy a certain number of enemy ships, lay a
minefield in a specified area, or stay on the surface right next
to an island in enemy territory for the time necessary to rescue
downed airmen or stranded sailors.
Once your have your assignment, you need to replenish
your supply of torpedoes and/or mines, and repair any
previous damage, if you haven't already done so. You do this
by rendevousing with your sub tender, which cruises in the
Allied-controlIed "quadrants".
When you get within a
thousand "units" of the tender, all damage is automatically
repaired, fuel and 02 are replenished, and your supply of
torpedoes/mines is renewed.
'-"
Now you're ready for the bad guys (and gals too, Regina).
But right away you run up against reality - it takes a while to
get to where the enemy is. You don't expect them to be
waiting right around the corner, do you? WelI, they're not,
Washington Apple Pi

and it could take up to 15 real-time minutes to get to the
farthest "quadrant" if that's where your mission takes you.
But if you look under the Special menu, you'll find a little
goodie called "Rapid sub deployment";
select it and
everything happens at about 10 times normal speed. And I do
mean everything - you move faster, but so does the enemy,
and your fuel and air consumption speeds up too. Once you're
detected by the enemy, the game automatically switches to
normal speed. Or you can transit to the mission area, and
then switch back to normal speed.
Depending on the difficulty level you've chosen, you may
or may not know where the enemy is from their traces on the
map, but nothing happens till a ship comes within your
maximum radar range of 3500 "units". Then you see a blip
on the scope and hear a beep. The scope shows your position
in the middle of the screen. All other vessels are plotted
relative to you; that means the top of the scope is not
necessarily north, but is whatever direction is directly in front
of you, and the ship off to your left is shown to your left on
the radar even if it is due south of your position. Shortly after
you get an indication on your radar, the other ship will come
into visual range and now it's time for action.
At the least difficult level you can stay on the surface and
torpedo any ship that comes in range pretty easily, but higher
levels definitely require more strategy. You have to sneak up
on the enemy while you're submerged, fire your torpedoes,
then start evasive tactics without waiting to see if you were
on target. Enemy patrol boats and destroyers will be after you
with sonar and depth charges; once you're below periscope
depth you're operating blind, except for the traces on the map
if you're at a low enough difficulty level. Sometimes you
evade them by twisting and turning, other times by turning
off all power and "running silent" and deep. And quite often
they just blow you to smithereens. Before that happens your
gauges will crack and quit working, and quite a few of your
damage indicators will be lit up. You'll be using up your
batteries and your 0 2 supply while you're submerged, so you
may suffocate before the enemy gets you. If you survive their
attack, you surface to recharge your batteries and 0 2 tanks,
and continue your mission.
The manual is pretty good. It explains all the instruments
and controls, and all the menu items. It has a copy of the
large map, and several pages on strategy and tactics. It also
has a tutorial on the Mission Creator, which does just what
its name implies. You can make up your own missions when
you get tired of the 20 default missions. It's easy to do, and
gives you some insight into enemy tactics.
Some random notes:
all the controls can be operated with the mouse or the
keyboard;
a brief description of the GATO class submarines during
WW IT is included under the Special menu;
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if you get too close to an island, you may run aground and
be stuck if you can't back off;
a record of all the ships you sink is kept in the Captain's
Log - if you get sunk yourself, the log goes down with you
and the next game starts with a blank log;
you can suspend play to answer the phone, or get a beer,
or whatever;
you can save up to five games, and come back to them
later - this is a good way to keep from losing all the ships
entered in the Captain's Log;
you can return to the tender during a mission, replenish,
and go back out to complete the mission;
during the game, you can change the settings of the
submarine and the enemy ships - speed, fuel consumption,
etc.;
the periscope seem to have some bugs - a couple of times,
when I turned the periscope around, the view did not change
although I knew for a fact that it should;
GATO bombed two or three times in 20 - 25 hours of
playing it; **
GATO is copy-protected, and a back-up disk costs $10.

Figure 1

I like GATO. It's a challenge at all levels, but it's easy
enough at the lower levels so you don't get totally frustrated
and give up; you can win while you're learning the strategies
that you'll need at the higher levels.
** The company is in the process of sending out notices
to all registered owners about a free replacement for any disk
other than Version 1.3. In addition, the problem seems to
occur mainly on 128K Macs, and only in very sporadic
instances. Therefore, be sure to send in your registration
cards. For further information you can call Spectrum
Holobyte in Boulder, CO at (800) 621-8385, ext 262.

Figure 2
- Compact
- Uriah Heap
- Set File
- Mousometer
- Journal
- Explorer
- Extras
- Word Count
- Ascii
- Screen Save
- Idle
• Auto Dial Folder
- Auto Dial
- Resource Mover
- Auto DailDoc
• System Folder
- System File (minimal Fonts and DAs)
- Finder
- Startup Screen
- Clipboard File.

Disketeria Dispatch contd. from pg 62"
- Saddle
- Bouncy
• Key Caps
- New Keys
- Dvorak
• Calculators
- HP12C
- Reverse Polish Notation
- std Apple
- original Apple
- HexCalc
- Analyst (demo of TI Business Analyst II)
- Base Tool
• Disk Utils
- Disk Information
- Delete File
- Quit
- Skipfinder
- Idle/Sleep
- Heap Doctor
- Trap List
- Transfer...
- Memory Window
• Utilities
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For a brief description of each DA, select the DA from the
Desktop Window and get Information (Command-lor select
with mouse from File Menu).
Where the information was available, authors of DAs are
credited in the Information Windows. Thanks to one and all! ~
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THE BEST OF THE WAP ABBS
by =AlexanderFrom WP4614 to AlL

06117 Questions to you all

From WP2754 to:WP2351 06/12 Speakers...

First off: I got this informal job of organizing stocks and
bonds by putting them into the data base of AppleWorks.
Anybody have any idea of the "going rate" for something like
that? Also, at the end of this summer my family is going to
buy another computer for my sister to take to college.
Anyone know what Apple is the best buy nowadays?
_- Bobby-_
From WP264S to:WP4614 06118 Answers
For going to college I would suggest that she get a Mac if she
wanted something small, but personally I would go with the
Apple /Ie because of its ability to expand (mouse, 80 cols).
OK? III kitt diebold III

It's basically as simple as connecting the existing wire from
your Apple to the external speaker. The Apple is actually a
pretty powerful output; it's just that now your speaker is
facing right into the table and you get a muffled sound from
it..
FRom WP1730 to AlL

06107 BBS Operation

Our school is thinking of starting a BBS for its students using
an Apple /Ie and has heard that leaving the machine running
constantly may cause it to wear out in a year or two. Can
anyone verify or comment on this from his or her own
experience?
From WP2243 to:WP1730 06/07 BBS Oper (r)

From WP1962 to:WP4614 06118 Good Computer
The cheapest way to get a 'good' computer is to buy a used ][
or ][+. Portabilitywise, IIc's are great and let the user switch
to the Dvorak keyboard arrangement (20% more efficient?).
By the way, if you're looking for an extremely low price,
don't fall into the Commodore or Sinclair traps (they -can't- be
used for word processing). ----ELI S.

Naaaa, don't worry about the Apple! In fact, you do more
damage to it by turning it -off- than by leaving it on all the
time. We have an old ][+ here at work that we have beat to
death over the last 4 years, left it on all the time except for
weekends (in case of power-outages), and it runs just fine.
Never been in for repair. Brett
From WP1821 to:WP1730 06/07 BBS's and lie

From WP31S0 to:WP4614 06119 Computer Advice
Before you make any decision of what type of computer to
buy for your sister I would fmd out what types of micros the
university uses the most. That way, if she wants to work at
school or at home she doesn't have to lug around a computer.
Another thing I would find out is whether the school has
some type of consortium (ala Apple Mac). You might be
able to pUIChase a micro from the school much cheaper than
you can find around here. Now, I know it would be great to
get an Apple for her, but you should be pragmatic about it and
buy one that will be the most use to her while at school.
TIM WEST
From WP4772 to:WP31SO 06r'20 Computer Advice
You made some good comments. Might want to add (even
though I am a loyal Apple user) that the IBM PC and clones
may be a better choice. Seems like Big Blue (how I hate the
color blue, now!) has gotten hordes to maICh to its drum, and
that fact can not be ignored. The Apple is alive and well, but
Big Blue is the bully on the block!
From WP23S1 to AlL

06112 Ext Speaker

I have some 8 ohm speakers laying around that I would like to
use on my ][+. (I'm not using it for a speech synthesizer.)
How would I do this correctly? PACO
Washington Apple Pi

It's perfectly safe to leave your Apple on for long periods of
time. We do it at school all the time and it works. I run a
BBS at home on my ][+ and have had no trouble with it. If
you are worried you can always put a fan near the Apple.
From WP4160 to:WP1730 06/08 Heavy Duty Apple Use
Apples and all other electronic equipment last much longer if
they don't run hot. A reduction of ten degrees in a warm area
may double the average time between failures! If you rig up a
good cooling system your Apple may age less rapidly with it
than if it were on only a few hours a day without cooling. I
don't know how good the commercial fans are but they almost
certianly help considerably without requiring custom fabrica
tion or cutting thru Apple case. Cooling will not make much
difference in failures to the mechanical parts and heads of your
disc drives. Most floppies in intermittent use seem to not
even get warm, therefore they will probably not benefit from a
fan. If you use a fan you may need to dust inside the Apple !
From WP2754 to:WP1730 06108 BBS's
In answer to your question about hardware strain - the
computer should be ok if it has a fan, but drives tend to wear
out after heavy use. Hope this helps...
-=N'efJ!/\=
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From WP6840 to AIL

06108 Help

I am a new user to this BBS as well as boards in general. My
problem is connecting to most other boards. All I get is a
line of random charactaers and then disconnected. Is it line
noise or incorrect baud rate, or trying to call outside the local
area (I have extended area coverage), or something else? The
WAP & ffiM-PC boards work fme. I would appreciate some
help/info. DOUG
From WP1629 to:WP3195 06108 Compute! WP?
Is Computers program really public domain?
Some
magazines like Nibble allow you to copy the program but it
is not considered to be PD. Is there any way of checking the
pgm after it is typed in (checksum), like Nibble offers?
Thanx, Bill.
From WP3195 to AIL

06111 ABBS Fee

Why not give the board some input on the new fees for
WAPABBS? June Journal (page 2) says a fat one time fee is
better than an annual fee because of ease of record keeping.
Do we agree with this?

SURE that non-members have some sort of access (non
members including WAP & non-WAP who have not paid),
otherwise you force a blind purchase. Why not offer both, a
$5.00 annual fee AND a $25.00 lifetime fee, good for as long
as the user is breathing? Of course, with an annual fee you
provide more money theoretically, but need to have something
like a logon-msg warning those who are due to send in a
check to do so, allowing at least a I-month period where such
a warning comes out, perhaps including a few weeks grace
period before disabling the account. I agree that a non
automatic method of keeping track of expirations and
informing users of them would require enormous #s of man
hours (or Tom-hours!).
From WP5181 to:WAP580 06112 Annual vs One-time Fee
Right now, there's the administrative hassle of taking off the
WAP BBS the people who have not renewed. But I agree that
an annual fee could compound this because a particular
member could have 2 "tickler" dates: membership expo date &
BBS renewal date. New members who join after the new BBS
is up would have the same date probably, but earlier members
wouldn't

From WAP580 to:WP3195 06111 ABBS Fee(s)
From WP2513 to AIL
When I presented the proposed new ABBS, one of the items
addressed was how to pay for the system. There were basic
ally 2 alternatives: one time signup fee or a yearly fee. The
proposal from the ABBS committee recommended a yearly fee
and after much discussion at the Board meeting the main
objection was the large administrative burden put on the
SYSOP(s) and others to keep track who paid and who didn't.
The final vote was for a one time fee. After thinking about it,
I think that is the best approach. A basic fact is that at a
WAP general meeting a few months ago the members voted
that the new ABBS should be self supporting. The great
majority of WAP members do not use the present ABBS.
From WAP208 to:WP3195 06111 BBS Fee

06113 "Tickler" Dates

I like the idea of a modest one-time fee ($20-25), but I do
believe that a yearly fee could be paid also. Two dates would
be poor, so why not make the BBS payment the same date as
the renewal date? Sure, some people are going to get more of
a 'free ride' than others the first year, but I think most people
could live with it. Yearly fee? Very small - $5.00 - $7.00.
Chris
From WP2411 to AIL

06122 Laser use

Is there a computer store near Reston that allows the public to
use Apple's LaserWriter printer at a nominal cost? Does
WAP do this? Thanks in advance.
From WP5394 to:WP2411 06122 Laserwriter Use

Having served on the BBS Upgrade commitee, I can give you
my feedback. I recommended a user fee for two reasons.
First, the activity should pay its own way. Second, a fee
tends to discourage abusers. People generally consider free
things worth every penny they pay for them and treat them
accordingly. With modems cheap and membership growing,
there has to be some way to support and expand the system as
users increase. Finally, we should not be satisfied with a
plain vanilla system. We could have a mini-Compuserve
with the number of users we have. A user fee allows for
some expansions and improvements. I recommended a yearly
fee.
We are a computer club, and computers make
bookkeeping easy. An annual fee is the way to go.

See ads in WAP Journal for the Reston Copy Center. (I'm not
sure about the name). They advertise LaserWriter use with a
discount to WAP members.

From WP3181 to:WP3195 06111 BBS Fees

From WP2439 to AIL

Both a large one-time and a smaller annual fee have
advantages. Who wants to pay $25 to access a board you may
use very little? If the one-time fee approach is used, MAKE

Would someone tell me about Turbo Pascal running on Apple
CP/M? How widely is it used? Is there any graphics
support? Can you suggest any reviews for the Apple CP/M
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Clinton Computer has a store in Clinton near Andrews AFB,
and one in Alexandria (I think). The Clinton store allows you
to use the Laserwriter controlled by a MAC. I would expect
that the other store would, too, as it is business oriented.
Call them and find out
From WP2439 to:WP2411 06/24 LaserwirterIReston
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05/14 Turbo Pascal

Washington Apple Pi

version other than the one in the WAP Journal? How port
able is source code to other machines with Turbo?

From WPI755 to ALL

05/30 CP/M W/S Error

I received a "bad sector error" in a WordStar drafted letter. It
would not copy to another disk. Is that a sign of a bad disk or
a bad disk drive?

From WP4488 to:WP2439 05/17 Turbo Pascal
I've heard little but good things about Turbo Pascal, though
I've never used it myself. My brother uses it on an Epson QX
10. He likes it. He also says that the versIons for each
machine have some machine specific commands, but that if
you avoid these, the code is completely portable to other
machines (assum- ing you can get it into the machine, say by
modem). Kevin.

From WP5139 to:WP175S 05/31 CPIM Error
Try another disk in the same process and, if there is no
reoccurance of the trouble, and if you can redo the data on that
disk, reformat that disk. This sometimes fues a disk error.
Good luck.

From WPI09S to:WPI821 06108 CP/M & Turbo

From WP2722 to:WPI7SS 05/31 (R) Wordstar Error

Virtually all of the CP/M for the Apple is CP/M-80, i.e. Z
80 based. CP/M-86, for 8088/8086, has never achieved much
prominence and you'll have a hard time fmding much software
for it Turbo Pascal is so much better than Apple Pascal in
its compile and execution speeds that there's no contest
Source code is maybe 95%, but not 100%, compat- ible; I/O
& flies differ.

The error message you describe has happened to me when I
forgot to check on available disk space at the beginning of a
session. Have you filled the disk too full? Too full doesn't
always mean that the disk is 100% full, because there has to
be room for the back-up copying that WS does automatically.
Paul
From WAP371 to:WPI75S 05/31 Bad Sector Error

From WAP193 to ALL

06101 Wordstar, CP/M Free

I received an ad for WordStar for $164.95 plus a CP/M board
free from BroadReach, 505 Industry Drive, Seattle, W A
98188. It is WordStar 3.3 & the board is Appli-Card 2.0. Is
this for real? Has anyone purchased it or tried it? I would like
to buy it if there is no gimmick. Please, let me hear from
WAP members who know about this offer.
From WP4772 to:WAP193 06109 R-WSlCPM Free
If it is the same ad that I saw, it has a 70-column screen that
is software generated. I would suggest the MS Soft-Card.
There may be fewer compatiblity problems down the road,
since the MS card is considered the standard.
From WP3I81 to:WP1821 06111 CP/M Cards
Ken, when buying a cp/m card, it is wise to check for the
following: (1) comes WITH operating system. Some cards
don't & assume you have pirate copy; (2) check for decent
clock-speed. As long as using different CPU, no need to use a
slow one; (3) check for on-board RAM. This is related to #2
above. If the Z80 is using the regular Apple RAM memory,
all RAM access has to go thru BOTH the card's CPU and the
6502, SSSLLLOOOWWWWWWW! The ApplicardlStarcard
fit the above and can be gotten fairly cheaply .... Bob M.
From WP2074 to:WPI821 06111 (R) CP/M Info

1. Go with Z-80 CPM. Instruction set is richer and easier to
understand. 2. Best deal on a CPIM card is the Applied
Engineering card. Jt really works, and the price is right 3.
Turbo Pascal is better than advertised, easy to use, runs fast
and has good documentation.

Washington Apple Pi

If this error occurs on only ONE disk, and in all drives, then it
is a bad disk. If the error occurs on ALL disks, but only ONE
disk drive, then it is the disk drive.
From WP4609 to ALL

05/31 3 Drives-Wordstar???

I would like to have all three drives used with Wordstar. Is
there anyway that it can be done? I need extra disk space since
I have the WS thesaurus and with 2 drives only have 20k left
for flies. Thanks. Debby. P.S. I have only one card for the
two drives I'm using currently.
From WPS139 to:WP4609 06103 Additional Drive
You need to get another controller card and install it in an
empty slot (like 5). You connect the third drive to that
controller board and the system will then be able to use drive
3 ( or C: in CP/M)....
~~~

~

Review Comer contd. from pg 53
98103. Bulk Mailer $125. Mail list program.
SoftStyle, Inc., 7192 Kalanianaole Highway, Honolulu,
Hawaii ,96825. Laserstart $95 including standard Mac
printer cable. Printer driver for the HP Laserjet JetStart
$45. Printer driver for HP ThinkJet printer.
Stoneware, 50 Belvedere Street, San Rafael, CA 94901.
DB Master $195. A Mac Database program from the
makers of the successful data base program for the II.
Vamp Inc., 6753 Selma Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90028.
McCad $395. A "computer aided design" system for the
Mac for printed circuits.
~
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DISKETERIA
DISPATCH
This month we are introducing two new disks into the
SigMac Library. The following descriptions are from Tony
Anderson.

along with MacZAP. I urged them to release it to the
public domain and they obliged. Copy times are: 20 sec to
read a disk into memory 27 sec to write a disk from
memory 15 sec extra if the disk needs to be formatted" -

SigMac Disk 21: Utilities I (ResEd)
SigMac 22: Desk Tools
This disk marks a number of fusts. This is the first disk
with the new Finder (version 4.2). The first Program Notes
written with the new disk-based MacWrite (version 4.5) and
the fll'St disk devoted exclusively to Utilities. These utilities
are well worth a disk of their own. 512K Mac Disk COl>Y
allows you to load an entire disk into the Mac's memory and
then write as many disk copies as needed without re-reading
the original. Efuti.t is the old standby with new features added
for tile recovery. Set File sets the "type" and "creator" of any
tile. Last, but not least, the best utilities of all time, ResEd
and REdit. These powerful utilities allow you to customize
everything about your Mac to match your own style. Don't
like the cursor shape? Change it. Don't like a menu item's
command key equivalent? Change it. Want a new system
font? Install it Have fun with this new-found power, but
don't forget that while this gives you the power to create, it
also gives the power to destroy documents and even whole
disks. Only use these utilities with backup disks. Let the
SigMac library see what you do with ResEd. If you create a
new font or icon. why not submit it?
The following items are available on SigMac Disk 21:
Set File. Each document or application has a "Type" and
"Creator". This application from Apple allows you to
change these and a few other flags. Can also be done from
within FEdit3.0.
ResEd. ResEd is the Apple Resource Editor. This is version
'Proto#0.5-5/10/85· off the May '85 software supplement
Use ResEd to add, delete, and edit resources; see also
REdit, the European resource editor and the July 1985
MacWorld, page 130 for help with this utility.
REdit. This is Redit, the European Resource Editor. This is
version 1.00-March 18,1985. REdit allows one to edit
resources, and, unlike ResEdit, will also allow you to
decompile resources to RMaker source code. See the July
1985 MacWorld, page 130 for help with this utility.
FEdit3.0. (by John Mitchell) The author writes, "This is
Fedit version 3.0. It contains not one, but two fLle
recovery facilities that do not depend on correct tags. These
are designed for use with hard disks that do not support
sector tags. There are also some bug fixes and a few new
features such as write and edit boot blocks, reverse forks and
a couple of "expert mode" configuration options. You
should read FeditDoc for details."
FEdit3.0 Doc. This is the documentation for FEdit version
3.0
512K Mac Disk Copy.
"This was sent to me after a
phone call to MicroAnalyst who ships a similar version

Overvue or Desk Tools
Desk Accessories (DAs or Desk Tools) are mml
applications which can be selected from the Apple Menu from
the Desk Top or while running any application. DAs reside
in your System File, and up to 18 DAs may be included in
one System File. Each DA occupies a variable amount of
memory. It is generally recommended that DAs larger than
18K be reserved for use with a Fat Mac (512K RAM), but
large DAs may run on a 128K Mac as long as the number of
DAs is kept to a minimum and there is sufficient RAM
available from within an application.
DAs may be added or deleted from your System Files with
the Apple FontlDA Mover available from your dealer. A
copy of this utility program is included on this disk. Don
Brown, the author of all of the MockSoftware included on this
disk distributes his programs through MAUG with the
understanding that if you like and use the programs you will
send him a check for the appropriate amount (see Information
boxes with each program). For your convenience, all DAs
were converted to the new icon for this Desk Tools disk, and
you add or delete them with the Apple FontIDA Mover.
For a more complete discussion of DAs, read the
following:
• "Mac's Desktop Tools: Understanding Mac Accesso
ries", Arthur T. Denzau, MACazine, May 1985, pp. 39-43.
• "Decking Out the Mac's Desktop", Gordon McComb,
MacWorld, March 1985, pp. 44-52.
This disk contains the following Folders with these DAs:
• Calendars
- Corvus calendar
- DeskCai (Mike Schuster's Desk Calendar, 18K)
• Clocks
- Alarm Clock (from Apple)
- Dock (sans alarm)
• MockSoftware
- MockPTerminai
- MockTerminai
- MockWrite
- MockPrinter
• Fun Folder
- Executive Decision Maker
- Fantasy Role Playing Die Roller
- System Bugs
- Magnifying Glass
- Puzzle
- Trails

contd. on pg 58
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA MAIL ORDER FORM
Software for Creative Living
Disks from Washington Apple Pi's Disketeria are available for purchase.
that you want mailed to you.

This form is only for ordering disks

5 1/4" DISKETTES: - Members $ 5.00 ea.; Non-members $ 8.00 ea., Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00
3 1/2 a
•
- Members $ 7.00 ea.; Non-members $ 10.00 ea., Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00
Note: DOS 3.2 disks (Volumes 1 - 40) have been discontinued.
DOS 3.3
( ) Volume
( ) Volume
( ) Volume
( ) Volume
( ) Vol ume

(
(
(
(
(

41
42
43
44
45

lAC 25 Hach. Lang. Uti1.
One Key DOS ***
lAC 29 Utilities H
Utilities I
Dlversi-Copy ***

) Volume 70
) Volume 71
) Vol ume 72
) Volume 73
) Volume 74
) Volume 75
) Vol ume 76
) Volume 77

Business/Math/Statistics
Music
Keyboard Games
Text Adventure Games
Paddle Games
Color Graphics for Fun
Education
Utilities

( ) Vol ume 90 Spreadsheet C Gen1. Bus.

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Volume

91
92
93
94

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Vol ume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

100
101
102
103
104
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

Spreadsheet 0 Investment
Spreadsheet E Bus. Recd.
VisiPlot &VisiTrend
CALCULINK ***

DOS 3.3 contd.
( ) Volume 135
( ) Vo1une 136
( ) Volume 137
( ) Vo1une 138
( ) Vo1~e 139
( ) Volume 140
( ) Volume 141
( ) Volume 142
( ) Volume 143
( ) Vo1une 144
( ) Volume 145
( ) Vol ume 146
( ) Vo1~e 147
( ) Vol ume 150
( ) Volume 151
( ) Volume 152
( ) Volume 153
( ) Volume 154
( ) Volume 155
( ) Volume 156
( ) Volume 157
( ) Volume 158
( ) Volume 159
( ) Volume 160

Utilities A
Utilit ies B
Games A
Merry Christmas
Business A
Eamon Seri es
Science Engineering
( ) Volume 180
Games B
( ) Volume 181
( )*Vo1 ume 182
lAC 10 (Graphics)
lAC 11 (Applesoft Tutorial) ( )*Vo1ume 183
Personal/Education
( )*Vo1ume 184
Games C
( )*Vo1ume 185
( )*Vo1ume 186
Utilities C
Business B
( )*Vo1ume 187
lAC 12113 Misc.
( )*Volume 188
lAC 14 MicranodenII
( )*Vo1ume 189
( )*Vol ume 190
Picture Packer
Utilities 0
( )*Volume 191
lAC 15 Misc.
( )*Volume 192
lAC 16 Misc.
( )*Volume 193
WAPABBS 1.1 Doc. **
( )*Vo1ume 194
lAC 17 Misc.
( )*Volume 195
French Vocabulary
( )*Volume 196
Utilities E
( )*Volume 197
lAC 18 Misc.
( )*Vo1ume 198
( )*Volume 199
Sights and Sounds
( )*Volume 200
Math/Science
Games 0
( )*Volume 201
GLAQ
( )*Volume 202
( )*Volume 203
Diversi-DOS ***
Persona1/Educ. 2
( )*Vo1ume 204
lAC 19 - utilities F
( )*Volume 205
lAC 20 - Pascal &DOS 3.3 ( )*Vo1ume 206
New Menbers Disk
( )*Volume 207
( )*Vol ume -208

The office will maintain an "archival" copies.

Pascal
(See also Volume 133)
WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 1 ** () Volume 300 PIGO: ATTACH 1.1/BIOS
WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 2 ** () Volume 301 PIG1:
lAC 21 Spreadsheet A () Volume 302 PIG2:
lAC 23 Utilities G
( ) Volume 303 PIG3:
lAC 24 Education 3
( ) Volume 304 PIG4:
Education 4
( ) Volume 305 PIG5:
Special Data Bases
( ) Volume 306 PIG6:
lAC 2B Pinball Games
() Volume 307 PIG7:
Sports
( ) Vo11m1e 308 PIG8:
lAC 27 App1esoft Prog. () Volume 309 PIG9:
Apple Logo Tool Kit
( ) Volume 310 PIGI0:
Logo Documentat ion
( ) Volume 311 PIG11:
Apple Logo Sample Prog. ( ) Volume 312 PIG12:
EDSIG1 (Elem. Math)
( ) Volume 313 PIG13: Guerilla Guide
1983 Tax Template
( ) Volume 314 PIG14:
lAC 31 Miscellaneous CP/M
Investments A
( ) Volume 401 Master Catalog
Investments B
( ) Volume 402 Utilities 1
lAC 33 Miscellaneous
() Volume 403 Communications
lAC 35 Applesoft-AW//e () Volume 404 Utilities 2
lAC 36 Arcade Games
( ) Volume 405 Utilities 3
Apple Logo Programs
( ) Volume 406 ZtPR2 Install
Recipe J;i1es
( ) Volume 407 ZCPR2 Documentation
Utilities & Games
( ) Volume 408 ZCPR2 Utilities
( ) Vol ume 409 l-biem 730
Forth
Dungeon Designer
( ) Volume 700 Assembler/Disassembler
( ) Volume 701 Full Screen Editor
Beginners Cave
( ) Volume 702 GoForth Tutorial
Lair of Minotaur
( ) Volume 703 Fig-Forth
Cave of the Mind
( ) Volume 704 Floating Point Arithmetic
Zyphur Riverventure
Castle of Doom
Death Star
Macintosh - @$7.00 (see above)
Devl1's Tomb
() SigMac 1 HS-BASIC Pgns
() SigMac 2 Atkinson's Goodies
Caves of Treas.ls1.
() SigMac 3 Fonts
Furloso
The Magic King:lom
() SigMac 4 MS-BASIC Pgms
() SigMac 5 Desk Accessories
The Tomb of Molinar
Lost Is1. of Apple
() SigMac 6 Mac Paintings
Abductor's Quarters
() SigMac 7 Desk Calendar &HS-BASIC
Quest for Trezore
() SigMac 8 Mac FORTH Programs
() SigMac 9 Not One Byte
Underground City
Merlin's Castle
() SigMac 10 Mostly BASIC
() SigMac 11 Mac Fonts} Reconmended as
Horgrath Castle
() SigMac 12 MacFontsl a pair.
Deathtrap
() SigMac 13 RAM Disk and Altered Finder
The Black Death
The Temple of Ngurct
() SigMac 14 Fi1evision Templates
() SigMac 15 Proganmer's Playground
Black Mountain
() SigMac 16 New Menbers Disk 1985
Nuclear Nightmare
() SigMac 17 Red Ryder 5.0 ***
Feast of Carroll
() SigMac 18 MusicWorks Collection I
The Master's Dungeon
() Sig~lac 19 Mock Accessories ***
The Crystal Mountain
() SigMac 20 MacPaintings II
The Lost Adventure
() SigMac 21 Utilities I (ResEd)
The Manxane Foe
() SigMac 22 Desk Tools
The Gaunt let

* Volume 181 required with these disks.
** Vols. 121, 135, 136 must be purchased together.
*** Use of this disk requires sending money directly to the author.)
(NOTE: ALLOW 3 TO 4 WEEKS FOR MAILING.)

di sks.; pos tage $_ _; Total amount enclosed $

Tota 1 Order •

Make check payable and send to:

NAME
' - ' ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP
TELEPHONE

------------------------------_ _ _ _ _WAP MEMBERSHIP NO._ _ __

Washington Apple Pi

August 1985

(US funds payable
on a US bank)

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
Attn. Disketeria
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201
Bethesda, MD 20814
DATE
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WAP TUTORIAL REGISTRATION
The following four WAP tutorials are being offered to Apple II owners on Tuesday evenings from 7:30 to 9:00 PM, at
the office, 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MO. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30; if you bring your computer
please arrive 15 minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or all of the series. They are designed for
the "beginner" and will be repeated monthly. A detaile,j outline of the tutorials WdS given in the January, 1985 __
WAP Journal and in the Members Reference Boo~.
r
,
()
( )
()
( )

September
September
September
September

3
10
17
24

-

INTRODUCTION TO APPLE COMPUTER HARDWARE
HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE
BEGINNING APPLESOFT BASIC
INTERMEDIATE APPLESOFT BASIC

The fee for each tutorial is $10.00 with an Apple, monitor and disk drive, $15.00 without (monitors available for
1st 5 registra~ts - call office). Please note that WAP does not have eqijipnent for you to use; if you do not
bring your own, you will have to look over someone's shoulder.
Tutorials at $10.00 (with equipment)

Tutorials at $15.00 (without equipment)

SigMac is sponsoring d series of two monthly tutorials for the beginner.
They will be held at the office, from 7-10 PM on Monday evenings.

The fee for two tutorials

is

$20.00.

Monday, July 29 and August 5
Monday, August 19 and 26
Monday, September 23 and 30

A "non-regular" Apple tutorial is being offered on Exploring the WAP New Member Disk, and is being taught by J.T.
(Tom) DeMay Jr. It is scheduled for Saturday, September 14, 9:00 AM - 12 Noon at the office.
Attendees should
bring their Apple and disk drive, New Member Disk, and an empty disk which has been formatted.
$15 with Apple, member
$20 wlo Apple, member

) $20 with Apple, non-member
) $25 wlo Apple, non-member

Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with feels) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to:
Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
Attn. Tutorials
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 20t
Bethesda, MD 20814

Name

--------------- --._-------------_ ... _--------------

Oaytime Phone _____ ........ __ Evening Phone _______________
Total Enclosed $
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Washington Apple Pi

Diskettes

Quality and
reliability you can
depend on.

PRODUC TS

or

Kodak

New KODAK Diskettes are certified error-free. They
are available in the most popular formats for your
PC. Trust your data memories to a name that means
reliabil ity. See us today for new KODAK Diskettes.

..
KODAK.

THE NAME

SAYS IT ALL.

WASHINGTON APPLE PI, LTD.
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201
Bethesda, MD 20814
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FORWARDING AND ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES .

Three-In-One Offer! Just $598
(Includes On-Site Warranty)
• A 30 cps letter-quality printer
• A timesharing keyboard terminal (when modem equipped)
• A Selectric*-style keyboard typewriter
AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for
And you can choose from a list of options including
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications
forms tractor, p in-feed platen, paper trays, side s helves,
versatility . Now you can have all this for only $598" in our
extra printwheels, APL ke yboard a nd 2K buffer .
special limited offer.
For information telephone
Sean Belanger
• Optional 45 characters per second
.. ~.",.,. ,. ,., •• •-,.... ,. TrY' '.11 ..... , I
(301) 840-5700
• Changeable type faces
f·
• Full ASCII keyboard with
numeric pad
• High resolution X-Y plotting
• Complete electronic forms
control
"Sug~l'SIt:'d Sl' IIIn~ pnel'. l'"dUJl':t opltun:
and is ~ ubjl!ct tu c h.ln~l..· \\ ilhllUI nolin'
• 256-character buffer
Model shu wn IncluJl'~ Ct'rl.lln o ptlun ..
• Asynchronous RS-232 interface
Offef avai lablt.' unly in thl' con tigu ous U.S
• Printwheel, ribbon cartridge,
·Sl'it'cl nc IS it Ir.,dt>mark III IBM
and cable included
• 3D-day partsllabor warranty
ANDERSON
E

_

.

I'
(. \....-~-------,

I'

1

JACOBSON
8653 Grovemon! Cir.
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
54191

